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The Space Tug Thermal Control Follow-On program was conducted to
further explore some of the thermal control concepts proposed for
use in Space Tug in a breadboard test program. The objectives of
the test program were to demonstrate the thermal control capabil-
ities of a louver/battery configuration and a thermal conditioning
panel/heat pipe radiator configuration. An additional objective
was added to model the header pipe and radiator of the second
test and correlate the analysis with the test results.
These three objectives were achieved and are reported separately
within the three appendices of this report.
IT. SUMMARY
-----------------------------------------------.-----------------
The louver/battery test was conducted to demonstrate the louver's
ability to control the Tug battery temperature and also compare
actuator mechanisms.	 Two flight type louver assemblies were pro-
cured and tested.	 Each of these assemblies were actuated by
bimetallic springs.	 Results of this test were compared with a
Martin Marietta built louver assembly which was actuated by a
fluidic actuator.	 Each unit exhibited similiar effective em-
ittances andperformance when full open and closed. 	 The bimetallic
units function well throughout the testing while fluidic actuator
" exhibited a sluggish response.
The heat pipe radiator/thermal conditioning panel test was conducted
= to demonstrate the performance of an all heat pipe thermal control
system.	 The radiator and thermal conditioning panel were provided
GFP for this test.	 The two units were connected together thermally
via a procured fixed conductance heat pipe.	 Steady-state and
transient tests were performed with all test articles performing
} flawlessly.	 The major conclusion drawn from this test was that
physical interfaces between the test articles should be minimized.
C, Bolted and clamped joints for such a design result in At's that
reduce the system capability to reject heat.	 The test demonstrated
the radiators capability to reject the design heat loads at design
environments and also demonstrated the capability to reject heat
loads at lower than the design cold case environment.
	 Appendix B
discusses the test program and results.
The development of an integrated thermal model of the radiator,
header pipe, and thermal conditioning panel provided the means to
evaluate the above test results.
	 The analysis of heat pipe sys-
tems in steady-state and transient conditions has recently been
a state-of-the-art problem.
	 While the results of the analysis
indicate that system performance can be obtained with confidence,
the analysis is sensitive individual pipe performance and inter-
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Application of a louver system to thermal control of typical space
tug components is desirable for many reasons. They are partic-
ularly useful because of high reliability, a semi-passive nature
requiring no electrical power, and their ability to readily com-
pensate for a change in the component power dissipation on the
spacecraft environment.
Interior louvers are even more reliable and predictable than ex-
posed louvers because they are unhampered by the complex effects
of solar impingement and direct exposure to the space environment.
However, the heat rejection is reduced by the addition of the
cover which acts as a radiation shield to the environment. The
choice to use covered louvers on the tug was based on the thermal
and mission requirements. The heat dissipation of typical tug
components, with the exception of the fuel cell, are within the







Two louver systems were tested to demonstrate their thermal control
capabilities as applied to spacecraft components. Both louver
systems are of the interior type and differ primarily in the way
the blades are actuated. System 1 uses bimetallic spiral wound
springs while System 2 uses a fluidic actuator developed for the
Viking thermal switch.
The primary objective of both series of tests was to demonstrate
the louver systems capability of maintaining thermal control of
typical spacecraft components. Both steady-state and transient
environmental conditions were simulated along with various compo-
nent power dissipations. A post test model correlation was then
carried out to verify the analytical techniques and to establish
interior louver system operational characteristics.
	 9
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1?I. TEST DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES
----------- -------------------------•---------------------------
Two covered louver systems were tested in a thermal vacuum en-
vironment in order to establish the operational characteristics
of covered louver systems and to verify the analytical modeling
techniques.	 The primary difference between the two louver sys-
tems tested was the way in which the blades were actuated. 	 Louver	 f
System l used the more conventional. bimetallic spiral wound actu-
ators while Louver System 2 used a fluidic actuator built by
Martin Marietta for use on the Viking thermal switch.
Rach louver system was subjected to a series of tests designed
to demonstrate the capability of the louver system to maintain
the thermal control of a simulated tug component. 	 Both steady-	 1
state and transient conditions were simulated.
	
Steady-state
tests were performed by supplying a constant power input to the
component simulator while maintaining the louver cover at a fixed
temperature.	 Transient simulation consisted of varying the power
supplied to the lower cover consistent with an absorbed environ-





IV. BIMETALLIC ACTUATED LOUVER SYSTEM TEST ARTICLE
Photographs of the bimetallic louver system taken during the test
article fabrication are shown in Figures A-1 through A-4. Table
A-1 gives physical characteristics of the test article. The louver
system is composed of two 20.32x40.64 cm (8x16 in.) flight-type
thermal controller modules designed and built by Northrop Elec-
tronics Division, Palos Verdes Peninsula, California.
Each module consists of 16 highly polished aluminum blade halves
bonded together to form eight louver blades. The eight louver
blades are controlled in place by four bimetallic actuator ele-
ments housed in the center channel of the lower system.. The shaft
end of each louver blade fits into a nylon spool in the center of
each bimetallic element. The elements respond to a temperature
change of the baseplate via a radiation coupling through slots
in the bottom of the housing. The actuator is designed to pro-
duce 90° of blade rotation over the temperature range of 288.9°K
to 302.8°K (60°F to 85 0F).
The modules were fastened to a 45.72x45.72 cm (18x18 in.) base-
plate using low conductance nylon screws. The baseplate was 0.32
cm (1/8 in.) aluminum. Two aluminum blocks weighing a total of
6.41 kg (14.14 lb) provided the thermal mass for the component
simulator. The blocks were bolted directly to the baseplate using
a thermal heatsink compound to ensure a goad contact. Heater tape
was attached to the blocks to simulate an evenly distributed
component power input. A fluid loop utilizing GH 2 was also at-
tached to the blocks to provide for cooling the test article.
This was necessary to establish initial temperatures at the start
of each test. Guard heaters were put on the copper tubes to con-
trol the heat flow from the tes. article during testing.
The cover also measured 45.72x45:72 cm (18x18 in.) and was made
from 0.16 cm (1/16 in.) thick aluminum. It was stood off from
the baseplate using six teflon blocks measuring 1.27 cm (2 in.)
square by 6.35 cm (22 in.) long. Heater tape was used to provide
up to 100 W of power to control the cover temperature.
The baseplate and both sides of the cover were painted with 3 M
Black Velvet paint (e;z 0.90). The entire assembly, with the
exception of the cover, was wrapped with 20 layers of aluminized
Mylar, each being separated by a layer of netting.
Instrumentation used on the assembly consisted of 24 Type E chromel/
constantan thermocouples located as shown in Figure A-5. These
thermocouples are tabulated in Table A-2. In addition to temper-
ature measurement, voltage and current measurements were made for
each of the heaters. These included the simulated component heater,
the cover heater, and the fluid loop guard heaters. A photograph
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Sunynary of Bimetallic Actuated Louver Test
Article Characteristics
Item Characteristics
Louver System Two Northrop flight-type thermal controller
modules
Dimensions 20.3x40.6x4.9 cm (8.00xl6.00xl.93 in.)
per module
Blades Polished aluminum, e --10.06,  8 per module
18.3x4.9 cm (7.20x1.93 in.)
Actuators Spirally wound bimetallic element; four
per module
Weight 0.27 kg (0.6 lb) per module
Baseplate Aluminum
Dimensions 45.7x45.7x0.32 cm (18.Oxl8.Ox0.125 in.)
Coating 3M Black Velvet paint, e ti 0.90	 y
Area Total 0.209 m2 (2.250 ft2)
eff. Radiating 0.149 m2 (1.602 ft2)
Weight 1.84 kg (4.05 lb)
Component Simulator Two aluminum blocks
15.2x30.5x2.5 cm (6.Ox12.Oxl.0 in.)	 each
Weight 3.495 kg (7.705 lb) each
Cover Aluminum
Dimension 45.7x45.7x0.16 cm (18xl8x0.063 in.)
Coating 3M Black Velvet paint, e ti 0.90 (both	 P
° sides)
Insulation 20 Alternate layers of perforated alum-






































































5 Frame Side (Inside)
6 Frame Side (Inside)
7 Frame End (Inside)
8 Frame End (Inside)
9 Actuator Center Channel
10 Actuator Center Channel
11 Component Simulator
12 Component Simulator
13 Baseplate underneath Actuator Element
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Figure A-6 Bimetallic Actuated Test Article Mounted in Chamber
A-12
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The fluid actuated louver system test article is shown in Figure
?1 A-7 which was a photograph taken during disassembly of the test
?j article after completion of the test.
	 The radiation character-
istics of both louver systems are
	 quite similar.
	 That is	 they
have the same number of blades, approximately the same radiating
I area, and the same optical properties.	 The major distinction
between the two systems is the blade actuation mechanism.
	 Table
i A-3 gives the physical characteristics of the test article. 	 The
actual louver system was built by Martin Marietta in 1970 and was
based on a louver design used on the Mariner spacecraft.
— ' A photograph of the fluid actuator used for the test is shown in
ii Figure A-8.
	 The actuator was developed by Martin Marietta for
the Viking program to actuate the Viking lander thermal switch.
rt A schematic of the actuator is shown in Figure A-9.
	 The rack
and pinion gear mechanism which controls the louver blade rota-
tion is powered by the actuator.
	 The actuator utilizes the vapor
f pressure of Freon-12 as the pressure agent.
	 For a given tempera-
}a•. ture, the vapor pressure of Freon is constant and thus permits
the actuator bellows to stroke without pressure loss due to volume
increase.	 A single rod transmits the actuator motion to the
rack and pinion mechanism.
	 The actuator is bolted through foot-
, pads that are integral to the actuator body to the component
side of the louver baseplate.
	 In addition, thermal grease was
applied to the bolted joints to provide good heat transfer from
the baseplate.	 The actuator body is a stainless steel pressure
chamber which is divided into two sections by metallic bellows.
The bellows serve as flexible barriers to retain the Freon and
were sized to provide the spring force to close the thermal con-
tacts on the Viking thermal switch.
The actuator was designed to transmit motion to the output shaft
over a temperature range of 275°K (34 0F) to 286.1°K (55 0 F).	 The
desirable operating range for the louver system was 288.7°K (60°F)
to 302.5°K (85°F) which would require that the activation tem-
perature range of the actuator be modified.
	 However, after eval-
uating the modification alternatives available, which included
introducing a noncondensible pressurized gas into the bellocis or
adding an external pressurization mechanism to the housing, the
decision was made to test the assembly at the design temperature
range of the Viking actuator.
	 Bench tests of the actuator by
itself and attached to the louver system were
	 performed to estab='
lish the relationship between actuator temperature and output
shaft stroke.	 The results of this test, shown in Figure A-10,
indicate a very linear relationship between the actuator temper-


















Louver System Basic Mariner louver system design built by
Martin Marietta and modified to allow blade
positioning by a rack and pinion gear mech-
anism.
Dimensions 36.Ox48.6x4.8 cm (14.7x19.125x1.90 in.)
Blades 16 Aluminum-type H 45-1119
20.96x4.67 cm (8.25x1.84 in.)
Blade Coating Aluminized polyster tape, 3M Company
designation Y8437, e —,0.06 
Actuator Viking thermal switch actuator built by
Martin Marietta.
	
Weight 0.91 kg (2.0 lb),
dimensions 38 cm long, 3.81 cm dia (15x1.5
in.) .
Weight 1.23 kg (2.71 lb)
Baseplate Aluminum
Area Total 0.195 m?	 (2.01 f t2)
Eff. Radiating 0.165 m 2 (1.78 ft2)
Weight 1.64 kg	 (3.62 lb)'
Coating 3M Black Velvet paint, e-0.09
Component Simulator Aluminum block with integral fluid loop
Dimensions 48.5x36.8x1.3 cm (19.lxl4.5xO.5 in.)
Weight 4.88 kg (10.75 lb)
Cover
Dimensions 46.8x36.8xO.16 cm (19.125xl4.5xO.063 in,)
Coatings 3M Black Velvet paint, e —^ 0.90 both sides
Insulation 20 alternate layers of perforated aluminized




Summary of FZuid Actuated Louver System Test Article Characteristics
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

























k	 x`	 The louver system instrumentation is shown in Figure A-11 and
f
	
	 tabulated in Table A-4. In addition to the test article temper-
	 G
ature and power measurements, a potentiometer was attached to an
extra pinion gear to record the blade rotation produced by the
actuator. The rai,nt coating and insulation system were identical
to those used on the bimetallic louver system test article. Anf
	
	
aluminum plate with an integral fluid loop was fabricated to
	 f
provide both the simulated component mass and enable cooling to
establish initial temperatures. A photograph of the test article
r	
j














































0	 T/Cs Located on Blades
T/Cs 4, 6, 113, 12 on Guard Heaters
T/Cs 21 through 24 on External Cover








7 Frame End (Inside)
8 Frame End (Inside)
9 Frame Side (Inside)























VI.	 TEST FACILITIES AND DATA RECORDERS
---------------------------------------------------------------
xj
{( Photographs of the test articles mounted in the 6x15 thermal
4 vacuum chamber are shown in Figures A-6 and A-12.
	 The test arti-
cles are suspended by low conductance stainless steel wire at- r
tached to the teflon cover mounting blocks.
	 Guard heaters and
insulation were used to prevent heat leaks from the inlet and
outlet tubes to the fluid loops.
A description of the thermal vacuum facility is presented in
Table A-5.	 A photograph of the data acquisition systems is shown
in Figure A-13.	 A Bristol strip chart recorder with a tempera-
ture range from 61°K (-350°F) to 672°K (750°F) was used to re-
cord thermocouple data. 	 This wide temperature range was neces-
sary because the next standard recorder scale, 144°K (-200°F) to
478°K (400 0 F), would not be adequate to record temperatures on
the outer insulation. 	 The accuracy of the temperature readings ]
was ± 1.4°K (+2.5°F).	 Heater power which included two guard
heaters, a cover heater, and a baseplate heater for both test







Table A-5 6x15 ft Vacuum Chamber Faeility
Nominal Chamber Size 	 6 ft in diameter by 15.5 ft long
Maximum Test Specimen 5 ft in diameter by 11 ft long
Size
Ultimate Pressure	 1x10-8 torr
Pumping System	 Roughing -
Portable cart capable of pumping the
chamber to 5x10 5 torr. Cart contains
a cold trap and a 650 CFH booster pump
backed up with a 60 CFM compound pump.
Hi-vacuum -
Ion/titanium sublimation system with net
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VII.	 THERMAL MODEL DESCRIPTION
A thermal network model was constructed for each 'Louver system
test article for use in the MITAS (Ref 1) thermal analyzer. The
models were used for both steady state and transient model cor-
relations. The effective emittance of the baseplate as a func-
tion of blade angle was calculated using a computer program (Ref
2) which characterizes a covered louver system with a diffuse
base and specular blades. The effective emittance is the radia-
tion interchange factor from the baseplate to the cover and takes
into account the blockage of the louver blades. In the case of
the bimetallic louver system, the effective emittance valves were
adjusted to account for the holes in the frame to lighten the
assembly.
The louvered area of each baseplate was modified to account for
the blockage of the actuator housing and the frame. The modal
also simulated radiation from the baseplate to the cover through
the unlouvered portion of each baseplate. Conduction through the
teflon standoffs as well as heat leaks through the multilayer
insulation were modeled.
Test data input to both models consisted of the power applied to
the component simulator heater and the cover temperature. The
cover temperature was used as a boundary condition. However,
the heat input necessary to hold the cover at the test data tem-
perature was calculated and compared to the cover power test data.
An array of blade angle versus baseplate temperature taken from
Northrop data for the bimetallic louver system was input into the
model. A blade angle, measured directly from the potentiometer,
versus time array was put in the model for the fluid actuated
test article.
VIII. TEST RESULTS AND MODEL CORRELATION
----------------------------------------------------------------
The results of the testing and model correlation for the steady
state test using the bimetallic louver system test article are
summarized in Table A-6. The table gives the heater power ap-
plied to the simulated component the final test data for the
cover rower and temperature, the final baseplate temperature test
data reading, the model baseplate temperature correlation, as well 	 j
as the figure number which shows the model correlation.anO?--test
data'for the baseplate temperature versus time. As shown in the
plots of the baseplate temperature history, the actual test data
was tabulated from approximately two to five hours depending on
the duration of the particular test. The last test data value for
the cover temperature was used to project the transient simula-
tion out to 10 hours at which time a true-steady state solution
was simulated. The extended transient simlAation indicates the
steady state temperature which would have been obtained had the
actual test been allowed to continue.
The baseplate temperature results of the transient tests using
the bimetallic louver system are shown in Figures A-21 through
A-23 for 0, 20, and 45 W of component power respectively. The
power supplied to the cover corresponds to an absorbed environ-
mental flux (Ref 3) given in Table A-7.
Table A-6
Summary of Steady State Tests Using the Bimetallic Actuated
Test ArticZe
Component Cover Cover B-_seplate Temperature Baseplate
Test ModelPower Power 'Temperature Temperature
W W °K (°F) °K (°F) °K (°F) Figure No.
15.0 43.3 273.3 (32.0) 297.9 (	 76.2) 297.6 (	 75.7) A-14
15.0 57.7 287.6 (57.7) 303.7 (	 86.7) 304.6 (	 88.2) A-15
30.0 14.3 254.4 (-2.0) 305.0 (	 89.0) 302.7 (	 84.8) A-16
30.0 28.2 272.2 (30.0) 309.1 (	 96.3) 310.5 (	 98.9) A-17
30.0 43.7 285.6 (59.5) 319.9 (115.8) 318.8 (113.8) _A-18
45.0 0.0 254.4 (-2.0) 312.5 (102.5) 313.2 (103.7) 'A-19
45.0 13.1 272.1 (29.7) 322.0 (119.6) 321,3 (118.4) A-20







0.404 2.002E-03 (	 6.348)
0.538 7..951E-04 (	 2.521)
0.592 6.069E-04 (	 1.924)
0,592 6.069E-04 (	 1.924)
0.673 6.135E-04 ( 1.945)





































Bimetallic Actuated Test Article BasepZate Temperature for
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Bimetallic Actuated Test Article Baseptate Temperature for
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Time, hr
Figure A-16
Bimetallic Actuated Zest ArticZe BasepZate Temperature for
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Figure A-17
Bimetallic Actuated Test Article BasepZate Temperature for
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Time, hr
Figure A-22
Bimetallic Actuated Test Article Tr.•ansient BasepZate
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Figure A-23
Bimetallic Actuated Test ArticZe Transient BasepZate













The results of the steady state cases using the fluid actuated
louver system test article are summarized in Table A-8. The base-
plate temperature model correlation and test data plots extend
only to the end of the actual test. Further simulation using the
model (past the duration of the test) could not be performed be-
cause test data only was used for the blade position. An analy-
tical model of the actuator position as a function of baseplate
temperature was attempted based on the steady state curve fit of
the actuator temperature versus stroke relationship shown in Fig-
ure A-10. However, in the covered louver system test, even though
the actuator housing temperature indicated a particular blade
position based on Fi L-ure A-10, the measured blade position would
not correspond to this value. This was probably due to a dif-
ference between the Freon vapor temperature and the housing tem-
perature because of the relatively inefficient gas conduction
mechanism necessary to head the Freon vapor. Once the vapor tem-
perature started to respond to the change in housing temperature,
the housing temperature had exceeded the control range and re-
sulted in driving the actuator from one extreme to the other.
The influence of cover temperature on the baseplate was minimized
by not applying power to the cover in an attempt to gain control
of the actuator.












W W °K (°F) °K (°F) °K (°F) Figure No.
0.0 45.0 261.8 (	 11.3) 264.2 (	 15.5) 265.3 (17.6) A-24
5.0 0.0 170.1 (-153.8) 249.6 (-10.8) 251.7 (-7.0). A-25
7.5 0.0 172.1 (-150.3) 256.8 (	 2.3) 258.0 (	 4.4) A-26
10.0 0.0 190.6 9-117.0) 260.6 (	 9.0) 262.6 (12.6) A-27
15.0 0.0 199.6 (-100.8) 273.5 (	 32.3) 272.3 (30.2) A-28
20.0 0.0 210.3 (- 81.5) 277.4 (	 39.3) 277.5 (39.5) A-29
30.0 0.0 228.9 (- 48.0) 283.3 (	 50.0) 281.8 (47.2) A-30
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Figure A-27
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Fluid Actuated Test ArticZe BasepZate Temperature for
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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Two transient tests were simulated for the fluid-activated louver
system. Case 1 involved continually varying the input power to
the simulated component with no power to the cover. The baseplate
temperature model prediction and test data for this case is shown
in Figure A-32. The power to the base, blade angle, and cover
temperature all versus time are shown in Figures A-33, A-34, and
A-35 respectively. Transient Case 2 involved applying a constant
10 W of power to the simulated component and imposing the time
varying environmental flux given in Table A-7 to the cover. Base-
plate temperatures for Case 2 are given in Figure A-36. The blade
angle and cover temperature test data for this case are given in
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Figure A-32
Fluid Actuated Test Article Transient BasepZate
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Fluid Actuated Test Article Transient Blade Angle for Case 1 Y
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t The results of both louver system steady state and transient tests
indicate the condition when component thermal control can be main-
tained.	 The analytical models developed to correlate the test
data are capable of predicting the operational characteristics of
an interior louver system. 	 The bimetallic actuated louver system
operated as expected.	 It was able to maintain component tempera-
tures below 305°K (90°F) while dissipating 15 W of power to a
cover at a temperature of approximately 289°K (60°F) or dissipating
30 W to a cover at approximately 256°K (0°F).	 Also there was no
detectable time lag between component baseplate temperature and
the blade response.
The operation of the fluid actuated louver system test article
was affected by the actuator design.	 The desirable operating tem-
perature range of the louver system had to be lowered to be com-
patable with the actuator temperature range.	 This had an adverse
affect on the capability of the louver system to reject heat
because the radiation heat transfer mechanism depends on the ab-
solute temperature ,.-vel of the radiating bodies.	 This can be
easily corrected in the actuator design by either using a different
fluid or by pressurizing the existing Freon actuator with about
10 psi of GN 2 or He.	 A more critical characteristic of the ac-
tuator was the significant time lag involved for the actuator to
respond to a temperature change of the component.	 This was at-
tributed to the relatively slow heating of the Freon actuator vapor.
This did not effect the original Viking thermal switch application
of the actuator because the response to temperature change was not
a critical factor.	 However, when response to temperature change
is critical, such as the louver system, then this type of actuator ,-
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The application of heat pipes to thermal control of satellites
has grown significantly in recent years. In most cases the heat 	 r
pipe was used only as a transport medium. This test was intended
to demonstrate the ability of an integrated heat pipe system to
collect, transport, distribute, and control heat from the source
to the sink. This method can result in significant weight reduc-
tions while improving the system performance and reliability if
the heat pipes perform as required.
The ability to control a system of this nature requires the use
of variable conductance heat pipes (VCHP). The VCHP has been,
and still remains, the pacing item for the development and flight
of an integrated heat pipe system. Configuration (a) of Figure B•-1
was tested.
Each of the systems shown in Figure B-1 uses a collector panel
called a thermal conditioning panel. This panel has integral
heat pipes enabling the application of nonuniform heating while
controlling the temperature differential over the panel to a
small value. For low heat loads, this panel would provide three







Additional rejection capability can be achieved with large heat
loads by adding a separate radiator with integral control capa-
bility in the radiator feeder pipes, in the header pipe, or both.
Our original plan was to test configuration (c) (Figure B-1);
however, performance problems were experienced with the government
furnished property (GFP) header pipe. Hence, configuration (a)
was tested. We accomplished this by procuring a fixed conductance
header pipe. To facilitate installation into the chamber, the








Testing of the heat pipe radiator/thermal conditioning panel was
conducted in the 6x15 thermal vacuum chamber at Martin Marietta's
Space Simulation Laboratory. Three series of tests were conducted
to demonstrate the system capability. This was the first series
of vacuum testing of the radiator which performed flawlessly
throughout the test program. The design of the radiator and the
thermal conditioning panel was limited to 324.8°K because ammonia
was used as the working fluid in each unit. This resulted in the
test plan being modified to perform an additional series of test-
ing to further demonstrate the radiator capabilities.
A
B-3
The overall objective of the Space Tug Thermal Control Follow-On 	 F
contract was to experimentally demonstrate that the thermal con-
trol subsystem concepts selected and defined in Phase I of the
	
i
contract were viable, to obtain data for refining analytical
models, and to optimize concept configurations and performance.
The objective of this test was to demonstrate and measure the
performance of an integrated heat pipe thermal control system.
The special test objectives were to:
1) Measure performance of the system under a constant thermal
environment on the radiator at constant heat loads to the
thermal conditioning panel to obtain steady-state results.
Hot and cold radiator environments were tested.
2) Measure the performance of the system under a cyclic thermal






1 2 3 4
Transient Transient Cyclical Transient1.	 Type of Test
to Steady- to Steady- 1.5 hr to Steady-
State State Period State
2.	 Conditioning 100 200 200 600
Panel Heating 200 400 400 400
Level, W 300 500 500
380
200
3.	 Radiator Sink Constant Constant Cyclical Constant
Temperature, °K 238.66 1.94.29 238.7 144.29
to 194
4.	 Simulated Flight Hot Cold Orbital Colder
Environment Environment Environment Cyclical Environment
IV.	 TEST DESCRIPTION
These objectives (Sec. III) were accomplished by conducting the
testing consistent with the radiator and thermal conditioning 	 + x
panel design requirements. The upper temperature limit of
324.8°K required a modification to the original test plan to
[	 avoid over temperature of the thermal conditioning panel.
Table B-1 summarizes the tests that were conducted. Table B-2
presents the original test plan summary.
Table B-1	 s











PZanned ThermaZ Conditioning PaneZ/Heat Pipe Radiator Test ,Summary
Test
l 2 3
1.	 Type of Test Transient to Transient to Cyclic, with
Steady-State Steady-State 1.5-hr'Period
2.	 Conditioning 100 200 200
Panel Heating 200 400 400
Level, W 300 600 600
400 800
200 1000
3.	 Radiator Sink Constant Constant Cyclic,
Temperature, °K 238.66 194.29 238.7 to 194
4.	 Simulated 'Plight Hot Cold Variable
Environment Environment Environment Environment
Orbit Orbit Orbit
The first two series of tests were conducted at steady-state
shroud temperatures of 238.7°K and 194.3°K while varying the power
to the levels shown until the temperatures achieved steady-state.
The third series of testing was conducted at constant power levels
while varying the shroud temperature in a sine wave manner between
238.7 and 194.3°K with a 90 min period. The fourth series of




The radiator panel (Figures B-2 and B-3) is an aluminum panel com-
prised of six variable conductance feeder heat pipes. The.evap
orator section of each pipe is bent 90' from the condenser to
permit attachment to the header pipe. The radiator is 1.22 by
1.83 m (4 by 6 ft) with a total radiating area of 2.23 m2 (24 ft2)
excluding the heat pipe and reservoir areas which extend beyond
the radiator panel. The feeder pipes used ammonia as the working






















PACTI P, is POOR
GAC MM GAC MM GAC MM GAC MM
1 NI 11 5 ,21 15 31 27
2 NI 12 NI 22 17 32 28
3 1 13 7 23 18 33 29
4 2 14 8 24 19 34 30
5 NI 15 9 25 20 35 31
6 3 16 10 26 21 36 32
7 NI 17 11 27 22 37 33
8 NI 18 12 28 23 38 34
9 4 19 13 29 24
10 NI 20 14 30 25
Notes:	 l)	 NI - Not installed
2)	 Thermocouples 6, 16, and 26 do













The radiator panel was developed for NASA-MSFC under contract
NAS8-29905 by Grumman Aerospace Corporation. The radiator was
then supplied GFP to Martin Marietta for this test program.
Reference 1 describes the design, build, and test of the radia-
tor.
The radiator panel was received with 38 copper-constantan thermo-
couples installed on the radiator. An attempt was made to use
these thermocouples but proved impractical due to the facility
instrumentation capabilities and cost of supporting hardware.
The laboratory is setup to use chromel-constantan thermocouples.
The use of copper constantan would have required the modification
of the recorders, chamber feedthroughs, connecting wiring, etc.
The modifications and unnecessary cost items associated with using
the existing thermocouples were avoided by installing thermo-
couples compatible with the existing instrumentation system.
The radiator was instrumented with chromel-constantan thermo-
couples (Figure B-4). The thermocouple locations agree with
the present thermocouple locations with some deletions and addi-
tions. A total of 34 thermocouples were installed. Table B-3
presents, for information purposes, a comparison of the thermo-
couples installed by Grumman versus those installed for this
series of tests.

























^-- 50 -A cm —•-1 — 50.0' cm --.
Figure B-4 Heat Pipe Radiator Thermocouple Locations
A
B-i0
After installing the thermocouples, an insulation blanket was
assembled from 20 layers of vented aluminized Mylar with nylon
netting separators. The blanket was sized to drape over the
radiator sides and the reservoir end to form an enclosure with
the flat plate shroud. A second 20-layer blanket was fabricated
for completing the enclosure at the header pipe end of the radia-
tor.
2. Header Heat Pipe
The header heat pipe T,, as purchased from Isothermics Incorporated.
This pipe (Figures B-5, B-6, B-7 and B-8) was designed to carry
a 1-kW load using Genetron 31-114 as the working fluid. The
pipe was made of copper with mounting provisions integral to the
design. The pipe was designed for use in a 1 g environment and
does not include a wick internal to the pipe.
Fifteen thermocouples were installed on the header pipe as shown
in Figure B-8. Thermocouples 10 through 15 were matched with
radiator thermocouples 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, and 26 respectively.
The header pipe was checked out at Isothermics before shipment
to Denver. Attachment A presents the data resulting from that
checkout.
3. Thermal Conditioning Panel (TCP)
The thermal conditioning panel was developed for NASA-MSFC by
Donald W. Douglas Laboratories under contract NASS-28639. The
panel was government furnished property (GFP) supplied to Martin
Marietta by MSFC. References 2 and 3 describe the design, build,
and test of the panel. The panel was designed as an isothermal
panel with 12 heat pipes between 2 aluminum panels. Ammonia was
used as the working fluid.
The thermal conditioning panel (TCP) was instrumented (Figure B-9)
with 11 thermocouples. In addition, five heater zones of 200 W
capability each were added (See Figure B-10). All heater zones
were controllable over the 200 W range. A heater tape 0.95 cm
(0.375 in.) wide was applied to the TCP covering the entire area
of each zone.
The application of heat to the panel agreed with the recommended
0.31 W/cm2 (2 W/in. 2). Removal of the applied heat load at the
header pipe interface was accomplished at a flux density of 0.66
W/cm2 (5.56 W/in. 2). This appears to be consistent with previous
testing conducted under the original build and test contract to
Donald W. Douglas Laboratories.
A 20-layer aluminized Mylar blanket was fabricated to provide an
insulated enclosure for the TCP and the header pipe evaporator
section. This blanket was installed after chamber installation







— 3 in. Radius















i'	 Load Requirementsi	 -+ in. Condenser Section
1 in Max 1000 `v7 at 1250F




Figure B-5 Radiator Header Heat Pipe
Note: 1. Copper pipe for heat pipe
2. Copper or copper alloy for plates
3. Plate thickness shall not exceed
0.375 in.	 I



















-ive B-7	 Header Heat Pipe and Thermal Conditioning Panet
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A flat shroud (Figure B-11) was used in this test as the radiator
radiation sink. The shroud was 122x213 cm (48x34 in.) and was
instrumented with 10 thermocouples (Figure B-12). The shroud was
required to enable meeting the 1.5-hr environmental temperature
cycle. The chamber shroud would not respond fast enough over the
required temperature range in the 1.5-hr cycle time. The flat
shroud was insulated on the chamber side to avoid cooling down the
present chamber shroud. This minimized the heat load on the gas
heat exchanger system used to control the shroud temperature.
B.	 TEST CONTROL AND INSTRTIWNTATION
The heater control of the test was accomplished by using an
existing regulated do power supply and control panel shown sche-
matically in Figure B-13. Figure B- 14 shows the control panel
including digital potentiometers for controlling each zone.
Voltage and current measurements were obtained by selecting the
desired channel and recording the appropriate meter outputs.
Figure B-15 shows the overtemperature controller on top of the
control panel which was wired to interrupt power to the heaters
on the TCP when it exceeded 324.8°K. Also shown are the multi-
point recorders used in recording the data. The data were re-
corded manually on summary sheets during the test.
The number of thermocouples and heaters was quantized to be con-
sistent with previous testing and to provide data consistent with
the overall test objectives. Table B-4 summarizes the instrumen-
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The thermocouple data were recorded on 24-channel recorders. The
radiator data required two recorders and permitted recording the
TCP temperatures on the second recorder. The header pipe and
shroud data were recorded on separate recorders. The heater power
was recorded manually on separate data sheets. The accuracy of
thermocouple recording was ±1.4°K (±2.50F).
CHAMBER INSTALLATION
The three subassemblies were installed in the chamber as shown
schematically in Figure B-16.
The radiator and thermal conditioning panel were suspended from
the aluminum frame shown in Figure B-17. Figures B-2 and B-3
show the teflon blocks used to suspend the radiator. The header
heat pipe condenser mounting surface was greased with a DC 29
heat sink compound before clamping to the radiator feeder pipes.
The same compound was used to interface between the header pipe
and the TCP before bolting the two units together (See Figure
B-13) .
The radiator, header pipe, and TCP were then leveled t:o ensure
proper heat pipe operation. The shroud was installed 6.5 cm
(4 in.) below the radiator completing the piping installation.
After conducting a controls and instrumentation checkout, the
radiator and shroud were enclosed by an insulation blanket com-
prised of 20 layers of 1/2 mil-vented double aluminized Mylar
with nylon netting separators. This created an enclosure
between the radiator and the shroud and minimized the influence
of the chamber upon the test.
Figure B-19 shows the final installation with the TCP and line











B-26	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE


























A 6x15-ft ion/titanium sublimation-pumped chamber capable of
attaining a vacuum level of 10 - 8 torr with a pumping'speed of
50,000 liters/sec was used during the conditioning panel/heat
pipe radiator tests (See Figure B-20).^
The operating characteristics of the 6x15-ft solar-thermal/vacuum
chamber, based on both design specifications and actual test data,
are shown in Table B-5.
Table B-5
Operating Characteristics of the 5olar-ThermaZ/vacuwn Chamber
Additional capabilities of the 6x15-ft solar-thermal/vacuum
chamber, which are available, but were not required to support
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Figure B-20 6x15 Ion/Titanium SubZimination Vacuum Chamber
AL AL	 AsMak	 I	 i	 -A










± 5% over a 4-cm2 area in a plane per-
pendicular to the axis of the beam..
Spectral Range	 0.5 to 2.7 u
Spectral Match	 Filtered zenon with a c ose match to the
Johnson curve.
dual Gas Analysis Continuous scanning of the mass spectrum
from 1 to 500 AMU or any portion thereof.
Temperature control of the shroud was obtained by using the por-
table gas heat exchanger shown in Figures B-21 and B-22. The
unit uses gaseous nitrogen forced through a closed loop which is
controlled to the desired temperature. Liquid nitrogen is used
for cooling and a 10 kW heater is used for heating. An elec-
tronic controller is used to control the system by manual or
automatic setpoint inputs. The system is capable of controlling
the output gas temperature between 116 and 339°K (-250 and 150°F)
while subjected to heat loads up to 10 W.
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) govern the operation and
protection of both the test specimen and the test facility.
Specific test requirements are integrated into these SOPS through
a controlled release system. The facility is operated by certi-























The data presentation for all of the testing used the following
nomenclature shown in Table B-7.







T Thermal Conditioning B-10
Panel
H Header Pipe B-9
R Radiator B-4
S Shroud B-13
Note:	 The shroud temperatures were presented as average values
since the variation in temperature over the shroud was
5°K.
TEST 1, HOT CASE, 238.66°K SHROUD
Testing of the radiator/thermal conditioning panel was performed
from 16 April to 24 April 1975 beginning with the hot case. For
this series of testing the shroud was held at 238.7°K (-30°F)
and heat was applied to the thermal conditioning panel (Table B-7)
until steady-state was achieved. The planned 400 W test was
reduced to the 380 W level to avoid over temperature of the thermal
a.	 conditioning panel. The steady-state and transient data obtained
from the tests are presented in Figures B-23 through B-52.
Figures B-23 through B-32 summarize the test data by location on 	 a
the test hardware for the five power levels at steady state condi-
tions. Figures B-33 through B-52 present temperature histories
from the same runs showing the transient response of the system 	 j
to varying power loads for constant environment temperatures.
The thermal conditioning panel exhibited a maximum of 8°K AT
(Table B-7) over the panel. The header pipe exhibited ATs ranging
from 3°K at 100 W to 8°K at 380 W. The two 200 W runs both ex-
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t-q cl	 0	 Thermocouple Locations0
Figure B-24 Test 1 Hot Case 100.1 W
old
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i—_	 Note: Temperature, K
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•	 Thermocouple Locations 	
Note: Temperature, °K


















Figure B-28 Test 1 Hot Case, 299.88 W
C
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Figure B-33 Teat 2 Hot Case Thermal Conditioning Panel
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Figure B-34 Test 1 Hot Case Header Heat Pipe
















Figure B-35 Test 1, Hot Case Radiator Heat Pipe No. 1
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Figure B-38 Teat 1, Hot Case Radiator Heat Pipe No. 4
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EFigure B-48 Test 1, Hot Case Radiator Heat Pipe No. 4
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Figure B-50 Teat 1, Hot Case Radiator Heat Pipe No. 6
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! The radiator data clearly shows the front movement throughout
^ this test series as exemplified by Figures 8-35 and 845 by
Thermocouples R3 (Table B^7) and R4.	 Thermocouple R2 was ob^^;=
t;erved during the test to read lower than R3. 	 Tliis thermocouple
(Figure ti--4) was Located on the adiabatic section. of feeder tribe
1.	 After removing the radiator from the chamber it appeared
that this thermocouple had become detached from the tube and was 	 ^
^^ very likely influenced by the shroud temperature.	 The radiator
j skin temperature shown in Figures B- 41 through B^-5L show the
'.` expected trends including a nonuniform front location in the.
' feeder tubes.	 This was anticipated since the evaporator section
of feeder pipe 6 is only 15..24 cm (6 in.) long compared with the
30.48 cm (12 3.n,) 	 length of the other 5 pipes.
The shroud temperatures are presented as average values in the
transient plots and as individual temperatures by locat^.on in the
steady-state summaries.	 Thermocouple S^10 (Table 8--7) failed to
yield. data comparable with the other shroud temperature and is not
presented in any of the. data summaries. 	 The average temperature
plots are based upon the nine thermocouples for each plot, 	 No
attempt was made to correct the problem on the S -10 thermocouple
due to the time required to remove the insulation blankets and
the potential requirement of removing the shroud from the chamber
,„
before corrective action could be performed.	 After completing
the test, this thermocouple was found to be detached from the
3
panel.
B.	 TEST 2 COLD CASE 194.29°K SHROUD
Cold .case testing of the system was contl.nued after complet^.ng the
hot case by reducing the . shroud temperature to 194.3°K (-110°F),
The 200 and 400 W power levels were accomr 7 fished without d^,ff3,aulty
after increasing the power to 600 to over the temperature of the.
therms^l conditioning panel was achieved. At that point the test
plan was modified to three power levels; 200, 400 and SOO W. The
600, 800, and 1000 W tests were deleted. In place of the two
deleted tests a colder shroud ^:emperature test was added by
agreement with: the COR, Nir. J'im Wise.
The data derived from tiie cold case testing are presented in
Figures B-'53 through 8--68. Figures B-53 through B-S8 present
the steady-state results by location on the test hardware for the
three power level tE=.sts. Figures 8-59 through 8--68 .present
temperature histories from these runs showing the transient












































•	 Thermocouple Locations 	 Note: Temperature, °K
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Legend:	 Note: Temperature, °k
•	 Thermocouple Locations
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Pigtcr'e B-59 Test 2, Cold Case Thermal Conditioning Panel
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Figure B-64 TM't 2, Cold Caee Radiator Reat Pipe No. 4
1pigure B-BS Teat 2, Cold Case Radiator Heat Pipe No. 5
	_ 	 _ _____














Figure B-66 Test 2, Cold Case Radiator Reat Pipe No. 6
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The thermal conditioning panel exhibited a maximum of 9°K DT over
the panel at 200 W. The 400 and 500 W runs both resulted in d°K
6T. This agreed with hot case results for the 400 tJ condition,
however the 200 W results were 1°K higher. The reason for this
discrepancy is unexplained.
The l.Fader heat pipe exhibited ATs of 4, 7, and 9°K respectively
for the power levels of 20G, 400, and 500 1J. These data are in
agreeme?zt with the hot case results. 	
r
The radiator temperatures show a pronounced movement of the vapor/
gas interface as shown in each of the feeder tube temperature
plots (Figures B-b 1, through 8-66).
C.	 TRAIJSIENT TESTS
The transient tests were conducted by cycling the shroud tempera-
ture between the hot. and cold case shroud temperatures 238.7°1C
and 194.2°K, in a cosine wave form with a 90 min period. Two
transient tests were conducted as a result of the over tempera-
ture problem experienced. during the cold. case test series. A
minor problem was encountered in the gas heat exchanger which
was used to control the shroud teulperature. This problem was
corrected by increasing the vent area of the unit eliminating
the choked flow conditions in the vent. Two sets of transient
runs were conducted as a result of the gas heat exchanger
problem, horaever only the second set of runs was reduced and
presented.
Figures 8-69 through B-78 present the temperature histories of
the data that resulted from the 200 and 400 W tests. Figure 8-78
presents the average shroud temperature. The unconnected points
indicate the desired temperature curve. The comparison between
the desired. curve and the actual curve was within a few degrees
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Figure B-70.
 Test 3, Transient Environment Header Heat Pipe
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Figure B-71 Test 3, Transient Environment Radiator Heat Fipe No. 1
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Figure B-72 Test 3, Transient Environment Radiator Heat Pipe No. 2
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Figure B-75 Teat 3, Transient Environment Radiator Heat Pipe No. 5
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Ftigure 8-76 Test 3, Transient Enviro►vnen+, Radiator Heat Pipe No. 6
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Pigure B-79 Teat 3, Tntnetient Envino►vnent Radiator Skin Temperature
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1	 ^	 D.	 144°K SHROUD TESTING	 j^
4	 i,
^`
The 144°K shroud testing was conducted to obtain additional cold 	 ^`
1	 case performance data instead of the testing that could not be
	
i
`!	 conducted under the original plan. This test exceeded the cold
case design environment for the radiator and was compensated for
by increasing the load to be dissipated.
Three power levels 400, 500, and 600 W were tested, however the
lower load. was terminated before achieving steady-state.. The
;i;	 400 W load test was terminated early as the reservoir temperature
continued to dxop below the. freezing point of ammonia, the feeder
pipe working fluid. The power level was increased to 500 W and
the test continued until steady-state was achieved.
;;	 This test demonstrated the capability of the radiator to operate
+,'	 in a significantly colder environment (144°K versus 194°K). The
response of the radiator to changing load for this environment
^
!^	 was also obtained. Figures B-79 through B-84 show the tempera- 	 i
I	 tures obtained. fox this series of testing by location on the test
:'t	 hardware. Figures B-85 through B-94 show the temperature his-
.	 ^	 tories of the data.
B-93








•	 Thermocouple Locations	 Note: Temperature, °K
Figure &-79 Z'es, 4 144°K Shroud, 599.28 W
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Figure B-81 Test 4 144°K Shroud, 400 W
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•	 Thermocouple Locations 	 °rI	 idote: Temperature, ^





















•	 Thermocouple Locations	 I	 °^	 ^i
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e Thermocouple Locations °
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Figures B-86 Teat 4, Header Heat Pipe
..	 .,	 :.._	 ..	 -	 -.;._	
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IFigure B-87 Teat 4, Radiator Heat Pipe No. 1




































Frgurs B-90 ieat !, Radtiater Cleat Pr.pe No. 4
Figure B-91 Teat ^, Rudtiator Xeat Pipe No. 5
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The heat pipe. radiator/thermal conditioning panel demonstrated
that an all heat pipe thermal control system can satisfy future
spacecraft thermal control needs. jn^ile all of the heat pipes
performed as .expected, one conclusion drawn from the test was
significant.
The use of heat pipes in a thermal control system should minimize
the number of physical interfaces between pipes and other equip-
ment. Each interface introduces a ^T into the system calzich will
result i.n a lower system performance per unit of weight. This
test was intended to integrate two existing heat pipe systems and
demonstrate their operational capability. Three interface CT's
•
	
	 resulted in connecting the two major test articles. Specific
thermal control applications should consider making the header
pipe or its equivalent an integral part of the collector device.
One or two of the system interfaces can be avoided improving
'	 overall system performance.
8-110
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1. F. Edelstein: DepZoyable Heat .Pipe Radiator. DHPR-75-13, (Con-
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Enclosed please find a copy of our test report snd lab
data sheet concerning the heat pipe we manufactured for you.
We did not know exactly how the pipe would be inter-
laced with heat source and sink. We assumed that the heat
input would be uniform over the 30 inch evaporator and that
the heat out put would be uniform over the 48 inch condenser.
'Pests were run levAl and horizontal. It was decided to verify
the upper load requirement and assume that the lower loads
would bE^ acceptable.
If you have any questions regarding the report or data,






















SUBJECT:	 Testing of Martin Marietta Pipe MO 5114
1.	 Test Set Up
A. Thermocouples No. 1 to 8^are mounted on th.e evaporator
plane in the first aid third; bolt holes from each end.
Thermocouples No. 9 and 10 are mounted on the heat pipe
in the evaporator section.
.Thermocouples No. 11 and 12 are mounted on the heat pipe
on the 90° bend.	 ',
Thermocouples No. 13 to 16 are mounted on the condenser
plate.
B. Heaters
Two heater wires were attached to the evaporator plate
outside the bolt holes. Each heater measured 20 ohms
	 "^
resistance..
C. Insulation and Cooling
Evaporator section was covered with two layers of 2 in.
fiberglass. The condenser section was cooled by evapora-
tion of a refrigerant.
Tests 1 and 2, R-113 refrigerant used.
Tests 3 to l0, R-11 refrigerant used.	 ;^
D. Pipe Set Up Level and Horizontal
E. Load Evaporator - each. heater had 20 ohms resistance.	 `s
t
Voltage varied current measured. 	 ''







Ovar all pipe conductance °F Rise T evaporator - T condenser
Test No. T Evaporator T Condenser I Watts Pipe Conductance
l & 2 138.2 130.1 3 360.0 44.4
3 105.9 91.4 3.6 518.4 36.1
4 & 5 107.4 89.1 4.0 640.0 34.96
6,	 7,	 &	 S 121.0 93.8 5.0 1000.0 36.76
9 & 10 122.4 94.3 5.5 1210.0 44.6
1Vote:	 Temperatures in °F
l0 Tests at five sets of conditions
One and two used R-113 cooling - insuffici< ant cooling. capacity
Three changed to R-11 for cooling - uneven temperature on condenser,
indicated that R-113 was insulating portions of the condenser.
Ran approximately i2 hr to stability. R-11 attached Silicone in-
sulation on the t/c's (condenser).
Four and five R-11 uniform condenser temperatures restored.
Six, seven and eight R-1l cooling excellent operation at 100%
power requirement,
Nine and ten R-11 cooling - 210 W beyond requirement, tests
terminated.
Note: Due to time. factor and lack of equipment, the low 'limit
(-30°F) could not be verified.
Conclusions:
1. Pipe is capable of meeting high end. requirements.
2. Overall pipe conductance based on the five .conditions tested






TC	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
Temperatures ^ °F
1 140.8 147.0 114 .4 116 .7 116.7 133.5 132.4 132.1 137.7 137.9
2 141.1 147.0 114.0 115.6 115..9 131.7 130.8 130.9 135.6 135.4
3 138.1 144.2 110..0 111.7 111.8 126.5 125.9 125.3 130.9 130.6
4 138.5 144.3 110..3 112.0 112.3 127.5 126.9 126.4 132.0 131.7
5 139.0 144.0 110.8 112.0 113.1 129.0 128.3 127.4 134.2 134.0
6 138.9 145.7 112.7 114.8 115.4 132.5 131.8 130.9 138.2 138.1
7 139.1 145.2 112,0 114.3 114.9 131.3 130.6 129.5 136.7 136,7
8 138.9 144.2 111.1.. 113.1 113.8 129.0 128.3 127.5 134.3 134.4
9 135.1 140.1 105.5 106.8 107..7 121.7 121.2 120.4 122.4 122.2
10 135.9 141.6 1u6.3 107.2 108.1 121.2 120.8 121..2 122.7 122.2
11 12s.2 132.7 95.2 94.9 96.0 105.2 105.4 105.0 109.7 110.0
12 128.6 132.4 94.3 93.8 94.9 104.0 104,.3 104.4 108.5 108.6
13 128.9 132.2 91.9 89.6 90.6 9b.8 96.2 95.6 96.4 96.2
14 128.8 131.6 90.3 88.3 89.5 93.2 93.6 93.5 95.1 X5.1
15 122.3 130.9' 86.3 85.6 86.2 83.3 88.5 58.7 90.0 90.0
16 128.8 132.0 92.2 88,3 88.8 91.9 91.8 92.5 93.8 93.8
Input
Amps 3.0 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5






No. _ TC in B11 Holes Large Plate.
^^	 b	 o	 Condenser End
^i	 R-113 used to Remove Heat Test 1 and 2
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I. INTRODUCTION	 . C-1
II. SUP^fARY C-2	 r
III. MODEL DESCRIPTION C-3	 to
IV . MODEL CORRELATIONS	 . C-6
A, Steady-State Correlations	 .	 . C-6





^ ATTACHMENT 1	 . C-39
° thru
C-70





'	 C-1 Heat Pipe Radiator Thermal Model Mode Diagram C-4 	^?
C-2 Heat Pipe Model C-5
C-3 Hot Case Steady-State, 100.1 W C-7
F	 C-4 Hot Case Steady-State, 100.1 i,	 . C-8
C-5 Hot Case Steady-State, 200.23 W 	 . C-9
C-6 Hot Case Steady-State, 200.23 W C-10
C-7 Hot Case Steady-State, 299.88 W C-11
G-8 Hot Case Steady-State, 299.88 W C-12
C-9 Hot Case Steady-State, 380°96 W C-13
C- i ^l Hot Case Steady-State, 380.96 W 	 . C-14
C-lI Hot Case Steady-State, 200.26 W C-15
C-12 Hot Case Steady-Statie, 200.26 W C-16
C-13 Cold Stt^te Steady-State, 200.39 W	 . C-18
C-14 Cold State Steady-State, 200.34 W	 . C-19
C-15 Cold Case Steady-State, 398.27 W C-20
G-16 Cold Case Steady-State, 398.27 W 	 . C-21
C-17 Cold Case Steady-State, 499.92 W C-22
C-18 Cold Case Steady-State, 499.92 W C-23










C-20 144°K Shroud Steady-State, 499.84 W	 . C-25
C-21 144°K Shroud Steady-•State, 599,28 W C-26
G-22 144°K Shroud Steady-State, 599.28 W „	 C-27
C-23 Deader Heat Pipe C-29
C-24 Radiator Heat. Pipe No. 1 	 , ,	 C-30
C-25 Radiator Heat Pipe No. 2 C-31
C-26 Radiator Heat Pipe No, 3 C-32	 r
C-27 Radiator Heat Pipe No. 4 C-33
C-28 Radiator Heat Pipe No. 5 C-34
C-29 Radiator Heat Pipe No. b C-35	 l
Table
C-1	 Contact Conductances 	 ,	 C-5
c^ii^,
^.
















The analysis of the. heat pipe radiator thermal conditioning panel
test. results Boas performed to demonstrate the ability of predict-
ing multi-heat pipe system thermal performance. The test data
from Appendix B was compared with the model results for both steady-
state and transient conditions. To accomplish this comparison a
112 node thermal. model of the header pipe and radiator was de-
^-
	
veloped. Steady-state and transient runs were made and the results
compared with the test data.
The predicted results agreed with the test results both in heat
rejection and temperature. The most difficult task in the analysis
was matching the front location in the individual feeder pipes on
the radiator.
The complexity of this analysis is significant when compared with
the analysis of previous radiator systems using a pumped fluid.
The number of variables introduced by the variable conductance
heat pipes over-shadows those of the pumped fluid systems. While
the pumped fluid radiators have been designed and analyzed for
over ten years, Beat pipe radiators are relatively new and their
analytical techniques have not achieved the maturity of other
thermal control systems and techniques.
Over the past two years, Martin Marietta has devoted an IR&D task
to the development of these analytical techniques and has verified
the techniques for several fixed and variable conductance heat
pipe designs including one radiator system. The analysis described
in this report was the first data correlation attempted for an















The heat pipe radiator thermal model correlations with the test	 E`
data demonstrated that heat pipe systems can be modelled as a
part of an overall system thermal model. The predicted results
agreed very well with the test data for all steady-state and
transient runs.
The added complexity of modelling heat pipes and including them
in a thermal model is significant. The predictability of the
front location in a variable conductance pipe represents the most
difficult task.. In general the predicted front locations appeared
to be within 10 cm (approximately 5% of total length) of the
actual location on the average with the maximum error being 30
_^;
cm (approximately 15% of total length).
^,
	
	 Future applications of these techniques and improvements in heat
pipe modelling will provide even better results as heat pipe
applications to spacecraft increase. The results indicate that
'^^;'	 heat pipe analytical techniques are now achieving the maturity of
techniques developed for analyzing other .thermal control devices








The thermal analysis of the radiator/TCP test was accomplished
using a 112 node thermal model of the system. The radiator con-
tained 60 nodes, the header heat pipe 16 nodes, and tha shroud 36
i
nodes.	 '
The radiator model was divided into 10 nodes per feeder heat pipe.
Each pipe contained one evaporator node, one transport node, six
condenser nodes, one reservoir node and one vapor node. The
header pipe consisted of four evaporator plate nodes; four evapo-
rator nodes, one transport node, six condenser nodes, and one
vapor node. Figure C-1 presents the nodal breakdown of the radi-
ator and header pipes. Each of the heat pipes were modelled in
the same general manner as shown in Figure C-2 for feeder pipe 1
on the radiator.
The evaporator of each feeder pipe was connected with the appro-
priate header condenser node via a contact conductance, The con-
tact conductance was calculated based upon the test ^T and the
predicted heat load per pipe Five steady-state runs (three hot
case and two cold case) were used to determine the values shown
in Table C-1.
The average values in Table C-1 ^Tere used in the model to obtain
the predicted. performance presented later in the test.
Heat was applied to the header evaporator plate uniformly over
the four-plate nodes based upon the measured heat loads from each
test. An attemp was made to mode]. the thermal conditioning panel
(TCP) as a single node and apply the heat load at this point. This
did not yield reasonable results due to a variation in the apparent
contact conductance between the plate <,:#.^ TCP. This variation
is attributed primarily to variation in ^::emperature on the TCP
under the plate. Since this temperature distribution. was not
measured in the test,. the proper conductance value cvas unobtain-
able from the model or test data.
Since this was the first attempt to checkout the axial groove pipe
simulation, problems with the axial groove logic in the subroutines
were anticipated. Initially low DTs were obtained for the feeder
pipes.. A match of feeder pipe OTs was obtained by reducing the
tube to vapor conductances by a factor of 18.6.. The original con-
ductance calculation did not account for conducting through a liquid
layer in the area. of vaporization or condensation. A brief liter-
ature search revealed that a liquid layer of approximately 0.00254
cm (0.001 in.) yields. the appropriate conductance in series with
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1 states that the vaporization in the evaporator occurs .n the
vicinity of the meniscus attachment line white condensation in
the condenser occurs primarily on the fin ends. For the results
discussed later, a constant radial conductance f^^r both the evap-




Figure C-2 Heat Pipe Model
Table C-1 Contact Conductances
G	
WK
Pipe 1 Pipe 2 Pipe 3 Pipe 4 Pipe 5 Pipe 6
10.26 10.73 9.38 7.07 8.69 7.29
Standard	 W
Deviation	 °K x..69 1.90 1.99 1.65 0.79 1.97
The early runs further indicated that using the gas load of 0.0135
lbm of nitrogen (Ref 2) did not yield the proper gas front loca-
tion. The. model assumes flat front theory with tube conduction..
This was not sufficient ire locating the front until the gas load
was reduced by 6%. The reduced load was wi+:hin the loading ac-
curacy accordinto Grumman Aerospace Corporation (-!-10!). The
actual gas weight is very difficult to weigh and the load was
determined by the perfect gas .equation. Some diffusion effects
















Model correlations with the test data yielded good agreement for
the steady-state and transient runs both in temperature and front
location.	 The discussion of the model results are presented first
for the steady-state cases followed. by the transient runs. 	 r
1^
A.	 STEADY-STATE CORRELATIONS	 ^
1
1.	 Hot Case
A11 of the hot case test runs were simulated by the model and
the results are presented in Figures C-3 through C-12. 	 Each of
the six feeder heat pipes' temperatures are plotted versus node
^-	 ;^ location superimposing the test temperatures for direct comparison
^? with the model results..	 The 100 W hot case is presented in Fig-
4 ! ures C-3 and C-4.	 The front locations for pipes 3 and 4 were in
n excellent agreement with test while pipes 5 and 6 predicted fronts 	 ^^'
10 and 15 cm, respectively beyond the locations ^ndicated by test. 	
-t
Pipes 1 and 2 predicted fronts 25 and 15 cm inside those in-	 ^
dicated by test.	 This run yielded. the most significant front
location errors of the hot case analyses..
In reviewing all of the data one should bear irx mind that the
reservoir temperatures were sat. to the measured. test temperature
with one exception.	 The thermocouple on reservoir l was loose
and. did not yield accurate. test data.	 Its reading was adjusted
^o a more reasonable value. 	 ,
The 200 W case is presented :i_n Figures C-5 and C-v.	 The tempera-
ture predictions were in excellent agreement with test as were
the front locations..	 The 300 W case is shown in Figures C-7 and
C-8.	 Pipes 1, 4 and 6 were. in excellent agreement with test. while
pipes 2, 3, and 5 showed errors in front location 20, 12, .and l7
' cm, respectively, beyond that indicated by test.	 The 380 ^ case
^ is shown in Figures C-9 and C-10. 	 This case resulted in excellent.
	 '
agreement for the first 5 pipes with pipe 6 predicting the front
inside of that indicated by test by 32 cm.
	 The 200 W test was	 ^
repeated to show repeatability of results which also showed re-
peatability of the model.
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The cold gas correlations are summarized in Figures C-13 thru C-18.
Figures C-13 and C-14 present the 200 W case. The model predicted
temperature and front locations very well for this case. Pipe 5
presented approximately 10 cm error in front location. The 400 W
case, Figures C-15 and C-16, resulted in slightly larger front
location errors, 17 cm for pipe 2, 10 cm for pipe 3, 5 cm for
pipe 5, and 15 cm for pipe 6. The 500 W case, Figures C-17 and
C-18, gave very good results for ttie first 5 pipes with the sixth
pipe showing a significant error in front location.
3. 144°K Shroud
The 144°K shroud 500 and 600 W cases showed nearly excellent agree-
ment with test. The 500 W case is shown in Figures C-19 and C-20.
Temperature agreement was excellent for the first 5 pipes. The
sixth pipe predicted the front 22 cm inside that indicated by
test. Figures C-21 and C-22 present the 600 W data and show ex-
cellent agreement in temperature and front location for the first
5 pipes. The sixth pipe appeared to have at least a 30 cm error
in front location.
4. Discussion
As shown in the above data general agreement in predicted versus
measured temperatures was achieved by the model. Due to the lack
of sufficient number of thermocouples from the test the precise
location of the vapor gas front can not be determined. Assuming
that the temperature profile indicated by the model is reasonable
the apparent errors in front location were determined by shifting
the model prediction to agree with test. Feeder pipe number 6
gave the most inconsistent set of predicted results. A further
reduction in gas load below the -6% load used in the model would
have resulted in poorer agreement. In all of the runs the energy
balance of the model at steady-state was less than 1 W maximum
error.
Simulation of a variable conductance heat pipe is strongly dependent
on reservoir vapor pressure, which in the case of ammonia, is an
exceptionally strong function of reservoir temperature. The com-
plex geometry in the vicinity of the reservoir made an accurate
estimate of the radiation couplings to the shroud difficult. Con-
sequently, the reservoir temperatures were imposed in this analy-
sis in order to minimize these unkno^,ms. All the steady-state
runs contained logic to compute a radiation coupling from reservoir
to shroud based on the heat leaking into the res%rvoir from the
tondenser. Several cases resulted in apparent front movement into
the reservoirs, a condition which the model is not capable of
simulating. When the average radiation couplings for the runs with
the front not influencing the reservoir were used between the res-
ervoirs and shroud, predicted temperatures within 2°K resulted for
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^	 Test Data	 '





















^ The transient data is presented in Figures C-23 through.0-29.
t.
Ingeneral. the model: predicted transient .responses in very .good	 ! ,'
agreement .with the test.'data. 	 The .reservoir temperatures were ^
controlled. to the measured test values except for .pipe 1 which
was controhed'to the same curve as reservoir 2. 	 All of the ^",
capacitance of'the system was. limited to that of the four header
pipe evaporator nodes including the thermal conditioning panel. I_
All of the remaining. nodes were input as arithemetic nodes.	 The
l^
'^. 	 k	 ^^
reason for this was 'that. the resultant. time step would be extremely I
.^ small indicating that the chosen method would yield a close
^_ ^ approximation.	 Time step problems. were encountered resulting in
J a sluggish response of the problem at an .interval. of 0:05 hr._
j Reduetion'of that interval to 0.02 hr yielded: the presented data. ^^
} The data presented: here were derived from Appendix B superimposing ^^j
the predicted results fox. comparison.
In the'"header pipe comparison the upper set of model points rep-
^^,
resents the average of thermocouples H1, H3, H5 and H7.
	 The next ;``
r cooler se
	 represents H2, H4, Hb and H8.- The-lowest two sets
are'the hottest and coldest condenser results representing thermo- '
' cow les H10 throw h H15.
	
F	 ure C-23p	 g	 g	 presents the data _comparison ,
for 'the header pipe which resulted in very good comparison in
}' temperature.	 ; The most ' severe	 ransient conditions were-chosen'' ;
for this correlation representing .the-end of the 200 W run and
the beginning of the 400 W run. '=
d
' In the feeder pipe comparisons the upper. set of model points
represents the evaporator, the middle set the first. condenser
thermocouple from the evaporator.
	 Feeder pipe 1, Figure C
-24,
^
'j{, yielded .excellent agreement with the tesa. 	 Pipe 2, Figure C^-25, A^	 r
;I gave results approximately Z°K_warmer on the evaporator and ds-
played faster response of, the front movement compared with test. ^
;^ Pipe 3, Figure C-26, compared :very. well with the test and showed
' ^ slightly faster response in front movement than thetest:
	 Pipe
4 4, Figure C-27, showed good agreement in the evaporator-and active
^; condenser section.
	 The agreement with the second condenser thermo- e
_,.
'
^ couple was mixed.
	 The front did not respond out far enough during
i, the initial front movement resulting from. the power change and
j later showed the front moving back-into tine pipe beyond _that-in- w`	 "
dicated by test...	 Pipe 5, _Figure C-28, yelded`very good agree- tt
j^ ment except for the front tending to move back into..thepipe be-
r yond ;that indicated by ; ,test during the cold part of`the orbit while g
'
^, at 400 W.
	 Pipe 6, Figure C
-29, gave good agreement in the active '
^ sections of the pipe,but also showed a front location closer
	 o
^ ;the evaporator than indicated in the test result during ,
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_Model Results ,:	 _-^
^ Transient Results =	 '^^^	 ^ ^..	 ^	 ^	 ^-
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Figure c,=26 Radiator Heat Pipe No. 3
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'= 	 1.	 Discussion
The transient results were in good agreement '^'ah the test data
except for pipes 4 and 6. A slightly sluggah response to the
load change in the model caused the front in pipe 4 to be too far
toward the evaporator when the srroud temperature began to drop. 	 e
Consequently, a much greater temperature excursion resulted in
the model than in test. Preliminary runs in the 540 to 630-min
region indicated that this excursion would be eliminated by that
time. Pipe 6 showed the most inconsistent comparison with test
throughout the analysis, and in the transient again a slightly
further decrease in noncondensible mass would have resulted in
better results. The error indicated in the evaporator of pipe 2
is uniform throughout the analysis and indicates an instriimenta-
tion problem especially since in some cases this thermocouple .
registered temperatures below the condenser temperatures of the
same pipe.
Although .the capacitance of the radiator was ignored in; the trait-
sient analysis, the response rate results indicated tht^t the then-























The model correlations with the test data indicate the techniques
of analyzing heat pipe thermal control systems are maturing and
can be incorporated into the design analyses of 'spacecraft.
	
Since
future spacecraft will very likely depend upon heat pipes for
controlling the ^rehicle thermal balance and equipment temperatures,
' this analytical tool will. become more usefu]. and important to the
thermal design.
,ti
Specific pipe configurations and designs sti11 require empirical
data for the model such as the determination of the characteristics
of liquid layer in the axial groove pipe through which the heat
is transferred.
	 This can be evaluated through test and analysis
'
^i yielding. an effective ^^ for use in modelling.. 	 Mechanical joints
are inherent problems in heat pipe systems and particularly in a
°' radiator system.	 Considerable data is available for design appli-
'_^ cations	 however the performance. of a specific. system is still
^ dependent upon the values and the repeatability obtained.
The techniques employed in this analysis did not incorporate the
front movement into the transition tube and reservoir.
	 Generalized
approaches to handle this problem would aid ones ability to pre-
dice the reservoir temperatures with more accuracy during full
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-i.








_	 _	 _	 _ T_^_ . .	 _	 __
..	












t^( 7^9,	 72.5,	 -i. i, r
,:-4 ^C' •*` CON^FNSER NG r ES	 rTPES 1 THRU 6 ^	 `?°
;:^ GN	 iG3,	 3,	 1,	 62..	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.: CCf`DENSER PIPE 1
GcN	 1J6,	 3,	 1,	 4.,	 1.,	 i.,	 1.,	 1.3 CCNOENScR 'IP	 iE
si GEN	 233,	 3r	 1,	 E2. 5,	 1.,	 1.^	 i.y	 1.3 CONCFNSE? °IPF. 2
` GEN	 2G6,	 3;,	 1,	 -5.5,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.? CCNOcNSER WIPE 2 i`





	 1.,	 1.,	 1..,	 1.'^ CCNDEN^aF? RIPE 3
'^ GEN
	 403,	 3,	 i,	 5,;.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.3 CONDENSER PIPF 4 ^i




	 y ^3,	 3,	 1,	 6^.,	 1.,	 1.,	 i.,	 1. CCNOENSER fiIPE 4 ii
GEN	 5J6,
	
3,	 1,	 -14.5,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.3 CCRnc`tJSE^'. PIPE 5
GEN	 y w3,	 ^,	 1,	 5^.a,	 1.y	 1.,	 1.,	 1.'$ CONnENSfR PIPE 5 t'
GEN	 606,	 3,	 1.	 -13.5,	 i. ,	 1. ^	 1. ^	 1, ?' CONCENS.P °T_PE 5
"` j C ##'^ HEADER CCN'1ENSER	 NCDrS
!, G=N	 716,	 5,	 1,	 72.5,	 i.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.:
C ### REScRVOIR	 NCDF,S	 PI°ES	 i ThRU y
^'







-28. ^	 : .
' -^19,	 -27.,	 ^.




}{{ 22J,	 64,.	 -1.






,^ 62^^	 61.E	 -:. l
716,	 72.5,	 -i,x	 HcAOER PIPE VAFOk NODE
9








C *++ £FF£CTIVE SINK TEMPS
GEK	 -il^	 6,	 1r	 -3U..	 J., 1. •1.,1. ^^.
GEN	 -2G^	 6r	 1^	 -3J.,	 G.,1.,1.,1.
G£N	 -3v,	 6,	 1,	 -3'3.,	 d.,1.,1.,i. '+
GEN	 - 4^^	 E,	 i,	 -3^.r	 J., 1.,1.,1.
GcN	 -Si,	 6,	 iT	 -3v.,	 5.,1.,1.,1.
GcR!	 -6^,	 5,	 1,	 -3G..	 &..1.,1.,1.
END
R CD	 3CONrUrTf.R	 CATA
C '+* AXIAL: FEEDER	 TUPv	 C('N'1t1CTIC?^'	 ^TPE
	
1
GrN	 ?11,	 7,	 1,	 itii,	 1,	 1^2,	 i,	 1., i.,	 1,r	 i._ i
C *^# AXIAI FEEDE2 TU9E CONDUCTION	 PIPE 2
GEN	 321	 T,	 1r	 2v1^	 lr-	 2J2^	 1,	 1., 1.,	 l.r 1,5
C **• AXIAL FccC£R TUFJE COkD1lGTICN	 PIPE 3
GEC'	 331,	 7,=	 i t
	
3 ^1,
	 1,	 $u2,	 i,	 1. , 1. ,	 1.,	 1. ^ i"'
r, *## AXIAL	 FE=DE G 	TU^3£ CONOl1CTI0N	 FIFE L
GEN	 '41r
	




1,	 1•, i • ,	 1+^	 1.`' }
1; "+# AXIAL FE=D_R TIIAE CONDUCTION 	 PIPE 5 '
GEN	 zy`2r
	 '>	 1,	 5C1,	 1,	 50°_r	 1,	 1. r 1.,	 1.,	 1.




T,	 1,	 o^s1r	 i t	 6L2,	 1,	 1.^ 1.,	 i.,	 1.? ^
C •#* HEAO^^t PTPc	 AXTAt CONDU^;TIC"! ''
^rl^	 7i2y	 ijQy	 1.S






5J4,	 ?^	 1^	 738,..i^	 7J9,	 1y	 1., i.^	 1.,
	 1,?
C +## CONL^''kSEP	 TC-RcSERVCT^2 CCttPUCTIDA!
318,	 1J+''	 119,	 i.















`	 ' R,_.^^}T3U^Il3ILITY OF THE
	 ^^
UI^ ^^^^ ^^1^L PAGP IS P^^^
A
^^
l 338,	 3CA,	 319,	 1.: ^';{? 348,	 4u 8,	 419,	 1.5	 f'
'^^ 358s
	
5JR,	 519,	 1.S	 `'
^ 368,	 608,	 619,	 1.^	 ^',
C ***	 FEEO.R EVAPORATOR TO HEADER 	 CONDENSER CONIIUCTIC!t^	 )i
401r	 101	 71u r	 18.x+5
^4^2,	 101,	 711,	 19.45	 r
403,	 2L1,	 711y	 23.3	 )
404,	 tai,	 712,	 20.3E	 '
-^, - 405,	 3 p 1,	 712•	 17.78	 ^'
^JE,	 3,;1,	 713,	 17.78
4J 7,	 4^1,	 713,	 13.4,:
408,	 4u1,	 714,	 13.4G
409,	 5C1.	 71 %+.	 16.47
41J^	 5,;1^	 715	 16.47
411,	 531,	 715,	 1.,3.93
:(.". ***	 HEADER PIPE FVAPCRATO^ 70 MOUNTThIG PLATE
511	 7C 1,	 772,	 34.J4
512,	 703,	 7 p 4,	 34. J4
513,	 785,	 7,;6,	 34.Oa
514	 707,	 7J8,	 34.J4
C '*^	 RADIAL CONOUCTTCN	 IN WALL,	 WLCK,	 ANr, LInU?0
C **•	 EVAPCRATr..R
GEN
	 1Ot71,	 6^	 1^N,	 1^1,	 1G0,	 12 p ,	 lu;;,	 1.,	 i..r	 1.,	 1.^	 FcEOERS
GEN	 7J01,	 4,	 1,	 7 p Z,	 2^	 716,	 p ,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.3	 HF:A^`ER
C ""*	 ADIABATIf, SECTIONS
r ' GEN	 iJe;2,	 o,	 1JuJ,	 1,; 2,	 100,	 12G,	 1C p ,	 1.,	 i.,	 1.,	 1.^	 FEEDEIPS
^' 7,115,	 718,	 716,	 1.i HEADER
r ***	 CCNDENS_RS
GEN	 iJ^3.	 6,	 1,	 1^3,	 1,	 120,	 p .	 1.,	 1.,	 i.r	 1.S	 FEE^E p 	 i
GEN	 23G3,	 6,	 1,	 2J3,	 i,	 22G,	 0,	 1.,	 i.,	 1.,	 1.	 F p.F_f^ER	 2
GEN	 3JcJ3^	 5,	 1,	 3„3,	 1, , 32°,	 u,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.^	 FF c ^E?	 &
GEN	 40173,	 6,	 1,	 4J3,	 1,	 420.	 0,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.,	 1.$	 FEEDER	 4
GEN 5uu3,	 6r	 1,	 5J3,	 1,	 ":2;;,	 G,	 1.,	 i.,	 1.,	 1.3	 FtE ncR	 5
GEN	 6Jti3,	 6,	 1,	 563,	 1,	 62:,•	 0.	 1. ,	 1. ,	 1. ,	 1.:I	 F EcOER	 6
GEN	 7,1;',6,	 6,	 1,	 71^; >	 1,	 716,	 0,	 1. ,	 1. ,	 1. ,	 1..	 HEAt)E4	 PIPE
C •**	 CONDUCTA^CcS TO	 EFFECTIVE SINK TE"!PS	 (ARBITRARY)
GEN
	 1J,
	 6,	 1,	 iJ3 t ,	 i,	 1J,	 1,	 1G.,1.>1.,1.
GEN	 2u,	 6,	 1,	 Z63.	 1,	 Zt^	 1,	 11:.,1.,1.,1.
GEN	 3u,	 6,	 1,	 3u3,	 1,	 ?^,	 i,	 1u.,1.,1 „i.
' GEN	 4'J,	 6,	 1,	 wC3.	 i.	 4"	 i.	 id.,l.,i.,l.
GEN	 J,	 5,	 1,	 5^;^3,	 i,	 _^,	 i,	 11.,1.,1.,1.
GEN	 60,	 6,	 1,	 6J3^	 1,	 6	 ,	 1,	 1.;., 1.,'i. ti.
END
C^^,aaa*r*^r. • r*srx+,+^^tv^^as >t rvvv * ersbr +^na^* f*K^*r^^aM^^^^^s^^^sr^^x.*^
9CC 3C0^!STANTS DATA
C. ..CONVERSION GCNSTANTS
1 =	 3.14159	 5	 °I
2 = 32.174	 ^ GSU9C	 (LPN-FT/IAF-SEC**2)
3 =	 778.156	 ?	 MECHANICAL FrJIlIVALENT	 OF	 HEAT	 (FT-lRF/ATU)
4 =	 57.29578	 5	 DtGREES/RADIAN
5 =	 .1714-3	 S	 STcFHAN-?CLT7^'ANN CONSTANT 	 (qTU/HR•FT"•2-R*+^4)
6 =	 1.?96E^7	 3 SEC'`*2/HR**2
7 = 1545.	 3	 UNIVE p SAI	 GAS	 r,ONSTANT	 tFT-LRF/Lp""OLE-R)
C..,COMPUTE^ CONSTANTS
11	 J.	 S	 TOTAL	 FANF.L	 HEA'(	 REJECTION	 CBTU/H^')
2u=-31.
C...L^GIC CCNT q ;I	 t"CNSTAhiT
JTEST	 _	 ^	 >	 FLAC	 FOR	 STwA"Y_^TATE	 (^)	 OR	 T4^t^'STEN T	(1)
























1	 EXTLIM = 10.
^,;j	 ITERMX = 2u:;







G`#^+Fi+i #^++ M+"+i^^+i^i0',^14Yi^f'Elf + ^iiaf + i^^++^if^j' + i;#^^F * ^f M^+ .K + ^F IF Mf M^f +F +IMF^F ^. Y. i ^FxK
9CD 3ARRAY DATA
C +++ WAIL PARAMETERS
C +++ EVAQORAT(lR
5J,,, 1, P,EPEAT, 6, 4, EtJD NUM9EP OF NODES EACH PIPE (INTEGER)
501, 169., ?EPFAT, o, 558. E REPEAT, 4,ENCS DENSITY	 (L^M^FT+*31
502. .214, REGEAI, 6, .u91, REPEAT, 4,EN75 :PECIFI(' NEAT (P,TU/lRM-F)
503, 111., RE^FAT,t o, 224., .REPEAT, 4,_N"l3 f,CN4UCTIVITY (qTU/HR-FT-F)
504, .0515R^4, REPEAT, 6,	 .39333, RE PEAT, 4,END3	 TU n E Ot' (FT)
505	 .1,358333, REPEAT, 6,	 .G73JJ, REPEAT S w,Et^43	 TOPE IO (FT)
506. 1., RtPtAT, 5, .5, .625, REPEAT, 4,EN^S NCpAI IENGTN (FT)
507, i., REP EAT, 5, ,5, 2.5:;, ENDS TOTAL LENGTH (FT)
C +"^* AOIARATIC ScCTICi`
510, 1, FiEPcAT, 7, END
511., 169., ^;FPEAT, 6, 558., ENDS
512, .214, REPEAT, 5, .1:91, .ENDS
513, 111.E REPEAT, 6, 224., ENO
514, .0515884. FcEPFAT^ 6, .G 8333, ENDx
	
':	 515, .J35833i, RF.. pEAT, 6^ .,;73Ju, END:.
	
j	 716, .25, REPEAT, 5, 1.5CJ. ENO`s
	
!	 51.7, .25, KEQEAT, 6, 1.5;:J, EN7`I
C ^`+* CONDcNSER SECTIC^
521., 6, 'REPEAT, 7, END2
521, 169., REPEAT S 36, 558., REPEAT, 6, ENDS
522, .214, Rr; p EAT, ?6, .J91. REPEAT, 6, ENO;:
523, 111., REPEAT, 36, 224., REPEAT, 6, ENDS
524, .J51589A, ^cEPr.AT. z6,	 .69333, R=PEAT, 5, ENDS
525, .J358333, REPEAT, 36,	 .G73;;J', RtPEAT, 5 i EN0'=
52E, l.r REPEAT• 36^ .66667, RtPEAT• E, cND:
527, 6., REPEAT, 6, 4., ENDS.
C ++'^ WICK PARAk_Tt4S
C +^* EVAPORATOR
53^, 2, p F pEAT, 6, 2, RE P EA T , ++, E1JD?
	C +}*	 1= WRAPPED SCREEN, SINTERED QOWOER, FELT, CR FOAM
	
C •^*	 2= rPEN AXIAL GROOVES
	
C +++	 3= SG 4FEN ('OVERFD AXIAL GROOVES
	
C +^^`*	 4= SG?tEt\ CCUcRE7 AXIAL S RACR WIPES
	C ++•	 5= rIRCUMFe R ENTAL G T^ OOVES (THREADS)
531, 169., RcPEA? i 6, 5r 8., F.EPcAT, ^„ ENO y DENS?TY (LRM1F7^+`3)
532, .214, REPEAT, 6, .r 91, REPEAT, ^+, ENDS SPF.r.IFTC NEAT (9T11./t9M-F1
533, 111., REPEAT, 6, 224 . ., 'REPEAT, 4, ENDS CONDUCTIVITY (QTU/HR-FT-F)
534, .J35R3s, REPEAT, 6,	 ,,773uG, REPEAT, 4,EN0`? OD (FTl
535, .J2915^7. "R^ p EAT, 6,	 .u7299, REPEAT} 4,tND^	 IP (FTl
536, .i;ill, R=P^'AT^ 6,	 1.::0, RFPE4T, 4,FN^l? EFFECTIVE 9U99LF RA^I^t^
	
C -,++	 FOR BOILIt.G (FT)
537, 1., RcPEATy 5, .5, .625, REPEAT, 4, ENDS NODAL LENGTH (FT)
539, .62537, REPEATS 6,	 .999, RFI= EAT, 4,.END? POROSITY
	
C +'^•	 (iZD VCL/ 70TaL VCL QF WICK	 ) nlMEniSIONLESS
539, u.J,:1, ^=PEAT Y o,	 l.t:, P,FFEAT^ 4, ENO: EFF. FDRE '^A?IUS (FT)
54J, 3., RF'F F.AT^ 1J, =Nils t•IOT USc4 9UT 4EgUIRED
5^1, 7.250, RF".PEAT, 6,
	
8.u, REp=AT, 4, ENOE tNTZAIKMENT
	
C ++*	 t'HARACTcR?STIC LENGTH
542, 27., REPEAT, 6,	 2., REPEAT, 4 , c NDa NUNA R rF AXIAL GROOVFR C'^
	
C +*+	 SPACER WIRES CR NUM@ER THREADS PE^F FT (FLOnTING POINT NUM?E?)
543	 .;.i._°3b^, REF=Ate 6,	 .:,355, REPFAT^ 4, END: l^c('D1tF QR T^i nEAD HFAN
	
C x*•	 WIDTH (FT)




_.._ _,T ^, ^^ ^^^
.....	
!
+'+•	 OR SPACER	 WIRE CIANETER	 tFTi
!; s++	 ADIABATIC SECTION
55^, 2,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 2,	 END$
551, 169.,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 558.,	 END?
552, .214,	 p EPEAT',	 6r	 .091,	 ENDS
553, 111. E 	REPEAT,	 6,	 224. E 	ENn?'
554r ,735833,	 REPEAT.	 6,	 .u7300,	 ENDg
555, .u29167,	 REPEAT,	 6y	 .67299,	 EN'D:'d
556, D..	 REPEAT,	 7,. ENO3
557, .25,	 RE'FEAT,	 o,	 i.>G0,	 END4	
^559, .62537,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 .999,	 END a'
559, 1.uJ1,	 REFEAT^	 6,	 1.3,	 ENC?
560, ^.•	 REPEAT,	 7,	 END:a	 .
561, 7.2.5•	 REPEAT,	 6,	 A.O,	 END"n
562, Z7.,	 RcPcAT. 6,	 2.,	 ENDS
563, .GJ2365,	 P.EFEAT,	 6,	 .J365,	 ENn3
564. .Ou3333,	 REPEAT.	 6,	 .Ou001,	 EkD3
C ^`+`+	 COND£NSE4 SFCTICI^
57^, 2,	 REP'cAT,	 36,	 2,	 REP.ATs
	
6,	 ENDw
571, 169.,	 REPEAT.	 36.	 558.,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 ENDg
572, .214,	 REPEAT,	 36,	 .Q91,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 FNOS
573, 111.,	 pEPcAT,	 36,	 224..	 RcPEAT,	 6,	 END:
574, .035833,	 RE'FEAT,	 36,	 .J73uJ,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 E^JO?
575, .G291o7,	 RcPcAT.	 3fi,	 .u7299,	 REPEAT,	 5,	 ENO`F
576, f,.,;G,	 REPEAT,	 v2,	 ENDS
5T7. 1.0.	 PEPE4T,	 36,	 .66667,	 RE?EAT,	 6,	 ENDS
578, .62.537,	 REPEAT,	 36,	 .999,	 P,EpEAT,	 6y	 FNO3
' 579, .il01•	 RE PEAT,	 35,	 1.J•	 RcP;AT,	 6,	 ENDS
58,;, d.,	 RE H EAT,	 42,	 ENn
581, 7.2^,	 REPEAT,	 36,	 8.0^	 REPEAT,	 6,	 ENO?	 ^;
582, 27.,	 REPEAT,	 36,	 2.,	 R=FEAT,	 6,	 FND'^
583, .002366,	 REPEAT,	 36,	 .u365,	 REHEAT,	 6y	 ENDS
594r .L'J3333,	 P.EPEAT,	 35,	 .GOG]1^	 REPEAT,	 6,	 ENCB
'	 C +^`+	 FLUID PROF^RT IES
591y 2G.,	 FtFEAT,	 o,	 9^s.,	 END3	 (JETTING	 ANGLE	 lCEGREESI
592, L.31,
	
REPEAT,	 6,	 1.23,	 EN^r	 SPEt;IFIC	 HEAT	 RATIO
C +^'r	 OPERATING CONDITIOf`S
602y 32.17,	 PEFEAT,	 7,	 END: ROOM	 FORCE ACCELERATION	 llBM-FT/LBF-SE;C^•21
6i, 3, 9J.,	 REPEAT, 7,	 ENtiS ANGLE 3ETWEEN 90DV FORf,E AND PIPE AXIS	 tDEG>
664, -1..	 ?EPAT,	 7,	 E^fDa	 +1.,	 IF	 EVAP	 HIGHER THAk CONDENSER
G "++ -1.,	 IF EVAP	 BELOW COND(=NSER
C '*•	 GONL'ENSE^c FIN	 fA^'ANET:.FS
610, 0.,	 REPEAT,	 42,	 ENU,S	 AESOREiEO	 FLUX
611, .U041fi7,	 .uG4157,	 .%02667,	 .762667,	 .6114167,	 .604167
.Cu41o^,	 .Oti4167,	 .GL 2667,	 .OG26b7,	 .0041E7,	 .604167
.uG^167,	 .Cc4167,	 .CJ2667,	 .002667,	 .GD^+167,	 .604167
.L`L',16,',	 .GutilE7,	 .JJ2oE7,	 .Du"2667r
	
.0" G 4167,	 .uG4167	 a
.^J4167,
	
.uG4167,	 ..,il2667,	 .Js26o7,	 .664167,	 .:04167
..164167,	 .OU4167,	 .002667,	 .862667,
	 .u04167,	 .004167
G..	 REPEAT•
	 6•	 ENDS	 FIN THICKNESS	 tFTi	 '"
612, .337333,- REi'cAT, 36,	 0.,	 REPEAT,
	
6,	 =NO'?	 WICTH	 lFTY
6.13, 71;.r
	
F = PEAT,3E, J.,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 =ND	 K	 lRTU/FT-HR-^1
614. .85,	 n .^EAT•3o.	 u.,	 REPtFT,	 6,	 NOS	 EMISSIVITY
615, -26.,	 -25.,
	
-24.^	 -25.,	 -28.,	 -31.	 t
-26.,	 -25.,	 -24.,	 -26.^	 -28.,	 -31.	 i
-26. ,	 -25„	 -2 5. , ,- 27. ,	 -28..	 -31,.
--27.,	 -25.,	 -25.,	 -27.,	 -29.•
	
-31,
- 27.,	 -2E.y	 -26.	 -28.,	 -29. ^	 -31.
-27.,	 -26.,
	




616, 169.,. REPEATS	 36,
	
D.y	 REPEAT,-6y	 ENDS
617, .214, REPEAT,	 36,	 :,.,	 REPEAT,	 6,	 END5
61d, 1,	 RE P EAT,	 36,	 0, ^?EPEAT,	 6,	 ER'D^	 0= NC TIE T1? ADJACENT fIN	 '"






























:;^ 623^J ,R£PEAT,SJ,END$ TYPE OF	 ARTERY	 (IN^'EGEP.)	 --
^'	 C ^ = NONE ^
C 1	 = PE DSSTAl, ^^
^I	 C 2 = SPIRAL WITH SPACER WIRER
_
621, i7.	 >REPEAT,I.^^END? OUTER DIAM	 (FTI	 -- USE EFF	 OIAt! IF t'
^' 	 C NOT	 CIRCULAR'. EFF D =	 (4.* X-S	 AREA	 / PI)^*.5 ''
_; 622> 0.	 ,REP£AT,10,EN0? IkNER DIAM (FT)	 -- USE EFF D
623, ^,	 ,REPEAT^IJ,ENOS DIAM, OF SPACER WIRES IF M6?0+I =	 2	 (FT1
' 624, u.	 ,REPFAT,IJ,F.ND3 ARTERY SPIRAL SCREEN THICKNESS (FT1
C IF M62u+I =	 2	 (FT)
625, C.	 ,REFEAT,I3,END: ARTERY SCREc'N PORCSTTY	 (OIMENSICNLESS)
626, 3,	 ,R^PEAT,li,ENDt NC C F SFTRAL	 TURNS IF M620+T=2	 (REAL)
62.7, G.	 ,REPtAT,iJ,cNO.bAkTERY SCREEN DENSITY +`CP PRODUCT	 tHTU/FT+`{3-F)
628, 0.	 ,REPFAT,13yE'ND3 SPACER WIRES DENSITY ; CP PRODUCT IF' M620+I = 2
629, v.	 ,R.FEATr13,END3ARTERY Sf,REEN THRM,L CCNOUCTIVITY 	 (^JTU/HR-FT-F ►
63,;, u.	 ,REPEAT,1J,tND4FACF.R WTRE THFRNAL CCNCUCTIV17Y IF M62C+I = 	 2
531, J.	 ,RcPcAT,1u,END^ 'THICKNESS	 C°	 OUTER	 ARTERY	 41RAP IF
C x162.+I	 = 2	 (FTf ^
632, 0,	 , REF£AT.10,ENt3? cFF RADIUS OF LARGEST ARTERY HOLc-
C cxCLUDING THE CCN'JEtISER ENC OF THE 	 ARTERY	 (FT)
C...,AOIABA:TIC SE('TICP!





' 645, 0.	 ,RtFEAT,7,ENQ
^t
646, J.	 ,RcPr4T,7,=N0
E y 7, J.	 ,REPEAT,7,END
{ 643, ^.	 ,REFEAT,7,FND










/ F66, 0.	 RcPcAT,42,EN0
067,. u.	 ,!^cPcAT,=r2,END **^
66 E, ^.	 ,REFEAT,42,END
669, ^.	 ,REPrAT,42,END
673, J.	 ,REPEAT .42,E ND
671, u.	 ,REPEAT,.?.,cND
C ^+^	 RESc p VOI^ PAFAMETERS
8u"8, .31269/28.J16,	 REPEAT, 6,	 0.,	 fN^5	 M OLES NCB	 (L^MOLES) <3
8J9, 33.4/1728.,	 R=PEAT, 6,	 a „ENO: RESERVOIR	 VOLUME	 (FT'^'^3)
822, 6,/12..,	 REPEAT, 6,	 O.,EkOS RESERVOIR LENGTH	 (FT)
823, .2.932/1.2.,	 REPEAT, E,	 G.,ENO3 RESEFxVCIR WICK OD ANC RESERVOIR IC
.324, 2.8 a c/12,,	 REPEATS F.,	 G.,ENQa ?FSERVCIR	 WT('K	 IP	 (FT!
825, 3.Ju/12..	 REptAT, 6, 5.,EnD^ PESERVOIR	 CD	 (FT)
R26, 2. A5/lc„	 REF=AT, E,	 G.,END:^	 FF>^DTUEE i..FNG T H	 (FT1 ^'
8.27, .381/1.2.,.	 RcPcAT. E^ O.,ENO3 FEEDTURE hIGK Op AND FEEDTUPE YD a
828, .381;/i2.,	 REPEAT, 6,	 O., ENDS FEEQTUBE 'aICK JD 	 dFT)
829, .437/12.,	 RfiPEAT, 6,	 O.,ENDY FEEDTUP.E	 OD	 (FT)
833, 8.,	 REP-4T, 6,	 O., END: FFEDTL'9E	 THEPMAL CONtI	 (9TU/HR-FT - F
R31, ^.,	 REPEAT, 6,	 u.,ENO^ ID'SULATIC^ CCKO	 (5TU /HR-FT-F)
837, 8.,	 REPEAT, 6,	 :;.,ENO3 RESERVOI p TF!FRMAL CCNn	 (SAME7 T
838, J.,	 R1=PEAT, b,	 G.^EMOb IN^UTATIC^ THICKNESS 	 tFT)
C '{'^	 ANGULAR WIDTHS	 CF	 EVAPORATOR SPI R AL ANNULI	 (DEGR^'ES) '
910., J,	 REPEAT,	 7,	 ENDS	 NUNt1ER	 OF ANf` ULI IN EACH. FTF'F
911, J.,GK nEAT,	 7,	 ENDi	 ANGULAR	 HIDTHS	 OF 4LL	 ANNULI
C '•'^'	 ANGUL Ail WIDTHS	 CF	 AnIAP,ATIC SECTION SPIRAL	 ARTERY	 ANklfl_I	 (('.EGREES) ;	 .-



























VJ/IZA^^^k.^i^i`^^^,^{ ^i^1n3t..r`a'*k''! A,^3 e^'U^('tli'
913. il..REPc'AT, 7, ENDi
C **^ ANGULAR WIDTHS CF GCNOENSER SPIRAL ARTEP.Y ANt`ULI (DEGREES)
914, 0, Rc pSAT, 7r _NDS
915. J.,4EPEATr 7, ENOi
C...AP,TERY CAPACITAtvCE (9TU/F) (COMFUTEn It SU8 ARTFRYI
6 81, S PACs, ice, ENO:.EV GF
682,5PACE,7,EN0? ADI4
6B3,SPAC5,^2,ENOz COND




















C...EVAP WORKING FLUID LICUIO Pa0'PERTIES (OETEaMINE^ IP! St1 Q LOCKUP)
7u1,SPAC:.,1^,_trn'? LIF3UIt) DE"15TTY CLgN/FT**3)
7J2,SPACE,IJ,EKD:: LIQUID SPECIFIC HEAT (flTU/LP.H-F)
733,5PACE,I3,END? lIQt1ID VISCOSITY (L8M/FT -H P,1
70 4,SPACE,I^,ENO? L IQUIO THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (87U/N4-F'r-F)
7%S,SPACF,i;:,tND3 SU'?FAt;E TEf• SIOf•1 (l5F/FT)
706,4PACz,1^,cf`'D^ HEAT OF VAPORLZATION (QTU/i8M)
7J7,SPACE,1;,cND? HEAT OF FUSION (^1TU/1^M1
C...AOIA WORKING FLUIO LIty UIC PRUPE^TIES (OETEP'"IP1ED IN SU g IOCKUPf
711,SPACE,7,ENDQ LIQUID F)ENSITY (L BM/FT*^3)
712,SPACF^7,END5 LIf]UID SPECIFIC HEAT (aTU /LQM-F)
71?,S P AC^,7,EN0? LIOt1ID VISCOSITY (LPM/FT-H?)
714,SPAC_,7.cNt1? LIQUIC T HERMAL GONPUS:TIVITY (QTUlHa-FT-F)
71°.SPACc,7,EhD? SUFFACF TENSICN (L?F/FTf
71E,SPACE,7,EN04 HF_AT CF VAPCRIZATICN (9TU/tpM1
717,SPACE,7rE*ID `F HEAT r.F FUSION (ATU/LqM)
C...COND WORKING FLUID LIQUID PROPERTIES (DETERMINED SN SU Q
 LOOKUP)
721,^PACE,42,:.Nr,? LIQUI4 ONSITY (1pN/FTC'*3)
T22,SPAC;,42,eNO3 LIf,UID SPECIFLC HEAT (BTU/l°,M - F)
723,SPACE,42,ENDi IIDUIn VISCOSITY (L9M/FT -Hal
7Z4,eaAC,E,42,cNnS LIOUiD TH'cRMAI CONDUCTIVITY tBTt;/N^'-FT- F)
725^^1'ACE,42,END: SURFAf'E TENSION CLRF/FT)
72E,SPACt,42,EN9S HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (aTU/lF'M)
727,SPACE,42,E<vR; HEAT ('•F FUSIUN (r3TU/LPM)
C...WDRKING F<_UItI VAPOR PkOP=R^IES (F) =TERMIt\ED iN SU? C10_G1)
731,SPACF,7,cND$ VGPCR O=NSITY (lBN/FT**^)
732,SPAC,r,7,EN0S VAPOR SPECIFIC NEAT (8TU/IRM-F)
733.5PACc,7,END4 VAPOR VISCOSITY iLPM/FT -H P)
734,SPACF,7,END VAPOR THE R •1 AL i:CN000TIVITY (°TU/Ha-FT-F)
C...OPERATIrJG CC^OITInNS (CALGULATEC I^1 SUP. LiMLTS)
751,SPA^=,',Ef`C;. MASS FLUWaATE (l 9M/kR)
75c.SPACF,7,END5 LATENT HEAT T p ANSFF.R (ATl1/H R)
753,S p ACc,7,LN0w HICKI^G lI"1IT (PTU/HR)
754,SPAC=,7,END£ SONIC LIMIT (BTU/HR1
755.5PACi»,7,EN0': cNTRAIIJMENT LTMi?' (OTU/HR)
7 y 6,So AF;F,7,.FNOs 90ILING LIMIT (RTU/HRI
757.SPAb= r7,ND OVE^'ALL LIMIT (LOWEST OF A253 THRU A25h) (A(UJHR)
















759,SPACE,^,ENO;i ADIA9ATIC SECTION VAPOR PRESSURE (PSIA)
76G,SPAC,E,42,EN0: CONDENSER VAPOR PRESSURE (PSIA)
76i,SPAC=• ,7,cND^ R,ESERvOIR VAPOR p RESSUR£ (PSIA)
763,SPACE,7,ENOa LNJFCTION REYNOLDS N4IMQER (D.IIaENSIGntESS)
764,SPACE,7,cN0i SUCTi^N REY^CLOS NUMaE'2 (DiMENSIr,NLESS)
C...LIOUIf)/NICK MATRIX EFFECTIVE RACIAL THER`(AL CONDUCTIVITY (pTU/HP,-FT- F)
C....(COMFUTEt1 IN SUB EFFKWK)
765,SPAC^,lu.ENO: EVAP
766,SPACE,7,ENO3 ADIA
767,S p ACE, 42, cfr0 ^ CDND
C...PANEL ENVIRDNtt.NTAL PARAMETERS (COMPUTED IN SUR RACFINI
76 P,S3zAC_,42.EK0 NODAL ENVIRONKENI'AL TEMPERATURE (F)
7`7 J,SPAC^,42,EN07 NODAL HEAT REJECTION (?TU/HR)
T71,SPAGF,7,EN[)S PIPE ENERGY 9ALANCE (gTU/HR1
811,SPACE,7^END^ PIPE HcAT kE.IECTION iRTU/Hfc)
C...FLAGS
7R1,SPAC^,7,rNO3 NC CF IT,=RATIDN^ IN 5l1 g RCl1TINE F40f`T
783,S aACE,7,EN0? f3ArKUP SWT.TCM IN SLRROUTLNE FRCNT
C...VCHP PARAMETERS
81J,.6,.6,.5,.5,.4,.4.i.,ENO^ ACTIVE/TOTAL CONCE ►1SER LENGTH tC-LESS)
82J,^.6,3.6,3.,3.,2.v,2.4:4.,EN0^ NEN ACTIVE CDND^NS_R LENGTH (FT1
832,SPACE,7,^r, pg
 CL7 ACTTVF CONDENSFR LENGTH tFjl





C...FIN CAPACITAN'.'f' ADD AXIAL CGNnUCTAMCE
85J,SPAC^,42,EN0 CAFQC.ITANCF (CQMPUTED IN SUP CAPr•Th)
A51.SPACE,k2,^N0,; AXIAL GCNOLCTANCE tCCM p UTED I^ SU p
 QA^FIN)
C...WORKING FLUID THERN,OPHYSICAL DATQ
'	 1OG1? LIQUID DEnSIT'Y (L'QM/FT^+'3) VS Tc'MP (F) - AMN,CP'TA
-107.9,46., -94.,45.3, -50.,43.5
	 C „ 41.34, 57.,39.2, 1GJ.,36.4
1:C.,33.6, 2;,u.,2^.5, 27c.3,16., ENC
1;;J2 T. VAPDR CEnSITY (L?M/FT^'+3) VS ThMP (F) - AMMONIA
-1^7.9,.GC37, -r4,,.J^7, -5G.,. p 3J2, J.,.1u97, ^i;.,.3u"36
1G;,.,.7C48, iZ4.,1.Ji, 150.,1.54, 2;'U.,3.45, ^5i.,^.i
276.3,16., FND
iD035 LICUID SPECIFIC FEAT ( P TU/L9M-F) VS TF KP (F) - AMM.DNiA
-Iu7.Q,1.Jz2, -75.,1.J45, -58.,1.066, -22.,1.J59, °4.,1.D'7
iu.,i.e9, 32.,1.1,,?, 5.,1.126, 6.8.,1.146, R6.,1.16?, 1'34.,1.194
122.,1.GZC, 17u.,1.29, 175.,1.365, 2J,,.,1.45, 225.,1.555
	 25J.,1.7
276.3,1.86, _°ND
1004:3 VA fl ('R SPECIFIC HcAT (aTU/L9M-Ff VS TEPiF (F) - r,M"tONIA
-107.9,J., ENDS UNNFG;SSARY
luu5_ LIGUin VISCOSITY (L 8W/FT-HR) VS TEMP (F) - AMMONIA
-1.,7..9.,1.415, -92.2,1.1484, - SR.,.766A: -4l'•.,.666. 2^.,.38P5
40.,.3384, 6;,...2910, 1C0.,.^197, 15^J...153. 200..,Ba9
25J.,.0533, 27G.3,.J338':, Et`'D
iLJFiJ VA p CR VISCOSITY (Lf^M/FT-HR) VS TEMs' (F) - AMHDNIA
-1&7.9,.ulo2o^ -5.;.,,01863, 32.y,^J2221, 68.,.x2376, 122.,.D2642
15C.,.J2755, 2uG.,.,:3u25, 270.3,.03384, =ND
1u,:7: LI y UID THER^IAt GDNDUCTIViTY ( g TU/H^-FT-F) US T=MP (F) - AtiMDNIa
-11.7.9,.325, -2^.,.^17, 32.,.31, 53.,.3J7, BD.,.2a3, 120.(.275
151.,.254. 2tiu.,.2,5, 225.,.171. 25J.,.13. 270.3,.068, EN0
10683 VAFOP. THER!fAL COP.DUCTIVITY ( g TU/Hfl-FT-F) VS T EMP (F) - A"1MONiA
-iL7.9,.1f^^92, -17.,.%;:955, -4;,.,.O1J5, 0.,.0117, 46,.,.6129
8,i.,.014L, 1:rJ...^149, 12O.,.J155, 15'3...0173, 20,.,.0223
25%,,.u36, Z70.3,.J68, cND
1JZ9.s Sl1^FArF TENSICn (L 9F/Ft) 1/5 TEMP (^') - AMMONIA
-1^7.9,.t;^34o, -6,,.,.;,u278, -2^.,.u^2p1, 2G.,.^01>39, 52.,.Ou1576
93.4,.C312a, 1.38.2,.J0,:991., 15J.,.CCC81, 175.,.^CG635, 20G...00D47
225.,.61629, 25C.,.^iC13, 27C.3,0.^ ENO
iJl;:? HF4T ^F VAFC^2I74TICN- ( B TU/L q M) VS TE`fP (F1 - Atf ID NIA
-1,:7.9,639., -^.,6,,^.3, ,;.,56A.9, 5J.,527.3, idS.,477.8












1J11^ HEAT GF FU^ICk tETUiL[3K) VS TEMP (F) - AMM.ONIA
-17.9,:;., ENt9^ UNNECE^SAA,Y
iJ12S SATURATION PRESSURE (PSIAf VS TEMP (Ff - AMMONIA
-17.9,.85, -75.s3.6i^ -50.,7.67, -25.,15.5, 0.,3G.4c, 25.'53.2
5u.,89.15, 75.,143., 100.,211.9. 124.,303.4, 150...425„ 175.,580.
2[1G.,765., 225.,1008., 250.,1330., 27O.?,165C., ENO
10135 THEP.MAL CCNOUCTIVSTV iBTUIHP,-FT-F) VS TEMF tF) - 61161 ALUMINUTI
-260.,65., -160.,76., -60.,94., 4u.,9 L , 140.,96., 240.,101., END
10215 LIAUIO DEkSYY tIRM/-T'^ +'31 vS TEMP tF) - GENETaCN 31/114
-11,0..,94.6, • 5C., 9J.6, D., 86.4, SL'.,81.9, 100.,77.
15^.r71.5, 23J.,E4.9, END
iJ223 VAPC R DENSITY tL9M/FT^^3) VS TEMP (F) - GENETRON 31,!114
-100.,.01224, -50.,.0647, 0.,.2298, 50.,.627, 	 D'u'.^1.4339
iF^.,?.93i.9, 220.,5.6593, ENO
iJ23^ LI^UID SPECIFIC H.AT t?TU/l9M-F) VS TEMP tFl - GENYRON 31!114
-1L'0.,.21, -5.,.22, u. ,.237, 50. f .2a6, 140.,•27E, 151;.,.303
2J^.r.349, ENO
1O24S VA P OR SPECIFY, HEAT tt?TU/L9M-Ff VS TEMP tF) - GEN£TRON 311114
-iCL.,O., ENO:? UN!JECESSARY
1325, LIQUID VISCCSITY i1.RM/FT-HRf VS TEMP tFT - GENETRON 31/114
J.,.9676, 25.,.8316, 5;1.,.7257, 75.,.64, 10G.,.5685, 125.,.5
1^L.,.w32, END
iu26^ VAPCR VISCCSITY (L 3M/FT-HR) VS TEMP (F) - GENETRCN 31/114
-1E0.,.3195, 2GJ.,.0345, ENC
13275 LI(7UIn THERMAL i'.CND (9TU/HR-FT-Ff VS TEMP tF) - GENETRON 31/114
-1G::.,.u755, 2uJ.^.J389, FND
1028' Vn p CR TNERN.AL CCD.^1 tRTt,rHR- F^'-^) VS TEMP tF) - GENETRON 31/114
-1t;u.r.tit;35E, 231;.,.3123, ENC
129. SURFACE TE1;SI^N tLf3F/FT) VS TEMP tF) - GENETRen 31/114
-1^3.,.Ou3391, 23J.,.JGL415, END
1,i 30? HEAT CF UAPDRI7ATION t p TU/lRM) VS TEMP tFf - GENETRON 31/114
-100.,112.72, -50.,iD8.77, 0.,104., 53.,9R.uE, 100.,90.66.
7.5.,81.22, 20u.,68.'45, EN0
1J31^ HEAT CF FUSION tbTU/L?M1 Vc TEM g (F1 - GENETRCN 31/114
-1GG.,u., cNDb U?!NECESSARY
iJ32? SATURATION PRESSURE tPSIA) V TEMP tFf - GENETRON 31/114
-1Gu.,.503, -50.,3.D0]., -2O.,7.Otf^>> 1., 11.T3^ 2O.,1A,.55
40.,28.18, 6.,41.35, 8O.,58.a4, 100.,81.52, 1.20.,110.3
14^3.,14E.2, 16G.,19J.2, 1.80.,243,.5, 2uJ.,307.4, END	 ,
C...FIN GRADIENT TABLE
6005 LTV OATp.- DiNEKSIC*%LESS TEMF GRAD'tENT FQR FIAT EXTENDED SURFAGfS
iD,12, . 0'?, . 66J G, .7G J u, . e00u, .9J0 0, 1. G0 ;1, 1.1O'Jil,1.2 ilaG ^:1 .3030, 1.4000, i. °ODO
.+^C,.Zil0u,.15i:J,.l000,.350:3,.0+3u7,-.u500,-.1000,-.1590,-.2O0D,-.2500
.iJ,.2566,.2133,.1708,.1293,.9890, .0499• .0120,-.0247,-.0.597.-.0939
.25,.3314..2948..2598..2265..1949, .1649, .1336., .1100, .0849 ..0613
.^±^,.4369,.4G79,.38„^^.3552,,3317, .3J99, .2898, .2713, .2542, .2385 s
.75,-5275,.5^32,.4 g CE,.^.599,.4411, .4239, .49A3, .3940, .381G, .3692
	
2.OL',.6O74,.5863,.56T1,.5497,.534G, .519t^, .5070, .4954• .4849 .4755	 j
1.50,.7458,.7292,.7143,.7011,.E893, .6?89. .6694, .6610 .6535, .6468
2.Oti,.865.;,,8:.13,.8392,.9285,..8191, .ei09r .8034 	 .7969, .7911, .860
	
2. 5.;,.9709,.9593,.9491,.9402,.9324, .9255, .9195, .9142, .91195, .99.54 	 .
	
3.uC,1.G67,S.:i57,i.D48,1,^u41,1.934, 1.028, i.^i23, 1.1119, 1.015, 1.011 	 a
	
3.50.1.15 E', 1.147,1.139, 1. 133, 1.1.27• 1..122, 1.118. 1.114 ► 1. 110y 1.107	 `i




.1Ja.25u'1,.21.75..1651..12:37,.,7$34• .0443• .0065,-•D^01.-.0651,-.0992 	 ^'
	25,.3iA:..2Kt7-.?467,.2139,.1824. .1527. .124E, .0981. .0732, .0498 	 ``
.5c,.413:^.?R46,.3578,.3?33,.3J9^, :.2885, .2687,..25J6, .2338, .2184
.75,.495^^•.471.2.,.4495,.4295,.4112, .3946, .3793, .3E56, .353, .3416
1.00^'.567n^.6469,.5285,.5120•.497Q, .4834, .4712 .4601, .4591 .4411
1;.SG-.,.691 E,.6763,.6EZE•.65O4•.6395, .628, .6210, .6133, .6064, .E0O1
	
2. Ou ,.799J,.7868,.i'759,.7664e•758;i, .755, .7 1<39f •^3P1, .7328, .72P2	 ^'
2.50,.89^1,.8842,.8754,.8677,.86u9, .95517, .8498, .84°2, .8411, .8374















3.5G,i.v6J,1.L:3,i.G47,1.C42,i.J37, 1.033, 1.029. 1.D26. 1.024, 1.021	 '
'	 4 4. C J, 1.13 5, 1.128, 1, 123 r L. i1? t 1.115, 1.111, 1.10$, i. ifl6, 1.103y 1.101	 ^
k	 '.^ 1u^12,. 64,. 6JJ,.7CJu,.BC%ti „9uJ$,1.7vu,1.l0uG,1.2uUJ,1.300fl,1.4DG0,1.50J0
.0.1r.2uC.i,.i59r.,.lu"oG,.'JSub,.OLCJ,-. D5uGt-.iCOJt- .15fl4,-.200Gt-.250v	 .
r
,I
.1J,,2447,.2G13..L: si9,.1176,.G774. .0384, .GCJE.-.0359,-.0709,-.1049
.2:„ 30?A;.2E78,.2332,.2L03,.1691, .1396 .1117, .0°54r .06i3 7 ^ .03?5
^,^ •SJ,.3892 „3598 „1337,,3'9[„2864, •2657 1 .2463, ,2285, •2121, •197D
.75,.4605,.4375,.4166x.3972,.3795, .3635 1 ,3488, .3355, .3232 .3122
1.JC,.5244x,5053,.4879,.4721,.4578• .4449, .4333, .4227, .4133, .40 L6
1,5ux.6352x.6212x.6e06,.5973x,5873, .5784, .57C3x .56:'.2, .5567, .5509
2.flJ,.73C9,.7199,.71.4x.71s 19,.E944, .6878, .691°., .6766, .6721, .E67R	 ^
2.5^,.9157,.8172x.7990,.7931 1 .7'173, .7821, .7776, .7736, .770Ox .7669
3.OJ,.892Ax.9A6G,.883D,.8747,.87G1, .8660. .8625. .8593, .85F.5. .9540
3.5Dx,9643x.9584,.9535,.9^s92,.9455x .9422, .°393x .9368, ,93 1x5, .9326	 '
4.OGxi.fl3J,1.G26,1,J22x1.J18x1..015x 1.012, i.G10, i.GCa, 1.DC6x 1..005
i 1ux12,.7J,.6CJ^,.7:.:C.t.BJG;ir.9^uu, 1.CD^, 1.10Jfi,1.2GG:,1.3vG^J,1.4000,i. F^IOG
.0^,.2CJJ,.15^o,.1JGr,.u5G0,.0GGu,-.0.500,-.1000.-.1^CO3-.2000,-.2500
.13 1 .2343,. 1912 1 .1499 1 .1.:76,.J67^ 1 .4286x-.V ^9c, - ,7454, -.09G4x-.1142
} .25,.28a3,.2448,.21JE,.17811.1473, .1181, .J?05, .0645, .04D2, .0175
. 5u 1 . 3471,.3197,.2943x.27C6x.24851 .2284, .2096, .1925, .1765, ,1619
.75„ 4047,.383) „3E32,.3449,.3283. .3130, .2992, .28E5, .271, .2645
1.0) 1 .4761,.438 :+,.422-s,.4L79,.3948, .3829 1 .3121, .?621, .3536, .34Gri
1.^G,.54^9x.5337,.5227 1 .51281.5u41, .4963x .4892, .4P^Jx .4772, .4721
2.JJ„ 624J,.o151,.6C72,.6JJ2,.594u, .59 P4, .5836, .?791, .5752, .5717
2.50,.6938 1 .6872x.6914 1 .5762,.6712, .6676, .6640, .6608, .6579, .E554
3.,iGa.7577 t .7:26a.7482,.7443t.740Rr .7378, .T35J, .7327, .73u5a'.7296
3.5G t . R168 1 .8128,.AJ94,.8^J63,.8u371 .97.13, .7993.. .7a74x .7958, .7943
4.,,J 1 .A72,;,.A6R9,,8Eo2 1 .86381.86171 .8549, .8583, . s15E8, .R55E, .P544
10x12,.8J 1 .6JJ%,.7^uC,.3^ d'J ,.9i,OC,1.CLC,1.100G,1.2LCu,1. 3 Lu7,1 .4 000. 1.F000	^'
. J 0 1 . 2uu J, .15 L,i,. 1G uJ, .Q 50;:, .0701„ -. JSDD 1 -•i CG0 1 -. 15:.0, -,200G,-. 250G
1J,.2196 1 .1756,.1335,.G924 1 •C52 4 r •0175,-.L238,-.0588, -.0950x-.12!1 5	 ^;
.25,.245,;, .21JL, .1762,.1442,.1139, .0853, .0583 1 .0329, .OD91,-.G133
.5G,.2B5Z 1 .259J,.2346 1 .2i21,.19i3, .1721..1543, .1390, .1228 .1089
.7:1.321>>.3L1E t .2835,.2667,.23i4, ,2375, .2248, .21?1x .2026, .1929
1.G^,.355Z,.3397,.3256,.a12±1,.3Jlia .29J?, .2R12, .2724,. .2E47x .2575
1.5J,. y 16vx.4J54,.3974,.3995,.382?, .3758, .37)0, .36:48 1 .3600, .3558
2.3G,.4713,.4E46,.4596,.4533,.44P,6, .4444, .4406, .#371, .4341, .4313
2.5^,.52i4„5167„5126,.5L90,.5J57, .5028 9 .5L03 t .4979 1 ,4?58 1 .4940
3.OG,•5677x.5b44 1 .5E15,.55891.°566x .5546, .5528x .5511, .5497 9 .5484
3.5ux.o11^ 1 .6u36„ 6v65,.6G46,.6i,3u, ,6)151 .6CG2y .5990, .5979, .5970
4• Gu 1 . F517 1 ,n499,•6494,•6-,77„ 6456, •6447• ,6437, •642$, •6421, •E41k
1012x.85x.60x:i,.7JOC, .HOJJ, .9)00,1.4Gu, i.10GG,i.2u;;Gt1.39C7,1.400C,1.5000 "'
. Got.2s,uir.156u1, iJJJx.:;5^u1.34GJ,-.+i5J0a-.is;i70t- .15flG,- .2DOG,-.2570
.1J,.2u83,.1E53 9 .12i2x.u882 1 .0424r .OJ38,-.03361- .G5971- .1047,.-.1379
.25,.2213,.11367,.1535,.1219,.0'32si, .06.37• .G37Ur •0118, -.0117. -.0336	 ,•	 ,
.5u 9 .244£:,.2194 1 .15E1,.174Z 1 .154u, . 1 353, .il p 2r ,1024 9 ,087, .G74?
.75,.27u3,.2491r.2319,.2161,.2317, .198b, .1765, .1655 .1555,..1464
1.uJ,.29J8,o2785 9 .2E35^.2517 1 .241Jx .2314 .2225, ,2145, .2672. .2007	 °^
1. 5J,. 3348,.32E2,.3183,.3112,.3G49, .2992, .2941, .2894, .2.852, .2814
2,G^„ 3760 1 .37J5 9 .36^5,.3610 1 .357ux ,353k, .3502x .3473 1 ,3447., ,?423
2,5;;,.4145,,4iu8,.4J75^.4z45,,4u19, .3996, .3974x .3955, .3938, •3923
3.3J^.45J5,.449Jx.44571.4437„4419, .44)3, .4389 1 .4376, .4365, .4354	 ';:,
3.5x 1 .4R4^.,.4A,2E,.4911•.4797,.47A4, .4773, .47E3, .4154, ,4746 .4739
4,G3 9 .5164^.:151,.51+G,.5137^.5121x_. 5113, .5106 1 ,5fl99 1 .5094, .5'389
10x12,.96,.6u041.7uvul.BJu,i,.9G0iti.JuC, 1.10G0,1.2GOti^1.3CG0,1.4GCfl,1.^OD0
.OJ,.2uGJ'. 15uu,. iJ^7flx.35Ofl,.DCJt',-.050C^^- .i^COu,- .15GOt- .2000. -,2500
. i J,.1959,.153G,.i111,.u7J2 1 .03G5, .G081,= .0453,-,01112, -.1159, -.1492
.25,.193.9,.1594,.126Ex.^1955 1 .G66J 9 ,4381 1 .L+ 119,- .J129,-•ii3E2, -.3577	 a
.5,:,.1971,,173),.1:)3,.1193„llui:r .4921, .G756x .061'4 1 .0463, .0334
.7:,•2.:54„1878,.1717x.1571 1 .1435 1 .1312, .1200, .1098x .1003, j^.0918
i.J^ 9 .2163 1 .2^334,.191E,.iR08,.1711. .1623, .1543. .1469, .1403, .1342	 ^	 a
1. 5u^ .2414,.2340,.2273 1 .2212,.2157, .21GR, .2L"63x .2023 1 .1986x .1953	 ±
2.u^,,2676,.2631,.254Jr.2553,.252ux .2491 1 .24E4, •2440 1 .2418, .2398
2.5ti^.29312,.29J3,.Z877,.28541.283ti1 .2815, .279$, •27K3 1 .2769,. ,2T57
3.J:,,,31%R,.31,9,.3142,,3126,.3113, ,.',lui. .3.1;93, •3084, .3071, .30E3	 '^
















4^.OJ 1 .3E34r.36251.3617 1 .3610,.36u41 .3598, .3593, .35 P.^9, .3585, .3581 	 7'
	
10,12,.95,.6000,.TOGci 1 .8Gu8 1 .9JIu,1.0176 1 1.100,1.270J,1.39C9,1.400011.5000	 ^'.
	. uG,. 20uG,.15C0..100u..u5u0,."uuJy.-.6500.-.100il,-.15,;6.-.?_000,-.2.500 	 ^^
	
.1J,.1813^.13851•J967,.^56G1.J1641-.62191-.J59C,-.5948,=.1293,-.1625 	 I
.25,.1612,.12T3,.J9231.,;644 1 aJ354 1 .JJ82 1 -.C179,-.1;429,-.0646,-.^ifl 6w
.5^ 1 .1419 1 .1187,.J9i'3 1 ,^773,.J588 1 .0418 1 .G2EC 1 .0115,-.01+191-.(s143
• •	 .75,.13351.1174,.1025,.0890,.0765, .0651, .0547, .0452. .0365, .0285	 1-
	
1.00^.1314 1 a1198,.1092 1 ,0996 1 .09u9, ,083U 1 .4758, .J692, .OE32, .05^f^	 fJ
i.^u^.1359,.1296,.12?9,.1188,.1142,	 .ilUi,	 .iC62 t	.1026,	 . y 997,	 .,^Q6H
•	 2.,J^^.1450,.142^,.1387,.1358,.133Z,
	 .13u8,	 .1286,	 .1267,	 .12491	 oi233 tl
2.50 1 .1571,.1549,.1529..1511.,.1495.	 .1481,	 .14E8.	 .1456.,	 .144E.	 .1436 ^	 r
3.00 1 . 1689 1 .1E75,.1E63 1 .1552 1 ,1642,	 .1633,	 .1525,	 .1617.,	 .1E11 1	,105
3.5J,.18C6 t .1797 1 .1789,.1782 1 .1775 1	.1770 1	.1764,
	 ,17EOr	 .1755,	 .1751
4.00 1 .1919,.1914,.1908,.1.903,.1899,	 .1895 1	.1892,	 .1889,	 .iR86 1	.1883
10.12 1 1.C,	 .6000,	 .70017.	 .8,]00,	 .9000,	 1.000,	 1.196,	 1.200,.	 1.300,	 1,400.	 1.500 ;'
.JO,	 .2000 1	.1500,	 .1060 1	.650u 1	0.000,-	 .,56,-	 .19J 1 -	 .15J 1 -	 .2C],-	 .25C ii
.lu,	 .164: 1	.1219,	 .0802 1	.u,'s97 1	J.0	 ,-.0379,-,^74 °r °,11J4,-.1447,-.1777
..25 1	..1235,	 .J9J2,	 .J586,	 .0 286 1	).^	 , -.J 266,-.051^ 1 -.C755 1 -• .u978,-.1187 ^^`
.SD,	 .0787•
	
.0569.	 .03E4,	 .0176s	 0.0	 ,-.0160,-.03101-.04471:-.0574,-.0691
^, .151	 .0521,	 .0374,	 .9238 1	.J 114,	 J.0	 ,-.Olu3,-.019Q,-.0285,-,03651.9439
S.Ou1
	
.(,3561	 .J254 1 	.>;1E2 1 	.0077,	 D.G	 1-.:+169,-..9134,-.01921-.0245,-.0294
1 1.5J,	 .0179,	 .J128,	 .OJEi,	 .G 039,	 J.0	 1-.6035,-.OJ66,-.CC95,-,ui211-.6145
ii 2.JJ,	 .Cu97s	 .Jc69.	 .CJ44,	 .uJ21,	 0.0	 ,-.0019,-.0036,-.Ct751,-.0055,-.00 7 P ;'
2.5J,	 .D;,56,	 .J;:•,G,
	




.0034,	 .uB24,	 .1;315,	 .6607 1	G.O	 ,-.G Cuo,-•3U12 1 -.0019,-•0022 1 -,0"u 27 r
3.510,	 .•7021,	 a0G15,	 .n717'u9 1 	.0004,	 O.G	 1-.0964,-,O^J•81-•00111-.0014,-.0017
`' 4.CJ,	 .0013,	 .OU09,	 .0006,	 ,17003,	 0.0	 ,-.0663,-.00D5,-.0007a-.0009t-.0011
10,6,1.16 1 	 .66t1^ 1 	.7Gur^	 .89JJ,	 .9CJ0 1 	i.tf^^,	 1.166,	 1.2t;J,	 1,30D,	 1.41'7,	 1.501 ^`
^! .uii,	 .2vJu,	 .15^J 1	•IJLU,	 .L'SOJ,	 .0600,-.n5^J 1 -.1736,-.1500 1 -.2660,-.25J9 €;
^^ .iJ,	 .1?13,	 .J797,	 .u3 E4,-.uCi7 1 -.64,17 1 - .u7R4,-.11.49,-,.1501 1 -.ia49,-,21E5,
•25 1




10,0,1..25,	 .6^JJ,	 .7100,	 ,RJnJU,	 ,9JCJ 1	 .00J,	 1.i.C,	 l.Zu.',	 1.300,
	 1.4;;0,	 1.5;,
.00,	 .2^J4,	 .15Ji:,	 .iJtlu l
	.650':,	 .OLJJ,-.J500,-.1690,-.17001-.2JC9,-.250.0





10,4,1.40,	 .69"0,	 .7GJu.	 .8JC9,	 ,9GOJ 1	1.000,	 i.i:,u,	 1.20f, 1	 .?00 1	1.4^_J 1	1.5C^
,^
•J4,	 .217;76 1 	.15.51;,	 .1000,
	
.050J,	 .1(601(,-.05661-.lOJ0,-.15901-.20001-.2560
.ltil-.179411-..1330,-.1726,-.21J5,-.2471.,- .?A251 - .3157, - .3493, - .38681 - .4111
.251-..4179.1.-•4421,-.4652•-.4E58,-.50.72,-.5264,-.5445,-.5615.-.5776,-.592F
.SG,-.7517,-.7E161-.77J5,-,779J1-.7869,-.942,-.9JiJ,-.8074,-.?1'31-.^iRp
1u13,1,50 1 	.6uav 1 	.7uJC,	 .AJuC 1 	.°L)s,	 1.2J?,	 S.fH 1 	 .2J4,
	 1.300 1 	 .409,
	 1.5?^




.Z 5,-.6292,-.6563,- a67 C5,-.6 P,921-.70691-•72351-.73911-,'S38^-.767b1-.780E
1D 1511 .751- .6Jv^0 1 	,7Gv,6 1 	 •SJOtr 1
	.90Ju 1 	1,QQCr	 i.10u 1 	1.200 1 	 .3ilC,	 1.460,	 1.561,
.uG^	 .2uJJ ♦ 	 .1501, 1 	 .l,ic^1	 .L 560,	 .00'J7,-.95u"C1-.1G17J,-.1590,-.20v0^-.2566
.1'J,-.57?21-.6G74^-.E4u9,-.6732,-.7043,-.7341,-..7628,-.7903,.-.C1Eq,-.A421
.25,-1.2951-1.3681-1.329.1-1.33'1,-1.3421-1.3521-1.362, - 1.?71, - 1.3801 - 1,7a?
.5J,-1.9271-1.9311-1.9351-1.°,38,-1.942,-i.945,-1.949}-1,951,-1.954r-1.^57
.75,-2.384,-2.^8:r-2,387,-2.388,-2,3A9,-2,^911-2.3 g 1,-2..392 1 -2.3°,3 1 -2.?94 ^'
1013 1 2•il01
	
.60u6 1	.700u 1	 .BJz;i:a




.GG 1 	.2Du'0,	 .1506 1 	.1?,;J,	 .650u,	 .JCuJ1-.JSJni,-.16:1;1-•1506,-.20',0.1-.250^
.1G^ - 1.1 =21-1.131,-1.158,-1.1341-1.209,-1,2331-1.25E,-1..277,-1.2°.R1-1.?1?




``;aF7^F rFKKi^F^, {r f rlF	 ,M Ki^+f +Fnf*M +, M+, In ^f ,♦+F .M+,K,MFIr f ^K^ • 4 n, KFKF ?FK ,^#iIMYKF1n iKK # Mlr M7•
:'


































N	 =	 M,5 0 :,
^w{ DO	 iu	 I=1yN
^^'! IF(AH.ia+I	 .Nt.	 u".)	 MTEST	 =	 1
^:-i 1J CONTINUE '	 ^




IF{MTEST	 .EO.	 O1	 GO TO ^L
?A LTEST	 =	 MDUM	 =	 v	 `'.r
IOU11	 =	 JOU:!	 =	 KDU'1	 1
00 4'	 IT^ST=1^N
IF(AAOB+ITFST
	 .EG.	 0.1	 GO	 T!.	 3U




.E^.	 ^)	 LTtST =
	 1
w 3rJ IDUM	 =	 Ir)UN	 +	 (";^,:i7+ITcST)
JDUM	 =	 JCL`!	 +	 .(M^iu+ITES7)
KO UM	 =	 K^Ur +	 (M523fITEST)
^'' 40 CONTINUE
'. IF (LT iS.7	 •c7a	 ^)	 GO	 TO	 ^u	 ,
ST DSTL




F	 51 FCRMAT( F J	 rRCNT	 ITn4ATLON	 COUt\TcRS	 --	 '^,2D(I3.,2X))
WRI T E	 (6 „ 2)	 (ABvw+J,J=1,N)
F	 52 FORMAT(`	 FRONT	 DAH^ING FACT CRS	 --	 #,13(F6.Or2X1)
'^ DO 6^	 I=1,N
^^ 6C A9v4+I	 =	 1.










A2,;^^+III-(G318+III-i)*((TiGA+II)-(T119+III-ST)/T (T 119+I T T-1+46G.)	 ^
liu II=IIt6	 "''
F?INT A (5^^5I^^r,CN, C3ia, 5,i )
^RIr`TA ( 6 HF 4SG"t A, A 2,; ; _ + 1, 6, 1)
• RETUPN
C...SOLVE TRANSIENT FRCBLEM






``KdF##Kt# #### F#^^F^M^ ## ^F it#4 M^f# 'F######F##4#####i #:### l•rti ^### #^t#######f^###
P,CD 3VARIA9LcS 1
tJ	 =	 M5,^^
X 11	 =	 ^.
t	 = LL = u
N1	 =	 h2 = N3 _	 1
DO	 lOJ3	 I=1,N	 ;
C...f_IfJUI+7	 PROPERTIES
^F(I.CT.	 5)	 (rD	 TC	 lOt
LOCKUP( M >Cj+I,T1^1+^:1-1,41Cu1,A7^1+tdiT^ LInUIO
	 DE^iSITY
L OCKUP ('•1
	 1:.+I,T1,;2+N2-1, A1^;; 1, A711+h^?)




L OOKU?('T51c+I, T1^2+tv2-1, A1^, 3,A^12+N2)
LOOKUP C 4'52:+I,T1,3+N3-i, A1,;^^3, n722+113)
ICCI;UP("^^^7+I,T1^1 +N1-1,A1liti5,A7





LOOKUP(MSCJ+I.T101+N1-1,A1GG7,A7 G4+N11= LIQUID THERMAL 	 CONDUCTIVITY
t 00KUP (1151C+I,T 1,; 2+N2-1, A17y 7, A714+N21 ^iL OOKUP (M52J+I,T 1G3+N3-1, AlOG 7, A72 !++N31 !i
t OCK11P LM5Gv+L,T1G1+N1-1,A1.009,A7C5+N1)S SURFACc 	 TENSION
L OOKUPdM51,;+I, T1;.2+N2-1, A1^:G °.,A715+N2) t'
LOOKUP(M520+I,TiG3+N3-i,Ait)G^,A725+N3) i ^
•	 LODKUPtM5GG+I,TiC^l+N1-1,A1010,A7G6+Ni)a HEAT	 OF	 VAPOFI?ATION ii
LOOKUP(N51C+I,l•id2+N2-1,A1J1G^A716+N21
LOOKUPtM520+I,Tiu3+N3-1,Alul0,A726+N3) ''1
C.,.VAPOR	 P ROPERTIES 'f
DiDEfiC	 T12J+I-i,A1GJ2,4731+I13 VAPOFC DENSITY {^
DiDEGlf T12u+I-1,AlOJv,A732+IIS VAPOR SPECIFIC HEAT ^^	 I
Ol0EG1(	 T12J+I-i,A1006,A7334I1^ VAPOR VISCOSITY
DiDEGit	 T12J+I-i,Ai^)9,A734+I)3 VAPOR THERMAL CCNCUCTIVITY j
GO	 TO	 it;i
C	 ...	 HEAr.=R PIPE FROFERTI_S '
i'uD	 LOOKUP("15^1^I,TiCi.+N1-1,AiJ21,A7u1+N1):o LIOUTD 	 D€NSITY `^
LOOKUPiM51u+I,T102+N2-1,AiG21,A711+N2) i
1.00KUPiH520+I,TiG3+N3-i,AiG21,A721+N3/
LCCKUPtMSuC+I,TIJI+NS-1,A1u23,A70?.+N1)3 LIQUID ^FECIFIC HEAT ^^	 t
LOCKUPTM5IJ+I,T1^2+N2-1,AiJ23,A712+N21 ^	 1
LOOKUPtM52J+T,TSC3+N3-1,A1023,A^22+N3) l
3	 LOCKUP(NSGC+I,TiCi+NS-S,A1025,A7u3+N1)? LIOUL9 VISCOSTTY
^' LOOKUPtM515+I,TiJ2+N2-1,A1J25,A713+N2)
^s	 t00KUPtM52C+I,TiC3tN3-S,A1G25,A723+N31
100KUP(NSCC+I,TiCi+Ni-1,A1027,A704+N1)^ LI9U20 THERMeI CONDUCTIVITY ,





'	 LOOKUPtM500+IrT1G1+N1-1,A1030,A7C6+N11^ HEAT	 CF	 VAPt?RI7ATICN
LOOKUPt^t^i;i+I,T1,;2+N2-1,AiJ30rA715+N2)
LOOKUP (^1527+I,T iu3+N3-1, A1J3 Gr A726+N3)
C...VAPOR PROPERTIES
D10EG1t	 T12G+I-1,Alui!2,A731+I ► ^ VAPOP, DENSITY




^liDEflI	 T129+I-1,A1:,2d,A73ktL)S	 VAPOR THE'P M4L CCNDUt'TIVITY
iJl CON'JINU t` ^
C...COMPUTE	 ARTERY	 [AFACITANCtS	 AND	 CONDUCTAiJf,ES
ARTERY ( ^N50'J+I,P19iJtI,P16Z^+N1 , A621 + Ni,A622 + N1iA63i + N1,A623 + N1, ^'	 i
w	 A624+N1,A625+N1,R1, A626+Ni, A627+N1,,4628tN1, A629+f;i,


















CA p WCK('t SZ^+I , e 521 +N3,A522+N3 , R1,A524+N3,A525 + N3, A526+ N3,A5Ttl+N3,
*	 A721+N3,A7Z2+N3 ► A571+N3,A572+N3,A574+N3,A575+t\3,A577+N`3, y
'`	 A683+pt3, 485J+N3,C103+N3-i) '
r1:,3+N3-1 = Ciu3+N3-1
	




..a ^	 ^ ...Y.,:..w.	 -:...-	 _ -._ ._.	 ..	 '_..., __..m .... . 	 ......	 ...	 .. >..:.:...	 __.... _,.. _'
	
" _.. _......	
_ ^.	 ...,	 ,....	
...__"y '	 -	 , .,	 ..	 > .....	 ..	 T'	 ate.•,
p -
u
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"	 RS, ADu%, A614+N3,A615+N3,A768+N3,Aciu+N?,G?(i;A851+N3,
4	 T3L,A776+f;3,A811+I>
	
'	 GO TO 21il
	
'	 2C4	 RADFIN(M52.+I,T4a3,TvJ3,T533,AE^13+N?,AE12+N?,A611¢N3,A5^^=;+N3,































"	 A52E+ n' 3,A524+K3,A525+t,3,G1^^3+N3-1)
GO TO(a'2;,321,322,32?,324,325,3ilL'),T
32U FAC = 18.6
GO TO 33u
321 FAC = 18.6
G0 TC 33;,
322 F AC = 18.5
r, 0 TO 33,;
323 FAG = 18 . 6
G 0 T 0 33il
324 FAC = 18..6
G O TO 33:,
X325 F A C = 18 . 6
33^ G1uCi+N1-1 = GiC.;1+x'1- 1 / FAC
G1uC2+N2-1
	
Gla;uZ+N2-1 / FAC	 `
0-53
_..:^-
^	 ,a"..^ , a 	__	 ^,
REPRODUCI$ILITY OF TFIE
ORIGINAL PAGE TS POOR
`,'	 00 3u 1 I I=1 t6
'
f
l	 3ui GiUG3+tJ3+iI-2 = G1,i:;3+N3+IT.-2 / FAC	 1,
j ;
	
	 GO TO 31]
	 f
3G0 OQ 3J3 II=1,4
3L3 G10^J1+Ni+II-2 = Gidal+t\1+II-2 / 144.2
; i .	 G10u2+N2-1 = GiGu2+N2-1 / 144.2 	 ^
{i	 DO 304 II=1,6	 ^
304 GiJ03+N3+II-2 = G1003+N3+II-2 / 144.2
	 !,"
'^	 31D CONTINUE	 f






C...ADJUST CONOENSE^? COUPLINGS BASSO ON LA/L.0
ADJG(A9'19+I, N• ^2C+I,A526+N3,A^°2u+I,Giu^]3+N3-1)
C...COMPUiE HEAT LCADS	 '
R11	 = R11 + A911+I	 'L	
i
N1	 = N1 + (N50J+I1	 3
LL	 = LL + (M5^0+I) + (M51L'+If + (M52u+I) — 1 	 `
10u0 CON T INUE	 ^
t?7^1 = Q7^,3 = C7J5 = C78r' = 683.21./4.
ENC
%?	 C+,YFSSSY•YS*rYSS+rss+sfssw^s^srr#^+ss+r*f^asssarss^^^f^*sx^,fss^^s^sf^s^^^
'!	 ^?CO 3VARIA 4 LE5 2	 ^^




MnUM	 = J	 ''
I^UM	 = JOUM = KOU ►S = 1
DO 5u ITEST=1,N
"	 LFtABuc^+ITEST .EG. ;,.>	 GO TO 4D
MOUM	 = NOUN + 1
FROND
IF(N783+ITEST .EC. 0)	 QACKUF = i.
k0 IOUM	 = IOUN + (M500+ITEST)
JDUM	 = JDUM + (MFlti+ITEST)
K•DUM	 KOUN^ + {M5 2)+ITEST)
50 COt\TTNUE ;;
IF (PACKUP .N=. G.)
	 GETURN
1C0	 WRITE (0.,51) (M7E1+J,J=1, N) 	 s
F 51 FORt1AT(^J FRCNT ITERATION COUNTERS -- rt,2u(I3^2X))
WRITS C6,521 (A844+J,J=1,N)
F 52 FORMAT( R FRCNT DAMPING FACTrGS -- +,13(FS.J,2X)1
n0 113 I=1,N
rt 7 E1+I = 1
11.0
	
	 A84^,!+I	 1.	 ,
STORE.P
ENL
(^`•i^F ^. Fi-*YYMY KY .E•17•YYi ,fY .YY MMY ^fYYYY OYY Y 'as Y!{^.* .YYY i^41^ Y- ^ +f# XMMY ♦ M S SrtYY •YS	 9
t	 ?C1J 30UTPUT CALLS	 a
TPQINT
PRINTA(SHTENVIR,A7oB +.z x'^'TfiBp 1) 	 4
PRINTA(6HOlATNT,AP52t•1rPe'.?r;;+.
PRINTAtbHGP,Jf.TN,Ai7u{1,+177Gy:1. ►
PRINTA (6NR4JCTP, A&11+.i,MHii, 1)
1	 WRITE(6,1G1 Ali
I	 P 10	 FORMAT(*"; TCTAL FANrL hcAT ?EJcCTICN =^`,F1.3,'' 8TU/NR's)





C...COMPUT^ HE'4T TRANSFcR LIMITS
20	 LINITC(AS^^,AS;i;,SiL^l,T12J^T1^1,R1,R2,R3,R4,R6,A1:,12,A1•)32)
Y	 FNC	 `sC	 —
C-54
1















(`^ ♦4 rMlF^r^ * SFr 1^4MF^Y •• ^t^il^l^^i*^4 ^1M +h74+F^i #* ^,4Mi^^FX^ * M^^.Y#^M i1^Mi iii
'`^-^	 ACD 3Sl1PRCUTINES
C...IN SEVERAL CF•THE FCLLCWING SUJIRCUTINES, MULTIPLE CASES CAN EiE CCNSIDERFC
C....WITH ONE CALL, SINCE ALL. VARTAELES ARE SUPSw' Q 7FTED. THIS CPT7DN IS USED
C....BY INPUTTING THc VARIA9LES ZN ARRAYS WHERE EACH AR17AY +'QNTAjNc MULTIFLE
`	 C....VALUES, REPRSENTING c'ITHER SEVE^?AL P IPES CR SEVERAL D!CQES IN ONc PIFE.
C....IF ONLY ONE CASJ= IS DESIRED, INP(1T N = 1 IN THE SUBROUTINE FALL.	 IF SEVEP.AL
C....CASES ARE DESIRED, ENTER THE It`TEGER COUNT OF CRE CF THE ARRAY. THE
{	 C....SUPRCUTINES CQNTA7NIhG TNIS CPTION ARE EFFKWK. ARTERY, RACOND. AXCC'ND.
'	 C....CAPWCK. CAPFI^,, RADFTN, AND LOCKUP.
FSTART
i SU? p OUTINE EFFKWKtN,NWICK,Y,WICK,KL,KWALL,PGRGS}C1',I(;^PI,
+^	 f, NO,kIDTH,DEPTH,EFFK)
C-------------------------°------------------------------------------
C	 THIS SU9ROUTINE CCMPl1TeS THE EFFcCTIVE RADTAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
	
C	 OF THE LIOUIG-SATURATEC WIrK. I'f ASSI;^tES 1'HF CCNTACT aETwEEN WICK
C	 AN!1 WALL TS GCOD, WITH THE EXCEPTIOk OF THE AXIAL SPACED WIRES
C	 WH'=4L FOr,R CCN T ACT IS ASSl1MED. EFFK IS USEn If; SUAQCUTINE
C	 RACDNO. THUS EFFKNK M175T BE CALLED J3EFOP,E RACCND IN VARPLI.
	'C	 N	 = NUMJ3ER OF CASES TC 8E TREATED IN THIS CALL
C	 NW7'CK
	 = TYPE OF WICK
C	 KWICY.	 TH_RMAL CCN9l1CTIVITY rF WICK "'ATEpIAL
C	 KL	 = TH-^:MAL CCN^UCTIVITY OF LIGUIn
C	 KWALL	 = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CF WALL MArERIAI
j	 C	 POR05	 = WICK POROSITY
'"	 C	 OD,ID
	 = WICk CU>fER AND INNER DIAMETERS
C	 GNO	 = NUMBER DF GROOVES, WIRt=S, OR THREADSJFT
`^	 C	 WIDTH	 GROOVE OF, THREAD ^1EAN WIOTI-
C	 DrFTH	 ^^OCVE OJa TH R EAD DF_PT'!, r,R WIR°_ nTA`1
C	 ^	 EFFJ!	 = E F FtCTIV=' THE a'1 AL CCN'^UCTIVLTY
C-------^------------------------------------ ----------------------
REAL KWICK^ KL, KWALL, ID
DIMNSION NWICK(1),KWiGK(1),KL(i),KWALL(i).PORQStl),CD{i),It1(i)
DIMENSION GNC(1).NI^THZi),OE>:TH(1).EFFK(1)(?0 2^u^ I=1,N
IF(NWICK(I) .LE. J .OR. NWICk(I) .GF. 6)
	 GO TC 103
J	 = NWI(:KtI)
GO TO (1^u,21:J.3u":0.4^u,5Cs0),J
C...WP,APPED 5CREEN, SINTERED ) 3 OVJOER, FELT, CR FCAZ1 cN IC DF pIPE
	iJ0	 EF^K(I)= KL(I)*(KLtI)+KWICK(I) - (1.-POF.DS(I))+`(KL(T)-KWIGK(II)1/
*	 (KL(I)+KWICK(T) + (1.-PORCS(T))*(KL(I)-KWJCK(IT))
IF(NWICK(Ii .eC. 3)	 GO TD 310
IF (NW ICK (I) . EO. µ)	 GO TO 413
GO TO 260
C...OPEN AXIAL.





1^;...^;	 _.. .^	 -	 ^	









5fl0	 EFFK (I.1 = L•^1C(I) +' NiD1F.(I) # tKL(I1-KNALI (I)1 ^r KWALt.tI)
GO TO 20^
1G^D WRITE(6,:u^1)
iDui FORMAT ( # ^ ++t^+ERROR+++ f+ INVALID NICK TYPE,#,




(^f#########ii##-^f#Fi.f i#.i#i###ii#i##4i#^^► i####Y#iii##ii#ii ► f i.i i; i ,F ri#ii
SUflF?OUTI^E Pr.RM9L ( rWICK , OD,IC,S;NO,WIOTH , DEPTH , NART^t1RART,
*	 BIQRT,WT,AART , K,NT,SD,T^PERM,PERMTA^PI,kDR)
C	 THIS SURROUTIKE COMPETES THE PERMEABILITY # CROSS-SF.CTLONAL A4EA
C	 PRODUCTS CF THE ARTERY ( IF ANY) AND WICK. SINCE THE ARTERV^At^O
C	 WICK FORK PARALIEI IIQUID FLCN PATHS THEIR PERMEABILITIES ARE
C	 SUi1 `1E0 L7. N^ARIV. PERHTA IS USED 9Y SU g P, OUTINE LIMITS 4ND PERM9l
T:	 IS CALLED AY LIMITS INTERNALLY.
C	 NwICK	 = TYPt OF WICK
C	 OD^ID	 = NICK OUTER ANO INNER DI AMETEFCS
C	 GNC	 = NU y BER OF GROOVES, WIRES CR THREATlS/FT
C	 WT.OTH	 = GROOVE OR THREAD MEAN NIDTH
C	 DcpTH	 = GROOVE OR THRF.AO DEPTH• CR WI k E GRAM
r,	 NAF7	 = TYPt OF ARTERY
C	 bOART	 = ARTE p Y OUTER DIAMETER
C	 DIART	 ARTERY INNER DIAMETER
C	 liT	 = THICKNESS OF OUTER ARTERY WRAF
C	 AART	 = ARRAY OF ANGULAR WIDTHS OF SPIRAL. ARTERY ANNULI
C	 K	 = ^U,1EER OF SPIRAL ARTERY ANt`ULI
C	 NT	 = hUM p ER OF SPIRAL ARTE p Y TURNS.
C	 SD	 = SPIRAL ARTERY SPACER WIRE CIAMETEp
C	 T	 = SPIRAL ARTERY SCREEN THICKNESS
C	 PERM	 = MOMCGENEOUS WICK PERt1EABILITY
C	 PERMTA	 = PERNEA9ILITr # CROSS-SECTICRAt AREA
C	 OR	 = DcGaEES-RADIANS CCNVE4SIGF (57.3)
C-- ------------------------------------------------------------------
OIkENSIOf` AAkT(i)
REAL. ID , NT, KAC
PERMA = 0.
IF (.NARY . ErJ. O1	 GC TO 9+7
IF(NART .LT. u .CR. NAkT •GE. 3)
	 GC TO 101,2
GO TO (1?^2;;),NART
C...PEDESTAL ART_RY
10 .PERMA = PI ^ DIART # " 4 / 128.
GO TO 9fl
G...SPSRAL ARTcRM WITH SPACE p HIRES 9ETWEEN SPIRALS
2J DART	 = DOART - 2. i WT
p I	 = DIART/2. + T ♦ ( DART-DIART-^2. +'T) ^ AART(i) /
RO	 = RI ♦ SD




R2	 = RT + (DCRT-DIART-2. + T) '" (AART(I-1) + AART(T)1
p 0 	 - RI + SD
THETA _ AART (I) / (2.*bR) - ST?/tRO+RIf
CALL ANNS`p(;taI,RC,TH=TA,KAC)
FcR yA = P^q^'A + KAC
25 CONTINUE
PERMA = FERN^A + FI + (DIART/2.)" # 4 / 9.
9fl	 IFtNWI'CK .lE. 0 .OR. NWICK .G£. 6) 	 GO TO LOCO
GO TO (iCD^20,^.,3^0.4GJ,5GO>.NNICK
iS..,WRAPPEO SCREEN, SIKTcR=G ROWDcC', FELT, OR FOAM ON SC OF PIPE





ti	 .^	 -	 -	
.:
C...OPEN AXIAL ^ROCVES ON ID CF PIPE -- AFPROXINATE COD-SHAPE f1
C....GROOVc X-S=CT7GNS WITH .6UIVAtENT SAUARE LENGTH ANC i;EPT^tf
2^..	 PcRMTA = 5.{ GNO	 "	 WIDTH}*3	 { DEPTH*{3/(19.}	 (WIDTH*{Z






GROOVES ON	 ID OF PIPE
3uD	 PERMTA = 5.* GNG	 {	 WIDTH fi ^?	 * DEPTH{ • 3/('2. x`	 (WIDTH**2
{ + DEPTHF ^21)	 + PEP.N.A
RETURN
C...SGREEN-f'OVE°.EO AXIAL SPACER WIRES
4uJ	 RO	 = 0^ /	 2.
RI	 = 60 - DEPTH
THETA	 = (PI }	 (DO+ p II	 - GNO*DEPTH)/4GN0 * 	 (RO+RI))
CALL	 ANN^pf;(RI,RC,THETA,KAG)
PERMTA = GNO ^ KAC + PgRMA
RETURN
C...CIRrUMFERENrTAL GRCCVES OP; IO OF PIP_	 (THRE4DS)
5^J	 PERN'TA = 5. r kIDTH"*3	 r	 DEFTN{ x`3	 (GNC	 '^	 RI	 "	 (CD+ID)
'{ 9.x` (kIOTH^*2 +	 4. f 	 DE^TH •* g 2))	 + PEF.kA
FtTUFN
lu.:u WRITE(6,1^u1)
iQ11 FORMAT(,. ++^++cRRCRf++++ INVAIIC WICK TYPE,*,
^	 } p= 4M=AEILITY ERpONECU^*)
RETI^FN
1?JJ2 WRITE (6,iu^3)
idd 3 FORH4Tt}J +++++CAUTION+++++ Tt`VALZO ARTERY TYPE,',
•	 " NO ARTERY ASSUMED})
GO TO 9^
END
CfiY^}}.}{r*{{•{^.4 * {x{ x {.^{f x{ { { •r * r{ { f {## K{{+r iS{.}/. r*{+{ { ^{{ { ^{ K?*{{} * }} { }*{{
SU A ROU'TINE ANNSFC(RI,QC,THETA,KAC)
r)--------------------------------------------------------------------
C	 THIS SU9?OUTINE CONFUTES THE PERMEABILITY ^ CROSS-S£CTI4NAl AREA
C	 PR000CT OF AN ANNULAR SPAC=. IT IS US-D 4Y SUa' ROUTINF PERr9L ANO
C	 ?S CALlcti R Y FERt!9L INTERNALLY.
C	 RI,R('	 = ANNULAR SPACE INK:.R ANC OUTE% RADII
C	 THETA	 = HALF-ANGLE WIDTH OF ANNUL AR SPACE
C	 KAC	 = Ff?^NEA9ILITY' { CROSS-SF.CTICt`AL AREA
C----^--- ---------------------- ---------------------------------
d ^Al KAC
KAC	 = 5.* 7N_7A**3 ^ (RO* x`4 - RI{*4 _
^`	 (if;.* t (4. r
 THETA**2 + 5.) { (RO x '4 - ?I^*4) -
*	 9.{ tTHETA* r 2 + 5.) ' (RO"*3 * RI - RC ^ 'RI$^`3)
{	 5;,. * RG*{2 '^ RI{}2 { ALOG (RO/RI)) )
RETURN
ENC




C----------- -- - ---- ------°-- -------°--------------- ----------
C	 THIS SU8^OUTINc CB'iPUT^S THE CA^ACITnNCE AND AXIAL CCNnUrTANGE
C	 OF AN AkTFR,Y. RACIAL CONUUCTANfE IS UNP'^CESSARY. 90TH 7HE
fy	 ARTERY t•fATE2IAL ANO THE LIr7UI0 FILLING IT ARE CCNSICEREO. THE
C	 CAPACITANCE AfvO THE (:Gt\DUCTA<`CE A4E AODE!? TO THOSE OF THE WICK
C	 IN 5U9ROUTINES GAPWCK AND AXCCNO, THUS AR"EERY MUST 8E CALLED
C	 BEFORE THO^c" dOUTIN=S I^^ VAF9l1. THE =F F cCT IVc VAPOR SPACE
C	 pIAMFTtR KESULTIRG FRCN THE P RESNCE CF AN APTEkY iS ALSO CCM-
C	 pUTED FOR USE IN SU^ROUTIN^' LI"tITS.
C	 N	 = NUM,PER QF' GASEfi TC 9E TREATED Ift THIS CALL
C	 NAi	 = NUMFER OF SPIRAL A°TERM ANNULI
C	 NART	 = TYPE, OF ApTtRY
C	 DOA?T	 = ARTERY nUT^;R ^TA"'r_''=R
C	 nIART	 = A?T:RY INNER OIA ►'ETER








^^^P^,^a^UCr^z^Ir Y or '1`flTi;
£7I^I^II^IAL T'ACIT!: IS P40R
C	 SD	 = SPIRAL ARTERY SPACER WIPE DIAMETER
C	 T	 = SPIRAL ARTERY SCREcN THICKNESS
C	 PCROS
	
= AQT_RY SCREEN PORrSITY
C	 NT	 = NUNRER OF SPIRAL ARTEPY TURNS
C	 RHOf,.PA	 = ARTERY SCREEN ^ENSITV '^ SPECIFIC HEAT
C	 RHOGFS
	 = SFACFR HIRE i1FNSITY " SPECIFIC HEAT
C	 KA	 = A^?c^?Y SCREEN THERMAL C(1NCUCTIVI?Y
C	 KS	 = SPACcR WIRE THc'P,MAL CONDUf,TIVITY
C	 KL	 = LI(IUID THERh(AL CONDUCTIVITY
C	 l	 = NO^fAL LENGTH ALONG PI P c AXIS
C	 fl_NL	 = LIGUTD DEt`SITY
C	 CPL	 = LI(3UID SPECIFIC HEAT
C	 ID	 = WICK INNER DIA`1ETER
C	 CAP	 = ARtERY CAPACITANCE
C	 CONO	 = ARTERY AXIAL CONOUCTA^'CE
C	 cFF°VO	 = EFFECTIVE VAPOR. SPACE DIAMETER IN PIPE
C--------------------------------------------------------------------





IF (NART(I) .t\c. ul 	 G0 TO 5G
C...NO ARTERY
	





	50	 IF(NARTtI) .LT. u .OR. NART(I) .GF. 3>	 GO TQ 16JG




iD0	 VSCPN = PI*tOCART(I)**2 - OIAPT(T.f""2)xL(T)*(1.-PORCStI1)/4.
VLIO
	
= PI " OOART tI! ""2 * L (I) J 4. - NSCQN
CAP(I} = VSCRN " RHCCFA(I) + VLIO * DENL(I1 * CFL(I)
COND(U= KA(If ; VSCRN ! t2.* l(I)'^^2) +
"`	 KL(I) * PI " QIART[I)*"'? / (4. • LtI))
ARTXSA = (= I * DOART (I) **2 / 4.
EFFVO(I)= t(FI * IC(I)""2/4. - ARTXSA) ^ ^,./ FT)* ".5
GO TO'2 G^u
C...SPIRAL 4RTERY WITH SPACcR WIRES BETWEEN SPIRALS
	
2il0	 DART	 _ DOART(I) - 2.* 'AT (I}
A	 = (HAFT - DIA?T(I) - 2. *T(I)1 / (4." PI " NTtZI)
$	 = DIAP,T(I)/2. + T(I}
LSCRN = (2.^ PI * NT (I} + B/A) * ((2.* FI " RT(I) " A + a)**2
s	 ALCG((t(2.* PI * NT (I1 * A } R)**2 + A"*2)**.^ *
^	 2.+^ F I " NT tIl " A + A) / ((9*"2 + A*+2f **.5 + B) )
VSCRN = LSCRN ^ TtI) +` L(I) "` (1.-PCROStI)) + FT * (OOART(I)**2
*	 -.DART"*23 * LtII " (i.-POROS(I)) / 4.
VSPAC = FLCATtNAi+14 " PI * SQ(I1*"2 ^ L(If / 4.
VLIO	 = FI * DCART tIf *'^? " L (I) / 4. - VSCPN - VSPAC
CAP(I) = VSCPN * RHOCPA(') + VSPA(: * RHCCPS(I) + VLIQ ' ^1ENL(I)
"`	 * CPL (I)
OONDtIi= (.VSCRN/2." KA(I! + VSPAC "^ KS (I1 + (PI s D^aT**?/4. -
*^	 LSCRN * T(I)) ^ L(I) ^ KL(Ifl / i(I)*"2
ARTXSA = PI * OCART(I)""2 / 4.
EFFVD(I}= t(FI * ID(L)""2/w. - A RTXSA) " 4./ FI)"*.5
GO Tn 2uilt1
iA00 HRI7E(6,13u1)



























r I 5U8720UTIhE	 LCGKUP(ti,T,A,p)
C ---- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------
'! C THIS SUaRCUTItvF	 CRTAINS PROPERTIES AS A FUNCTION OF TFMPE?AT!IRE
.,^
C ON AN AU?CMATED
	
!?ASIS.	 TH=	 TNDEPcNOENT AND	 nEFENr F Nf VA4TAPlES
C MUST Sc INPUT SECU=NTIALLY.
C N	 = NUMBER CF LGCKUPS IN TNIS CALL
C T	 = INDfPENt3EN7 VARIAE)lE	 (TEMPERATURE)
G A	 =	 ARRAY	 OF TAP VALUES





]t DO 1^	 I=1,N








1` C THIS SURRCUTINc COrPUTES THc CAP AGITANCE CF TH= LLCUID-SATt1RATE0
C HICK	 AND. PIPc	 WAIL.	 THCY	 ARc	 SUdMEn ALCNG	 WITH THE ART EPV CAPA-
t' C CITANCE fR011 SUF,ROUTINE ARTEFY ANO	 THE FIN CAPACITANCE	 FRO)1 SU9-
C ROUTINE CAPFtN	 tIF'	 nNY)	 TO OBTAIN THE TOTAL 	 CAPACITANCE	 CF EAr,H
C FIFE	 NODE.	 THE	 CA,FACLTANCE	 CF THE
	
VAPOR	 IS	 TGI^'C^?ED.
C N	 NUMBER of	 CAScS T)]	 PE TF^AT_D	 ZN T u I c r,ALL
'' ^C 4HCWA	 = PIPE WALL	 DENSITY
^; C rPNq	 = PTPc WALL	 SPE r LFIC HEaT
f	 - C OPWA.TOWA = PI p E TALI	 OUTER AkD I^!N£R OIArETEFS




G RHCL	 =	 LI!)UID	 OEhSITY	 ^
C CPL	 = LICLID SPECIFY H-AT
C RHLWK	 = wICK DENSITY
C CPWK
	
= NICK SPECIFIC HEAT	 ^
C OOkK,IDWK =
	
WICK QUTER ANtI INNcR rIAMETERS
C LWK
	
= WTCK NODAL LENGTH	 ^
C CAPA	 =	 ARTERY	 CAFACITANC=
	 *'^
C CAFE	 = FIN GaFACITANG£











CAPWA	 =	 RHGWA(I)	 #	 CPt,AtI)
	 ^* PI	 "	 (CD WA(I)'^^E	 -	 IOH4tI)+*2)
F	 ^	 #	 LWAtI)14.
^GAPNK	 =	 (FCROS(U	 ^`	 4NOl(I)	 #	 CPItI)	 +	 t1.-nCPC^(T))
#	 #	 FHGH!K(I)	 ^	 G P WK(I))	 '^	 PI	 #	 (OOWK(I) #x 2	 -	 IOHK(I)##2)
lr	 CAF(If	 =	 (;APWA	 +	 CAFWK	 +^	 CAPA(I)	 +	 CAPF(T^
RETURN
ENC
t`i^# a^####*f#x+####^f1^i^^#^'1^####^1'fi9^*+f1'^#^, MS^^f4^#i^##'F#KK1^4+F i^##M^'f df 01^1 r
 #+F .t 1^.Y?fs
SU9QOUTI"ZE	 ':APFI^'(N,X,Y,7,DEN,CP,•^,Apl
C-------- ------	 -	 -------___-
	 ------------------------	 ---------
C- THIS	 SU?!ROUTI(\c	 ^0'",PUTES THE	 CAPA!;I74^!Cc
	 OF	 4 SPACE ^?A071TOR
C FIN
	
(IF	 ANY),	 ATTACHED TO	 A H>rAT	 PIPE CCNOENS^R.
C N	 = NU'9PcR OF CASsc"S TC PE TRGATI:C ?N TuTC CALL
C X	 = FIN LENGTH	 (HALF FI pE-TC-PIPE r,IcTANCE)
C Y	 = F IN THICKNESS	 .
C Z	 =	 FIN 41IDTN	 (rGNDFNSFR LEn+tTH)
C ^1FN
	
= F IN QFNSI?Y
C-59
t,, p^	 ..	 .:.-^r^_,^^,^^..^-r-.,^-Wa^.^^.^.: 	 ^.._._^^.	 ...—
- ^-	 --.,.








DO iu	 7=1^ N
ifl CAP(I)	 =	 2. M	X(1)	 f	 YiI1	 i	 7(II	 ^	 DEN(I)	 ^	 CP(I)
P,ETURN




C THIS SU^ROUTIhE COMPUTES THE 	 TOTAL	 AXIAL	 CONDUC.TAhCE OF THE.
G NICK ANO WALL.	 NEGLIGI9LE CONTACT CONDUCTANCE IS ASSUMED
C 9ETWEEN CRnSSEC MEM6ERS IN HCrOr,ENECUS WICKS--TEE WICK VOLUME
C IS CONSE^UcNTLY HALVE.	 THE CONDl1CTANCES ARE CCM g INED WITH
C THOS= FRCh Sl.^l4CL'Tlhc	 ARTERY	 IN SU9ROUTINE	 AGCCrB,	 THUS	 ARTERY
C ANO AXCON^ MUST	 6E	 CALL^O	 HE FORE	 AGCO'(9	 IN	 VAR8L1.
C N	 NUMBER OF CASES TO 9E TREATED IN THIS CALL
C KWA	 = MALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
C OOWA,IDWA = WALL OUTER ANO INNER DIAMETERS
C LWA	 =	 WALL	 NODAL .LENGTH
C LWK	 = WICK MODAL LENGTH
i';,	 C r^OROc	 = WICK PORGSITY
C KWK	 WLCK THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
C O'DWK,IDNK = NICK OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS
C CONDh'A	 = WALL	 AXIAL CONDUCTANCE.








CONDWA(I)	 = KWA(I)	 f	 PI .f	 (OCWA(I ► '^ i 2	 -	 IOWAtU+i2)/t4.fLNA(I))








+^ LR, KR, ODFT, IOFT, LWK, pOROS, KWK, ODt^K,TOkKa
* IOFT k, IOhW, GFTTr1T1
C---- --------- -- --------	 ----------------------------------------
G THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE TOTAL AXIAL CONDUCTANCE FROM THE
C CONDENSER TO THE RESERVOIR QF A VCHP.	 THE SAME ASSUMPTIONS
C US°D IN SLBRCUTThE	 AXCC'ND APPLY.	 THE	 WICKS	 US^O	 IK THE. CON-
.	 G DENS?,R,	 FEECTUH^,	 ANG	 4cSEF^VCIR ARE ASSUME p TO 8£ IDENTICAL.
C NrG	 = FLAG FOR VCHP
>; LWA	 = CQNCENSER WALL NODAL LENGTH
C KWA	 = CCNDENS^R WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 	 '
C OOW4,IDWA = CONDENSER WALL 	 OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS
C LFT	 _ FEEC TURF NODAL. LENGTH
C KFT	 _ F£i=q TU!3F THERMAL CONDUCTTVITY
G ODR,IR•i	 = R=Sent/OIR	 OUTE4 AND INNER OIAM=TE°S
C LFt	 RESERVOIR LENGTH	 ^
C KR	 = RESERVOIR THEP,MAL CONDUCTIVITY
C ODFT^IOFT = FEED TUBE OUTER ADD INNER DIAMETERS
C LWK	 = CCND^NSER NICK NODAL LENGTH.
C ^'CFOS	 = WICK PC+ROSITY
G KWK	 = WICK THEPNAL CONDUCTIVITY
C O7WK,IOWK	 CONOENS.R NICK OUTER AND INNER OIANETEQS
G IDFTW	 = FEcO TUi3E NICK INNER ^IAM£TER	 (ODFTN = 2DFT)
C I!^RW	 = RESERVOIR NICK INNER DIAMETER 	 (ODRM = IDR)
C GFTTpT	 = TOTAL	 AXIAL FEED TU9E rONnUCTANCE
C----- ------------------------^---------------------------- --- - ^-










REAL LWK, KWKr IGWK, IOFTW, IDRw
IF(NCG .EO. ^.)	 RETURN	 ^'
GWA
	
= Pi ^ KWA ^ (OOWA*^'2 - IDWA^*2)/(2.} LWA)
GFT	 = F I " KFT + tCQFT} +`2 - TO F Ti4 2)/(4.} LFT)
GR	 = FI " Kv +^ (09^ +` }Z - IDR}}2)/(2.^ LR)
GWK
	
= PI * KWK * (1.- FOROS)^(OOWK}}2 - IDNK^`^?) 3 (4.+ LWK4
GFTW	 = FI ^ KWK " (1.- FOROS)"^(IOFT^'^2 - IOFTW^'^`2i/(8.'^ LFT)
GRW	 = ^I • KWK + (i.- POp OS)}(IOR" + Z - IDRW^`*2)/(4.x' LR)
GFTTOT = 1./(1./GWA + 1./GF T + i./GR) +






G	 THIS SU gRnUTINF roM^uT;,S THE TOTAL AXIAL CC^:QUCToNCE OF THE
C	 ART,RY, LIPUIQ-SATUkATD WICK, AND WALL. THE RESULTS OF
C	 SU9RCUTiNES ARTFP,Y, AKCOND, ANO ><ADFIN ARE REC:UIREQ, THUS
C	 THOSE ROUTINES MUST a E !:ALt"t0 BEFORE arro^l^ IN VAR^L1,
C	 N	 = NUNBER CF NOOKS IN e.ACH PIPE SECTION
C	 (=n	 = A?T.RY CONDU^TANC'= IN :ACN SECTION
C	 GWA	 = WAL( CONDUCTAN^^E iN EACH SECTION
C	 GWK	 = WICK/LIQUID GONDUCTANCc IN EACH SEGTxON
C	 NCTRAP	 Cr,LC TRAP FLAG
GFIN	 = AXIAI FIN CONDUCTANCE
C	 GTCT	 = TCTAI AXIAL CONDUCTANCE





IF(NE ,E^. I)	 GO TO 20
i^	 GTOT(I)	 Z./C1./GA.(I)+1./GAE(I+1)) + 2./(i./GW^^-(T!
+^	 ► 1./Gt^AF.(I+i)) + c. /(1./GWKE(T)+1./GWKEtI+i))
ZJ	 GTOT(T1 = 2./ti. 3 GAc(I)+i./t'44(i)) + Z./(1./fWA^(LI
+1./GNAA(i)) + 2./ti./GWKEti)+i./GNKA(i!)
II	 = NE + 1
III	 = NE + NA
n0 3^ I=TI,IIi
J	 = I - NF
IF(III .w^. T)	 GO TO 4G
34 GTOT(I) = Z.l(1./GA4(J)+i./GAA{J+1)F + 2./(1./GNAA(J)
x	 +1./GWAA (.l+1) 1 + Z./ (1. iGWKA(.i) +1 ./GWKA (J+1) )
	 ^
4U	 GTCT(Ii = 2./(1./GA4(J1+1./GAC(il) + Z./(1./GWAA(.f)
+	 +),./GWAC.(11) + Z./t1./OWKA(J)+i.JGWKC(!!)
II	 = NF_ + NA + 1
III	 = NE + NA + P!^
DO SG I=TI,III
J	 = I - NE - NA
IF(LII .FC. I)	 RETURN
GTC'^tI) = Z./(i./G4C(J)+1./;At;(.1+1>) + Z./(i./GW4C(J)
•	 +1./GWAC(J+1)1 } 2./(1./GiiK^'( ))+i./GWKCtJ+1))





^`^ft}}}{^ifii} {^}icy. F4^}dl} , ^f„^F,^,ki 7FM'F}}R}ic}} } i}y4M , KFY IL K k i,} ^t.K ils ^i}} +F^ffi}^F ^F ^f
5t1^k0UTINF RACCNO(N,BI,EFFKWK^LWK,CDWK,IOWK,KV,L,LWL,
x	 GDWL,IDWL,CCND)
C '-------------- ------ -- - -------------------- ------------------
C	 THIS SUB aOUiINc CGMPUTFS THE TOTAL RADIAL CONDUCTANCE OF THE
C	 LIQUID-S4i'Jz_ATFO WICK AiJ^; THE ¢ IFE HALL. THE EFFFCTTVF
C	 TNRMAL C('NOUCTIVITY CF TN_ LIt^UiO-SATURATE S NICK FaCM SUO-
C	 RCUTIN_ I,FFKWK IS Rt«UI^'ED, THUS. EFFKJ^:K MUST P` G4LL=0 R,E-
C-til
.;^ ____	 _.^ .-.^^_ ----^^^,._---_ ,_.. ^ ...._ ^,.; ..,^-^.. 	 .^	 -	 ^^,^,-.M-.^.^_._^ _
	
^ ^ ^^^
' REPRQDUCLBILI'I'^ p],I' .





't^d C FORS RACOt`D IN	 VARBIl.
C N	 = NU^N9 R OF'	 CASES TO ^E TREATED	 TN THTS CALL
C EFFKWK	 = LIOUICI/WICK EFFECTIVE TJiE Q NAL	 CONDUCT?VITY	 ^!
C LWK	 =.WICK NODAL LENGTH
C ODWK,IDWK =	 WICK OUTER AND INN E R	 OIAMETER c	,
C KWL	 = WAII THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 ^'
...0
LWL	 = WAII NODAL LENGTH
C OOWL,IOWL = WALL OUTER ANO INNER OIAMFTE4S
C CONO	 = 70TAL RADIAL CONDUCTANCE
C----°--------------------------+•----------------------------------
REAL LWK,IDWKrKWL^LWI^IDWL 	 i
DIMENSION	 EFFKWK{11,LWK('11,ODNK(11,IOWK(1/,K.WL(11,LwL(11
OItSENSION DDWLtiI^IOWL(1),CONDti ►
DO iu I=1,N	 l
CONOWK =	 2.'^	 PI	 * EFFKwK(21	 s LNK(T1/ALOG(ODWK(I1/IDWK(I11
CONDwI	 =	 2.^	 FI	 •	 KWl(I1	 •	 LWIiI ► /ALOG(QONLfII/IDWItt`i1
10 COND(I1=	 i./(1./GGN+:?WK	 +	 1./CONGWLI
P.ETURN_
END
C^ss^ssa^^sa^t^s +rs^s+ ^^r+^^^ +► i^ws^a^xr^ + ^ia^s^rrs++^+^ss+rvrtr +r^rsr^fsfra^+^^^sa
SUBROUTINE pSLEAK(NCG^KINS^PI^ODR^XINS^L R ^GLEAK)	 ;.
C-------- ----------------------------------- 	 -----------------------
C THIS SUBRGUTINE C.CMPUTES THE RESERVOIR-TC-SINK HEAT LEAK GCNnUrTANCES
C KC.G	 =	 FLAG FOP	 VCHf'
C FINS	 =	 IKSUTATID^ THE2NAL C0^'DUCTIVITY
r ODR	 = RESERVOIR CUTER DIAMETER
C XINS	 = INSULATION THICKNESS
C LR	 = gEScRVOIP LENGTH	 a









GLEAK	 =	 2.^`	 PT	 • KINS * LR / AIOG{tCDR + 2. •	XLNSI/eDRI
kcTURN
ENC
' L`fitiE,^f,Ff,FFY-,ff^FY+f rtX^f'f•^,^M1F i1^R F^^a+^x^+a^sx^x^sa^ a^^ .v.ss ^K +R aM1^^1 . ^K 1t +fF • 1^^a1 ,B EY •,^+F
SU9ROUTINE RADFI^( fv, TR,TRL^TRR•CCND•X,Y,?,SiGrASLCPE.EMTSS,T^X•
F TENV^OABSA^GSINK^AXFIN!:,TSINKi(NOOE^f1TOT1
C- ------------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS SU BROUTINE COkPUTES THE EFFECTLVc SINK TEM G C'RA;URE	 t^CUNOARY
C NOSE1	 FOR	 A S pACL nADIA?OR,	 ACCOUNTTf`G Ft'p 	F7f,	 GL• OMET RY ,	 ABS(1R9E0
C EXTkRNAL	 ENfRGYr	 A<ti0 CC^JCUCTICN TO 	 AOJ4CENT	 ^ADIATO4 PANELS.	 IT	 "`"
G CONSIflERS ENG EFFECTS--FIN J?COT TEMPERATURES MUST 	 Dr. INPUT 5E-
C OUENTIALLY.	 RADFIN SHCULD 9E CALlFO FROM VARp^l.
C N	 = NUHB^R OF CASES TC 9E TREATED IN THIS CAII 	 ,i
C TR	 = FIN ??DOT TEMPERATURE
C rRL	 = LEFT SIDE	 ADJACENT FIN ROOT TEMPS°ATURF
C TRR	 = RIGHT SIDE ADJACENT FIN RCCT TEMP^RAT(!RF
C CONO	 = FIN THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
G X	 = FIN LENGTH iHALF PIPE-TO-PI p E DISTANCEI
C Y	 = FIN THICKNESS
C 7_	 = FIN WIDTH	 tr,CNO2NSER NO CAL LENGTH ► 	 °'
C SIG	 =	 S'tE FHAN-+^.CLTZNANN CONSTANT 	 (.1713F,-81
C ASLCPE	 =	 ARRAY	 OF	 ♦< CNDIM^f`SIOf• 1AL	 FIN TEMPEFAT(JRE
C GRADIENTS AS A FUNCTION GF ENVIRONMENTS	 ADJA-
C CENT	 PfiNEL TEMPERATU p E,	 AND	 FiN Gi:nhET°Y	 ',
C EMISS	 =	 PANrL.EMISSIVITY	 ,
C TEX	 = EXTERNAL	 SURRGUNOINGS TEMPERnTUPr
C TENV	 =	 ENVIRCNMEt`T TE'IQERATUP,E
C 049SA	 = AFSOQflED EXTEQ "SAL FLU )
' C GSINK	 = RAnIATIOM CONDUCTOR fPOM RCOT TO EFFECTIVE SINK	 .(
C AXFING	 =	 AXIAL	 FIB! CONfaUCTAN'OE
r TSLNK	 _ EFFECTIVE SINK TEMPEP,4Ti1RE




	 HEnT REJECTED FRCN 	 ALL
	



















THe"TAR = TROOTR/TROOT ^;
IF (THETAR	 .LT.	 .^'.CR.	 THETAR	 .GT.	 1.51	 WRITf(6,3)	 THETAR
3	 FORMATt*;;++++aERROR+a+++ THcTAR 	 t*E12.5'^)	 EXfEEDS	 AQUNDSa)
C...CON F UTF,tFFECTIVc, ^hVInCnNEN7	 Tc NwERATUR^ ANO	 TENVIR	 RATIO
TENVIR =	 ((.P,2fl	 ^`	 TEXT**4	 +	 .)22	 '^	 TROOT*F4
*	 } OArTSA(I)/SIGD/ENISS(I))*".25
THETAE = TENVIR/TROOT
IF (THETAE	 .LT.	 v.	 .O^c.	 THEi'A=	 . G T .	 2.^)	 WRITE(E,41	 THETAE
w	 FORMATt*;++++aERRCF+++++	 THETAE	 (*F12.5*)	 ,=XCEEDS	 ROUNDS')
C...LOOK	 UP FIN	 GRADIENT	 AT	 MOOT
„	 CALL	 f^3DEG1(THETAE,^RCFND,THETAE^ASIOFE,OTDXL)
CAII	 D3DECifTHETARTPhOFNC,THETAE?ASlO°e,CTDXk)
C...COM(3 UTE	 HEAT REJECTION FKC*t EACH SIQE	 CF ROOT,	 AAO	 TOTAL
OL	 -CONDtID	 ^`	 7tI)	 ^ ^'(I)	 *	 TROOT	 ^`	 OTCXI	 /	 X(I)
^R	 _	 -CCND(I)	 ^	 7(I)	 •	 YtI)	 n 	 TROnT	 "`	 nTnxR	 /	 x(II .t'
QNODc(I)	 = OL	 +	 ^R f
C...CCMPUTF SINK TEMPERATURE RE(JUIR Fp TO	 GIVE QNCCE
TSINK(I)=	 ONODE(I)/GS1NK(I)	 + TRtI1
C...CONV'cRT ENVIRCNNcNT 	 TEMP.?RATU4E	 TO FAHRENHEIT
TENV(I)=	 TENVIR -	 46L.
C:...SUM	 HcAT REJECTION	 FOR	 kACH	 NODE	 INTO	 TOTAL	 FIFE HEST	 GF•fECTI(:N









SURFOUTI^^	 D^OEG1	 {X,	 'Y,	 7.,	 A,	 WI ,
DIMENSION	 A(i)	 ,	 V(5) ^?
NT	 =	 A(iF.C'^.G
N1	 =At2).OR.^ ^	 ^,;
V(2)	 =	 Atc,) ^	 J
`11	 =	 2 ^
IF(Z.GT.A{4>	 GO TO	 tun !+;
^s4 (M1+i) 	 =	 tN1^`N2+N1+r!2+1 f .OR,.^
1,




A (M1+2)	 =	 X2 iPi 	t
rETU?N I	 a^^
?_Cu	 M2	 =	 M1+Nl^t\2F1;1aN?t3
IFt^12.GT.NT)	 GO	 TD	 ±^.











^^	 OIM^NSTO^ TEX(11,TENV(11,OAR^Ati),GSINK(1),AXFING(1), T SINKtiI	j
?^	 OIMENSIO^ ^NGD^(1)	 ^?
fJTOT	 u. ^^
DO 1+. I= i, N
IFtXII) .EO. J.f	 GO TO iC	 ^	 ^;
C...COtJVERT TEMFERATURES TO RANKINE 	 ^`
TEXT
	
= TEX(I) + ^t6u.	 j !.
^'	 TROOT = TR(I) + 46^>
TROOTL = TRLSI) + 46^J.	 i^
TROCTR = TRRtII + 4EJ.
f;...C r1MFUTE FIN PROFILt NUMFE4
'P P,GFNO = SIG ^` EMISS(I) * X(I)*"`2 '` T!?OCT'^*3 / (C ONO (ID • Y(I))
TF(PROFNO .LT. U .CR. P p OFNC .GT.4.)	 WRITE(6,1) PROFNO
1 FORh'AT('+D+++++ERROR+++++ PRCFNO t'E12.5*) EXC£^OS PCUNOS•1
C...COa'FUTE ADJACENT RCCT T^`tFcRATURc RATICS
THETAL = TRCCTL/TrCOT
IF(THrTAL .LT. .6 .OR. THETAE .GT, 1.5) 	 W A IT=(E.ZI THETAE
















400 IF (7.GT.A(N2+2I)	 GO TO 5J0
X1	 = A (M1+1)
A(Mi+i)	 _ (hi+h2+N1+N2+1).OR.O
X2	 = A(M1+2)
A (^11 +2f 	 = Ni.OR.J
A(M2 +1) 	 _ (N3^N^4fN3tN4+i1.OR.0
X4	 = 4(`12+?)
CALL 02DEG1- (X^ Y^ A('11*1)^ V(3))
CALL 02DEG1 (X^ Y, A(M2+i), V(5))













Catsf^^a^s^ .six;*+^sxs^^as^rsf^a^ss^ « ^fxsn^ * wsa^s ¢* s+^^s^x +^a^^r^F +^a.xxars^^s
SUEP,OUTIhE FLFRkT{PVA^PVR,R,TR,VF,UC,N,K,PUS,TS,NN,LALC)
C-------------- -----------------------------------------------------
C	 THIS SU9RCUTINE CONFUTES THE LOCATION OF THE INTERFACE BETkEEN
C	 NORKTNG VAPOR ANC NCNCCNOENSI9lE GAS IN 4 VARIAALE CONDUCTANCE
C	 HEAT PIPS. THE PRINCIPIcS OF CONSERVATION OF MASS ANO THE PER-
C	 FECT GAS LAWS ARE EF1pL0YED. PRESSURES ARE DERIVED FROM TEMPERA-
C	 TUBES ACCORDLNG TO THE CIAPE`^RON EQUATION. DIFFUSION EFFECTS
C	 ARE IGNO P ED. WHILE AXIAL CCNCUCTION EFFECTS ARE CONSTOERED. THE
C	 RATIO OF ACTIVE fONDcNScR LENGTH TO TOTAL CONDENSER LENGTH I5
C	 USED TO "1CDIFY THE VAPCR-TO-CONDENSER COUPLINGS TO SIMULATE THE
C	 SHUT-OFF PORTION OF THE CONDENSER. FLFRhT LS CALLED R'( FRONT
C	 INTERNALLY.
C	 PVA	 = VAPOR PRESSURc IN THE ACTIVE POR?ION OF T'^(E PIPE
C	 PVR	 = VAPOR FARTIAL PRESSURE IN THE RESF.RVOTR
C	 a	 = U^IIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT (1545)
C	 T?	 _ '_S£RVOT.R TEMPERATURE
C	 V?	 = RcSE1;v0IR VOLUME
C	 VG	 = TOTAL CONDENSER VOCl,4NE
C	 N	 = NUM nER OF MOLcS OF NONCONOENSIALE GAS IN PIQE
C	 K	 _ NUMPER OF INACTIVE NODES (NOT NtCESSApTLY AN INTEGER)
C	 PVS	 = VAPOR PARTIAL PRESSUP.E IN EACH INACTIVE GCNDENSEfi NODE
C	 TS	 = TE^7PFRATURE IN EACH INACTIVE CONDENSER NOD F.
NN	 = TOTAL NUMPER OF CONDENSER NODES
C	 LAIC	 = RATIO. OF ACTIVE 'f0 TOTAL CONDENSER LENGTHS
C- ----- -	 --°------------^- ---- ------^---------------------------
REAI N, K, l ALC y KNEW
D IHENSIOh PVS(1)^TS(i)
IF(^1 .EO. 0)	 GO TO 30
C,..ITEP.ATE ON FRONT LOCATION
C---	 D0 25 J=115
C---	 IF'{AQS(K-K^!cW) .L7. .011	 RcTUR^^
















TRR	 = TR + 4EG. ^	 ^'
KK	 =	 INT(k) ^'
sa^, C...SUM	 GAS	 DENSI?Y	 CVeF	 ALL	 INACTIVE N09ES ^_
<<
^'
S U ^	 =	 i7 .
IF(KK
	 .c0.	 J1	 GO	 1'0	 2ti,
"^ TSR	 =	 T5(NN+1-I)	 +	 ^6:i.
C-....NOOc	 TOTALLY	 BLAnKcTEO
SUM	 =	 SUM . +	 CPVA	 -	 FVS(NN+1-L11/(R	 '^ TSRD ^	 ^
^^, i^	 i'ONTT.NUE
G.,..NO O E PARTIALLY	 ^LANKtiT^'0
20	 4U M 	=	 5UM	 +	 (K-FLOAT(KK)) i (PVA	 -	 PVSt^'N-Kk))/(a 	 ^
x	 (TSCnN-KKf+w64.1) -
IFtABSCSUM)
	 ,tT.	 1.E- 5u) 	GO	 TO	 3,1
-^ C...COMPUTF FRONT LOCATION
l ALC	 =	 1.+	 ((((PVA	 -	 ^VR)/ (R	 f	 TRR1)	 *	 (UR/VC)	 -	 N/C144. •VC))
^	 ^	 K	 1	 SUM)
C...AOJUST	 TC BETWwEn	 ;:	 ANC	 1
IF (L ALC
	
.GT.	 1.1	 LALC =	 1.
LF(LALC
	
.LT.	 u.)	 TALC	 =	 G.




^..,W?I^E	 MrSSAG"c	 IF f;CnVERG^nrE IS NOT SATISFID
C---	 D	 lTA	 = K	 KtJ£W
C---	 WFIT(6,4GJ	 DELTA
1 r---4i	 FC1'MAT(i;;+++++ CAUTION *++ •F+ 	NO LA/lC CONVI=P.GENCE,	 DELTA	 =",
'C--- •	 F8.4,{	 ACTIVE NODES f ) ^
RE TU4N
3u	 L ALC	 =	 1.
RETUPN (,,^
ENn






^{THIS SU PCUT7NF AGJUST	 ^lHF	 CONO_NSE^c	 GU lINCS	 CFC	 a.	 S	 F	 r,	 p	 A	 VC HP !
C	 TO SIMULATE THc LOCATION
	
CF THc VAPOR/GAS INTLRFAC=. ^
Z;	 NC6	 = FLAG FOR VCHP
'C	 NC	 =	 RC CF CONGtNS^R NODS ^
C	 LC	 _ CCNI:ENSFF KODAL 	 LENGTH
C	 LACT	 =	 ACTIVc CONC'cNS^? L^KF°fH
C	 Gr,CNn	 = FTRST CONDENSER wAtL-?C-VAPOR	 COUPLING
C---------------°----	 ----------------------------- ---------------°
RfAI	 NOG,	 lC,	 LACT
DIMENSIOn	 LCC1),GCONOti)
IFCNCG .EC.	 ti.)	 RcTURN
CL	 =	 G.
DO 3^	 I=1^NC
CL	 CL	 +	 Lr.CI)
IF(CL	 .LE.	 LACT9	 GO TC	 30
iG	 IFCCI-LOCI)	 .GE•	 IAGT)	 GO	 TO	 2G









C-------------------------------------------- - 	 ----------	 -------°--
C	 THIS	 5U^IRCUTIhE C'JMPUTE^ THE	 "iAXI:(Uf; HEAT LOAD CAP A n ILITY
DF	 A	 NEAT 'P IPE.	 THIS. MAXIt!U N LOAD	 IS LIMITED ^Y	 THE CAPTI-
G	 LARY 4EIU?N M_CHANISM	 CWICK2nG LIMIT) • CHOKE p VAPOR FLnW
C	 tSCMIC C.IMI7),`THc	 I^TtRACTICN BcTNEcN VAPOR	 AND. LIQUID	 AT •
C	 rHE WICK S11RFAf,E
	
{ENTRAINMENT LIMIT) , 	 AND TNF TEN^IFNGY	 TO
C	 FOAM. ^?U'^9LFS	 IN	 T4E .V AP OR ATCR	 HIzCK	 (°OILING lIf< IT) .	 A ^	 ''


















C A9ILITY OF CAPILLARY FGRCES TO FILL THE ARTERY I5 	 4 FUNCTION
C OF	 APPLIEfI H=AT 10A0	 (A^FTERY	 SELF-PfFINING	 LIMIT).	 GU9ROUT7Nc
C ILMITS CALLS CN SUEROUTINE PERMPI. 	 IF T HE PIPE NEAT LOAD
C EXCEEDS	 THE LOWEST ti^lIT^	 THc	 PERCENT OVERLOAD IS PRINT F.O.
C IF NO IIMIT4	 ARE ^xCE = DSD^ THE Pc2CENT UNDERLOAC 	 TS PRINTED.
C - .4NDALSO OUTPUT ARc VAPORIIGUIO PP^SSURE 	 DROPS•	 A?FLUTE PF=S-
C SUffES^	 AND MASS Fi.OWRATE.	 LIMtTS SNOULO
	
AE f.AlLrO FROM VAReL2
C FOR Ti^ANSIENT	 ANALYSES•	 EXECUTION FOR STEADY-STATE.
C A	 = INTEGER COUNT LOCATION OF FIRST HE4T PIPE ARPAY.
C H4T PIp E ARRAYS MUST	 3E	 INPUT	 A^ A at^,CK ^	 ^w
C IN THE ORDEP	 SHOWN IN THE 4RRA'f DATA.
C M	 =	 SAMe AS A.	 USED TO ALLOW	 ACCESS TO	 i^TEC•ER
C COUNTS AND INTEGER ARRAY OA14	 VALUES.
C G	 = FIRST HEAT PIPE EVAFOR4T0R-TO-VAPOR COUPLING.
E:-.	 C HEAT	 PIPE CONDUCTORS
	
MUST P.E INPUT	 AS A 9lOCK
C TN THE ORDER SHOWN IN THE f,C,NOUCTO? pATA.
C TV	 = FIRST	 HEAT PIPE
	
VAPOR TFMPE4ATUR1=.
C TE	 = FTaST HEAT PI p c EVAPORATOR WAIL 7=MpERATUPE.
C HcAT PIPE NODES MUST J3E 	 INPUT	 AS A	 BLOCK
C IN THE ORCER SHOWN Ih THE NODE DATA.
C GC	 = CONSTANT RfLATINf, MASS. AN0 FORCE
	
(GSUAf,)
C H	 =	 N^CHANICAL FOUIVALERT	 OF HEAT
C OR	 =	 O^GRcES/RAOIA^
C S4	 = NO GF SECCNO^**2 PER HOUR**2
C AFRESS	 = SATURATIOt\ PRESSURE V^ TEMPEi<ATU^F ARRAY
C---------°---- -------- --------------------------------------------
DIMEKSICt,	 A(11,M(i1.G(1)•TV(1)•TE(1)
PEAL	 MUL ,	 MUV,	 KL ,	 KV ^	 MDOT
N	 =	 M(1)
^l1





' L	 =	 M(5*II+E*J+6*K+i)
	 +	 1
JJ	 = Nt26*II+34*J+33*K+42*L+1)	 + 1
KK	 = H(27*II+34*J+33*K+42*L+JJ+1)
	 + i
Ll	 =	 M(28 + II+34*1+33*K+42"(.+J,J+KK+1) 	 +	 1
ADIAL	 =	 Ai3*II+F*J +o*K+1+I) -;j
CONDL	 =	 A(^*IT+6*J+6*Kr6*L+1+I)
OLAT	 =	 A(33*II+4T^J+46 • K+55*l+J,)+KK+LL+1+I1	 =	 G(N^')	 '
^`	 (TE(Ni)
	 -	 TV(i0) 3
ACTL	 =	 A(46*II+49*J+48*K+59*L+JJ+KK+tt+1+I)





MUL	 = A(^c$*II+4'^`J+k1+K+48*I+JJ+KK+lt+1+N2) 1
MUV	 =	 A(3u*x7+47"J+q6*K+55 ;L+J J,KK,+LL.+1+I)
KL	 =	 A(29^I1+47*J+4^{K,+48^`L+JJ+KK+LL+1+N2)
^ KV	 A(31*II+47*J+46*K+55"L+.JJ+KK+LL+1+I) J
SU p ^'T	 =	 4( 2t3*Il+vl*J+43*K+48*I+JJ+KK+LL+1+N2)
HFG	 =	 A(28*II+47*J+44^K+4 g *L+JJ+KK+Ll+1+N2) j
^ HFS	 =	 A(28*LIr47^`.B^-.5*K+iBRL+JJ+KK+Ll+1+N2)
` IF(I.LE.	 6)	 Y:4LL	 Ol0EG1(TEINR)•APR5SI^PEVAp)
IF(T.GT.	 6)	 BALL	 41D^G1(TE(NNI^AFRSS2^pFVAa)
A(39*II+47"J+4E +'K+55"L+JJ+KK+Ll+1+N1)
	 =	 sEVAF ;
C..,.WICKING LIMIT i
IFIAG	 = v
DPCAP	 = 2.*	 SURFT	 *	 Cr'^(A(6*II+21*J+21^K+21*L+i+I)/DR)!
*	 A(6"SI+15tJ+E'^K+6*L+1+^l1) ^^
no CAPI =	 CP(;AP	 /	 1^4. jC ,












^	 +21•K+^1^"L+1+I)*tEVAPL+ADIAL+A^Tt) " CCS(A(9*IT
rj	
•^	 +21*J+2i*K+21+`1.+i+I)1D°) + (A(II+4*J+1+N11+AC3*II
+	 +6+`J+4•K+1+N 2) +A (5*II+6*J+6*K+4*L+1+iJ3)) /?.^
*	 ^ ^` SIN( A( 9 +TI+21'^J+21*K+21 + L+1+I)!DR)) f GC
OP900I = Dp8C0 / 144.
G
CALL PERNBLtN:t6 •`II+6^`J+6 +K+6 +^L+1+N1),A t6^`I2+10*J+6*KF6*L+i+Nl),








!`AtL PERk3LtM(o*II+21*J+6 *K+6+`L +1+N2),Ai6*II+21'J+13*K+6*L+i+N2),
^ A(6•IIa21*J+11•K+6•L+1+N2),A(6^`II+21+`J+iA•K+6•L+1+N21,
^ A(6'III+21*J+19*K+6"L{i+rl2),A(6fII+21*J+2^*K+E;*t+i+N2),
+^ M(11*II+34^J+21 • K,+3v*1+1+N2),Atii*II+34*J+22*K +30 "L+1+N2),
{ A(11*II+34+^J+23'^K+3C*L+1+N2t,A{11fTI+34*J+32•K+3u'L+1+^N21,
















=1	 * JJ+ KK+1+ I),A(11*II+34'^J+33*K+36'^L+i+r•!3),Atii^`II+3:^*J+33*K+43`+L+
^* 1+N3),A(il^`TI434*J+33^K+a4*L+i+N3),A(6*IT+21*J+Z.Y"'K+15"L+1+NT),
^` A(2P•II+38^`J+37•K^-45'•1.+JJ+KKtLl +1 +P:3),PI.DRf
SDPlIf1 = .5* kl1L ^` EV4PL / (S1- * GC * 9F.r!t * HFG * ^t2A*T.I+
'^	 37*J+36*K+45^`L +JJ+KK+LL ti +N1)) +
•	 ntU1 * AQIAL r (SN * GC * CFNL ^` HFG • A (28*II}
+'	 38*J+36*K+'+5 *L+JJ+KK+LL+1+N2)) +
^	 .5•' MUL * ACTL ! tSN ^ Gr, # DENt ^` NFG * At2N*II+
¢	 38^`J+37*K+45*L+JJ+KK+I L+1+N3) )
D p LI^I = S4FLIG '* QLAT ! 144.
C
SDFUPA _ 12fi." MUV ^ ADIAL 1 (Pi * SH * ;r, * NFr, * nENV
'`	 '* At28•II+37•J+35'^K+44^`L+JJ+KK+LL+1+N2)•'*4)
nPVPAI = SQFVPA ^* QLAT > 144.
G





DO .220 NNM = 1,5u
SOPVPE _ 8.* NUV '^ EVAPL / (FI * SH • GC + HFG • OFNV
*	 ^` At2R*iI+36+J+35^`K+44+L+JJ+KK+LL+i+N1)'^+`4
•	 * (.J481+,0b9w/(4.?a^nEI)"*.8)>
DPVPt2 = SDPVPE +` Q^.AT ! 144.
C
IFtA9S(R^S1 .LT. 4.^^75)
	 GO TO 20'.
S^PVPC = 32.!(FI #• 2 • SH * r.0 • C =NL' • HFG* • 2 " A(2R"II+
^`
	
	 37^`JF36"Ka4+s¢( tJJ+KK+L L+1+N 3) *^4)
D P VFr,I _ SOPV FG ^' CL A T *•? / 14.4,
('
OWL
	 = (-{SDPLTQ+S+OPVPA+SDFVFE) + SORT((SQrLT(:

























_ _ _ I ___ ^ 1^' -'1
RllPP,OI^^JO^^,]^i`Y' OF TTiE
	 '
ORIO^Ier^ PAGL^ IS POOR
2G^3 SDFVPC = 8.* MUV * ACTI / CPI * SH * GC * HFG • DENV	 '
*	 * A(2A*II+37*J+36*K+44*L+JJ+KK+LL+i+N3)**4
*	 * (.3481+.u494/(4.7-A P ^IRES)L**.811	 I'I^,•




21^ DQWL	 = AAS(flWC.-COWL)
IF(OflNL .LT. .051	 GL^ TO 26C	 €
oc^W^	 =cwt.
REI	 = A(4ci* II+49*J+47*K+56*I+JJ+KK+LL+1+i> = 4Wl ! 	
;^
*	 tFI * HFG * cVAPt • MUV)	 ^
RES
	
= A(41*II+48*J+47*K+56*I+JJ+KK+LL+I+II = flWL /
*	 (PI * HFG * ACTL * MUV)
220 CONTINUE
GO TO 24u
23J QWt	 = ti.
GO TO 26J
2	 WRLTE(6,25G) I, OOWL. IFLAG
2511 FORM AT('•0++*++CAUTION+++++ `1CRE THAN 50 ITERATICt;S P.E(1UIQED *
*TO CGMPU7E flWL FOR FIPE*,I2,* - - DOWL 	 *,FiJ.3,
*	 ^ 8TU/HR, IFLAG =*,I21
26u	 IF(IFIAG .^(;. 1)	 GO T^ 261
flWLIM	 = A(34*II+47*J+^+6*K+55^L+JJ+KK+Ll+1+I) _ (rWL
GO TO 262
261 (aPRIM = flNL
GO TO 266
262 WRITE (6, 265) I, DflCAPI, DPflOrI, DPLI(;I, 7aVPAI, DPVPEI, OPVPCI
265 FORM4T(*0 Pr:ESSUPE nRCFS FOP FIFE*,IZ,* ---*/+ 	 OPCAn =*,
^	 E12.4,• PSIO*/*	 OP800 =",E12.4,* P^Iq*/*	 OPITtJ =+,
*	 E12.4," FSID*/*	 DPVPA =+^.E12.4.* PSTO*/*	 D°VPE _*,
*	 E12.4,* PSID*/*	 DPVPr, -*,E12.4,* PSIC*)
C...ARTERY SELF-PRIMING LIMIT
TF(M(ii*7T+21*J+21*K+3..^1+1+tai) .ED. J .A^lD.
*	 M(11*T.I+34*J+21'^K+3o*1+1+t`2) .Efl. 0 .AND.
*	 M(il*II+34"J+33*K+3v*L+1+N3) .Efl. J ► GO TO 2E6
DPCAP = 2.* SURFt * CCS(A(6 +II+21*J+Z1*K+21*l+i+I)/DR) /
'"	 A(11*II+33*J+21*K+30*L +i +Ni)
.IFLAG = i
GO TO 15^
C, ...SON IC LIMIT
266 OSLIM = A( 35*II+47*J+46*K+55*L+JJ+KK+LL+1+I) = DENV * HFG
*	 PT " A(28* II+.36'J+35*K+44*L+JJ+KKtLLti+N1)*"2 ' S(?RT(A
+^	 (7*II+21*J+21'*K+21*L+1+Ii "` A(39 *II+47*J+46*K+55+L
*	 +JJ+KK+LL+i+N18 * SH * GC * 144./(2.* f:ENV ^` (A
+^	 ( 7*II+21*J+21*K+21*L+1+T,)+L.1)1/4.
C....ENTRAINMENT UNIT
QELEV = PI * A(Z8*II+36*J+35*K+k4*l+•JJ+KK+ll+1tN1)**`2
*`	 ^`I-:F6 * Sflr.T(SURFT"SH*GC*CENV/A(6*II+17'J+6*K
DELAD _ PI * A(28*II+37*J+35*K+44*L+JJ+KK+LLtl+N2)**2
*	 ^ HFG +` SORT(SURFT*SH*f,C*DENV/A(6*II+^i*J+17*K
OE(.00 = PI * A(ZA*II+37*J+36*K+44*L+,1J+KK+lL+1+N3?**2
*	 * NFG " SORT(SURFT'ASH*GC^`DENV/A(6*II+21*.J+21^K
F	 +ii"L+1+N31Y/4.
DcLIM = A(36*II+47 fJ+46*K+55*I.+JJ+KK+LL+i+I) = AMIN1(QEIEVy
^`	 DEL AD, QEL CC1
r,^..,ROiLING LI`1IT
rJBII M
 = A(37"II+47*J+46*K+55*I+JJ+KK+LI+i+I) = 2.* Pi *
*'	 (Tt(N11+q6u.) ^` SURFT ' EVAPI ^` (A{6*II+14*J+
*	 b"K+6*L+1+^11i+A(6*II+11*J+E*K+E*L+1+N1?) * A(42*IY
*	 +48*J+.4?*'C#56+`1+J,1+)(K+LL+1+N11 / (H * HFG. * t)ENV *
*	 A(6*II+12*.1+E*K+6^`L+1+N) * (A(o'^II+iQ*J+6rtK+6"L+i
*
	
	 +tai) -A (o * II+11'^J+6 *i( +6 +`1+1+N1) 1)











2a0 FORMAT['^G LIMITS FCR PIPc a ,22,* ---"/ F 	WICKING II M TT	 ='^,
^	 F15.3r'^ BTUIHR *I* 	 SONIC LIMIT	 =w,F15.z,^ ATU/HRH/
*	 *	 ENTRAINMc.NT LIMIT =^,F15.3,* 'FTU/NR f ^' +	ROILING +`,
•	 LIMIT	 =+`.F15.3,^` !3TU/HRH)
IF(IFIAG .cC. i) 	 WRITE[6,27G! GPRTM
275 FORMAT("	 ARTERY ScLF-{/7X,^'FRIMING LIMIT =+`,F15.3,
+`	 ^ gTUJHR^`)
C...COMPUTL MIN UNIT A^0 OPERATING POINT CF FIPF_
OMLIM = A[38'`II+ q^^J+46 f K+55 +L+JJ+KK+LL+1+I> = AMIN1(OWLIM,
"^	 OSL IM,[1EL IN,gDLIM)
IF(DNLIM .EO. C)	 ONLIM = 1.E-1C
PCTLIN = OLAT / CMLI N +` 10J.
IF (DMLIM .Gc. OLAT)	 WRTTE[b,29i;) I, °CTLIM
IF(QMIIM .LT. OIAT)	 W4ITE[6,29J) I, PCTL:I4
28J
	
FORMAT('% PIPr'^,I2,+` OPERATING AT'^,F12..3,^` PERCENT OF LIMIT "1
293	 FO°."{AT(^,) rIF:'",I2,"` LrnD ABOVE CAPACITY ^Y • F15.3^' PipCENT+)
C...CO'(PUTE ^1ASS FLGWRATE
MDOT	 = A (32'r I1+47^`J+ y f, +`K+55^L+JJ+KK+LL+1+I) = RLAT / HFG
WRITF(6,3Cu1 I, NDOT
30^ FORMAT('*J PIPE*,I2," MASS. FLCW pAT: =+`,E12.4,^ L@M/HR*f
N1	 = Ni + M(i+I7
N2	 = N2 + M (2-w lI+o^`J+1+I )
N3	 = N3 + M(v"II+5^J+6'rKa1+I)
NN	 = kM + r+(i+I) + M(2^II+h" I+i+I) + M(fi+IT+fi+,1 +6°'K+1+I)
I1	 = I1 + M(25^`II+34^`J+33'`K+c^2^`L+1+I)
I2	 = I2 + t1 (26"II+34'^J+33 *K+42•^L+JJ+1+I)





Cif K^M 1^ •YMLF ii^^1^O^Ff F # i Mr4 *+f 1^ VSi^4.^fi i^^, M'1 +E ^M^ +T-^ `iM1#i^^M +F+4i^V 1^k^F71^^F i4 ^f F ►^ V^^^FY Mtn$
F	 SURFOU?INc FRONT
G ------------_---°---°------------------ ---------------------------
C	 THIS SU9RCUTIN^ PROVT.DES THE IOGI^' RE9UIRr^ TC CCtvTROI THE
C	 IT^RATIV^ FRC^T LGCATICN SOLU7TCN. OUP TO THE VARIATTOKS
C	 IN SENSITIVITY CF WORKING FLUID, NOMCOND=NSIALE GAS, AND
C	 GcOMETRY COwP.INATICNSr THIS fOUTINE WILL PRODABLY RFOUIRE
C	 MOCIFIGATION TC ACHIEVE PROi'ER DA`1PING ANO CONTROL. FRONT
C	 CALLS FL F RNT INTERNALLY, AND RECJUI4ES GL ACE M FNT T,N EYFCTN













A g 32+I = A820+I
VC	 = 0.
DO 5 II=1,N
5 VC	 = VC + A526+N3+II-i ^ Ri ^ A689+N?+II-1^$2 ! 4.
A^33F+I = tA527+T - A92^+I) / A526+N3
IFfA836+I .GT. FLC^AT[N))	 AR36+I = FLQAT(N)






WRITc (6,98) I, A81^+I
F 98 FOR M AT(*, F IFE +`,I'?,^` LA/LC (PRELIM) _ ^rFi^.4)
A92i:+I = AS?74T ^ A91.i+I
DELTA = A82^+? - A9324I
C-69
^^
5	 ..^	 _,._ ^-- ^ ^ ^ .,^^.. •.o 	 - _	



























IFtMOD(M781+I.21 .,EO. 11	 A842^;! = DELTA.
C---	 IF(N00(MT81+I.3) .EC. 21 	 A843+S = CELTA
IF((A841+I.GT.D..AND.4842+I.LT.D.).OR.
+^	 (A841+I.lT.G..ANC.AR42+I.GT.u.1)
^	 AHL4+I = A844+I ^ 2.	 ]
IF(DELTA .GT. A526rN31	 A82u+I = A832+I + A526+^3/A944+I
IF(D,EITA .LT. -A52E+N31	 A82D+I = A832+I - A526+N314844+I
IF(DELTA.GT.c^. .ANi. DeLTA.I T.A526+N3) 	 ^
^-	 A82u+I = A832+I + A526+N3 / A844+I / 4.
IF (DELTA.LT.G. .AND. OcLTA.GT.-A52E+N3) 	 1
"'	 *	 A820kI = A832+I - A526+N3 / AR44+I J w. 	 ^
A810FI = A82"v+I / A527+I
WRITE (6}491 I• A91G+I	 a
F 99 FORkAT(^	 PIPE "•I2.^ LA/LC (FINAl1 = ".F1C.4)
IF(AeS(A82G+I-A8?2+I) .l T. .dl '' A526+N31 GO TO ED
IF(M781+I .GT. 4G1	 GO TO 57
M781+I = (M781+II + 1
N783+I = 0 {
RETURN
70	 WRITE (6,°i)




F 61 FORMATt f ii+++++NCTEa++++ FRONT LOCATION ('HANGING LESS. THAN+
F	 ^	 + i PERCENT CF NOOE LENGTH EACH ITERATION• ACtEFTING'1




Rt:D SEND OF DATA
41
+^ smRSS *^*+^f	 GJCJICJ /1// END OF LIST //!/
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A.	 GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR FIXED-CONDUCTANCE NON-ARTERIAL PIPES
The heat pipe is a device which transfers heat nearly isothermally
through the vaporization and condensation of a working fluid within
a closed container. Referring to Figure 2-1, the processes occur-
ring within the heat pipe are: 1) vaporization of the working
fluid in the evaporator due to heat input, 2) flow of tt^e result-
ing vapor toward the condenser due to the pressure difference
created by the evaporator/condenser temperature difference,
3) condensation of the vapor in the condenser due to heat re-
moval, and 4) flow of the condensate toward the evaporator due
to the capillary pumping action of the wick material.
Ja 11	
Section AA
Figure 2-1 Heat Pipe Geometry
Each of these processes, as well as the. more conventional heat
transfer by axial and radial conduction, will be treated in this
section. The limitations on heat pipe performance will also be
briefly discussed.
C-72




The capacitances (mass x specific heat) of the basic-part of
the heat pipe are computed in subroutines CAPWCK and CAPFIN.
The capacitance of the vapor is assumed to be negligible due




 ^= p PC P ^r (Do - D? ) Lp /4.
P	 P	 P
(2-1)
The capacitance of the liquid/wick combination matrix G^^ // is
equal to the sum of the liquid capacitance and the wicicinaterial
capacitance:
^a/w = liquid + Zwick
= Caw PAC	 + (1	 ^w) Pw C ^ ,^ (Do - D1 ) Zw/4,	 (2-2)P^	 pw	 w	 w
where the porosity ^ or void fraction of the wick is used to
separate the liquid and wick material components of the liquid/
wick matrix.
The inputs required for subroutine CAPWCK are P p , Cpp ,^r', Dop,
Di ,
 P , ^1w r P^ , Cpl , pw, Cpw , Dow , Diw , and I,w and the
CAPFIN and ARTERY capacitances, from subroutines CAPFIN and ARTERY
respectively if applicable, The capacitance of each pipe section is
output. There are no restrictions to the use of CAPWCK. The sub-
routine has sufficient flexibility to allow various wick structures
and dissimilar wick and wall materials.
The radiator fin capacitance is obtained by calling subroutine
CAPFIN. This routine provides an automated means of updating the
fin node capacitances in a "DO" loop by the equation
^f 
= Vf If CP f
The calling sequence is









where N = number of fin nodes
X = fin length (2 distance between tubes)
Y	 fin thickness
Z = fin width (condenser length)
DEN = fin density
CP = fin. specific heat.
CAP ^= fin capacitance of node
r
2.	 Axial Conductance
The conductances (thermal conductivity across-sectional area/
heat flow path length) of the heat pipe in the axial direction
are computed in subroutines AXC^ND and AGC^bMB. The conductance
of the vapor is assumed very small due to its low thermal con-
ductivity. The pipe wall axial conductance G 	 in any node
is given by	 p'^
__	 1
Gp,ax	 Lp/2	 Lp/Z	 ^





P ^ ax	 2Lp	 2I,P
k ;r (D2 - DZ)	 k ^ (D2 - D2











The axial conductance of the liquid/wick matrix G,Q/ta ax is equal
to the sum of the 13.quid conductance and the wick material con-
ductance. 'riowever, the liquid conductance is small compared with
the wick when the axial distance is large compared with the wick
thickness. Therefore.
_	 __	 1
r .^/w, ax - Gw, ax	 Lw/ 2	 w/ 2
•	 2	 Z	 2	 2kw^r Dow - Diw 1
- ^w	
kw Dow - 
Diw 1-^w
4	 2	 l	 4	 2	 2
or
__	 1
Gw, ax	 4•L^a	 4Lw	 (2-4)
kw'^(Da - Di ) (1-^w)	 k ,^^(Do - Di ) (1-Aw)
2	 w	 1	 w	 w	 2
Again the porosity ^w is used to isolate L-he wick material. ror
symmetrical (screen-type) wicks, contact resistance between axial.
and ceircumferential wick components effectively removes the cr-
cumferential components' contribution to axial heat transfer.
Therefore, the wick cross-sectional area
2	 2
•	 ^ DoW - Diw 11-^1w^
4
is halved to isolate the axial wick components' contribution.
I'or unsymmetrical wicks (grooves, axial wires, etc.), the
appropriate effective porosity is used. Subroutine AXC^ND is
used to compute the axial conduction of each node; subroutine AGCOMB
is used to combine. the axial. conductances of each node in a node center
to node center overall conductance.
The inputs to subroutine AXC^hND are Rt", k D , D. 	 L , k , D ,
p op 	ip p w ow
D i	Lw and ^w . The wall and wick conductances are output. The
w
only restriction to the +.xse of AXC^ND is its assumption; small liquid
conductance compared with the wick material. This subroutine is flexible



























The total axial conductance of the pipe section is then evaluated
by subroutine AGCOMB. This routine will treat all pipes including 	 ^	 .
those containing arteries. The routine must be called after calls
to ARTERY, AXCOND, and RADFIN in Variables 1.	 ^`
^:
The results of the above calls yield the following conductances
which .must be combined reducing to a single axial conductance 	 '^^r





- - - - - - - -_
artery f ^^^^
—	 ^ ^^..^ /








= NUMBER OF NODES IN EACH PIPE SECTION
_/-^R,TERY CONDUCTANCE IN EACH SECTION
= WALL CONDUCTANCE IN EACH SECTION
_ WICK/LIQUID CONDUCTANCE IN EACH SECTION
= COLD TRAP FLAG
= AXIAL FIN CONDUCTANCE
= TOTAL AXIAL CONDUCTANCE













^^'^^	 3.	 Radial Conductance
The conductances of the heat pipe in the radial direction are
x	 computed in subroutine RAC^ND. The radial. conductance of the









r	 The radial conductance of the liquid/wick matrix, G^ /^,^ r , is
computed by
2^rk^/wLw 	 ^
G /^war = In Do /D1	 (2-6)	 ,
C w w)
;'^	 where the effective thermal conductivity of the liquid/wick
matrix. kQ/w is computed in subroutine EFFKWIZ, using the methods
^	 of Gorring and. Churchill for screen wicks (Ref. 1) as discussed
;,^	
in Section'2-A-6.
	 Gp ,r and G 





the total radial conductance.
The inputs to sub routine RACQIND are ^r, kp, Lp , DoP, Dip , k ^/ti„
Lw, Dom , and Diw. The conductance is output. No restrictions
exist for this subroutine, and it can handle dissimilar wall and
wick materials.
4.	 Flow Effects
The entha^,ny change in the flowing liquid in the heat pipe
Genth is computed by
Genth = mC p ,	 (2-7)
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^^	 where the mass flow rate m = ^ ' 	 (2-8)
The processes of evaporation and condensation occurring within the
pipe are .associated with small pressure drops. Since . the vapor
and liquid are in equilibrium with each other within the closed
system, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation relating temperature and
pressure at saturation conditions. is applicable: 	 '
t
dT _	 Tv	 ^	
^.
dP	 (2-9)
•	 pv hfg H
`I
`^ ,.	 Consequently, once a vapor pressure drop in the pipe is determined,
a corresponding temperature drop can be computed, This temper-
ature drop can, in turn, be translated into a "conductance" if	 ,
the heat transfer rate is known. Derivations of the vapor preS-
sure drops in a heat pipe, and the corresponding "conductances,"
follow.	
^^
For evaporation., conservation of axial momentum requires that
;^	 2	 D / 2
dP
evap 
=- 2cf pv U	 -	 8	 d	 v	 p u Z rdr, (2-10)
dz	 2	 Z^	 2 dz ^	 v v
	D v (3600) g c	 Dv X3600) gc	 0
^	 or the axial pressure gradient dP- evap is equal to the sum of the
dZ	 .
•	 friction loss and the momentum gradient (Ref, 2). Since uv = 0
at z = 0 and z = L (there is no velocity at the ends of the pipe.),
the momentum gradient term is zero. Therefore,
2
•	 dP
._..—.L' - -2c f 
pv U	 ^	 {2-11)
dz	
Dv (3600) 2 gc	 ,:	 ?
or	 •
	
L Zc P U2	 2c p UZL




evap	 0 Dv (3600) 2 gc	 Dv (3600) 2 gc
The skin friction coefficieu^: cf can. be computed from the. follow-
ng relation derived from Navier-Stokes with wall suction or 	 '









_ __ . _ :;^__. . _._	 vt^m;^t►^Sizl^iii^ul^^i6aa^4s ueu. c::._____.:____ ^. t _"...
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Re .0481. +	 •0494
w
which reduces to the Hagen-Poiseuille solution cf 
Re 
at Rew = 0
(no suction or injection), The. Reynolds numbers Re and Re w can
	
^!	 be expressed as
	
`^	 UD p
Re =	 v v ^	 (2-14)µ
v
and





Substituting equations 2-13, 2 -14, and 2-15 into 2-12 and
using the result in equation 2-9, the temperature drop ^Tevap
associated with the evaporation process can be determined:
l
8 T µ LQ
^ Tevap ^	 2	 2	 2v 4	 ,0494-
	
^ (2-16)
^r(3600) g H hfg . p	 D	 .0481 +
c	 v	 v [
	 (4.7 + I Rew I ) • 8^
Converting this .
 ^T into a "conductance" using G = Q/ ^T,
1	
^v
Gevap	 $ Tv µvL	 (2-17)
	
'	 x(3600)2 gc H hfg2 pv 2
 Dv4 C . 0481 +	
.0494
	 ^	 .
L	 (4.7 + I Rew I ) 8 ,,
This conductance value is valid in the evaporator .for all positive
	 '
values of Rew. It is also valid in the condenser when Rew ^ -4..5975.
At larger negative values o£ Rew (higher suction rates), cf drops
to zero, and the .following derivation is used,
Again, conservation of momentum requires that equation 2
-10 be





8	 d	 p u t rdr,	 .
dz	









_ .	 4^ ^	 v ^._,...^,^n.	 ..	 ^ ...m ^..^r	 ^..^_ _.,__..^	 _^
.^
..	











2 (3600) 2 g	
uv rdr,	 (2-18)
v	 c	 o
The velocity profile uv can be expressed as
R 2
__ 1 dP v
	
r 2l	 2	 (2-19)
uv	 µv dz	 4 [l - (
v) J 
(3600) gc,
^	 ^. '	 '^.	 _
from Nervier-Stokes for laminar flow in a circular tube of con-
stant cross-section (Poiseuille flow) (Ref. 4). Substituting
equation 2-19 into Z-18 and integrating,
R 4
^Pcond	 Pv 2 (aZ)2 ( 4) (3600) 2 gc •	 (2-20)j	 8 ^v
For Poiseuille flow,
,^
dP __	 8m µv
	
'	 (2-21)	 ^dz	
v4 (3600) 2 gc pv ,^
from Appendix A. Substituting equations 2-21 and 2-8 into
2-20 and the result into 2-9.
32 T Q2
_	 v	 ^	 (	 )	 ^;
^Tcond	
.^ 2 (3600) 2 g H hfg3 p 2 D 4	
2-22
c	 v v
or, again converting to a "conductance,"
__	 l
Gcond	 32 Tv Q	 (2-23)
^ 2 {3600) 2 gc H hfg3 pV2 Dv4
Thin conductance is valid .
 for the condenser when the wall Reynolds
number Rew < -4.597.x. Since the adiabatic section can .act as a
condenser during transients (especially startup), the relation-
	 ''
ships derived for he condenser are. applicable to the adiabatic










..^ .._ .	 .._	 _ ._^.....	 _^





cease and the conductances will transfer no heat.
^^F
The 'remaining vapor pressure drop, and corresponding temperature
	
''	 drop, is due to the friction loss o£ the vapor flowing axially
in the tube. Thus, ;,
"r
(2-240
^^ For this case, the .skin friction coefficient cf = 16/Re, Sub
stituting cf and equation 2-14 and integrating equation 2-24
over the pipe length gives
128 Q µvL
	
^	 ^ Pv	 ^r (3600) 
2 










^'!	 From equation 2-9,
^^	 128 Q µvLTv
^Tv
 _ ^ (3600) 
2 




G =	 1	 •
v	 128 µvLTv
^r(3600) 2 gc H hfg2 pv2 .Dv4
(2^2b^	 o
(2-27)
The. resultant network is shown in Figure 2-2.,
The typically very large vaporization, condensation nd vapor
flow conductances Gevap^ Gcond^ and Gv (^ 10 3 to l0^' .btu/l^^-©R),
in combination with the typically very small axial conduction
conductances Gp^a and Gw^a (%= 10' 2 to 10 -3 Iitu/hr-®R), result in
slow MITAS thermal analyzer solutions. Fortran logic ro allov3.ate
.the problem in steady-state. has been developed., but the transient
















































Figure 2-2 Net^aork Schemat2c
storage team and the lack of an enexgy balance criterion. The
more logical solution to the problem is to eliminate the large
conductances., making the vapor and liquid in the pipe isothermal.
This results in a loss in the capability to conveniently handle
internal phenomena, such as liquid freezing. or .wick dryout. How-
ever, since these cases. can be treated with suitable Fortran logic, 	 a
the loss is minimal in mast instances. When this compromise is





















	 ^	 r^-r, ... ..._^,










Figure 2^3 SimpZ2fied Network Schematic
5.	 Heat Pipe Limitations
Limitations on the heat transfer capability of heat pipes occur
due to effects that inhibit vapor or liquid flow. The deriva-
tions of the relations governing these limits are covered ade-
quately in the literature (Ref. 2,5) and will only be briefly
summarized here. The effects to be dealt with include .the hydro-
dynamic, sonic, entrainment and nucleation limits. The limta-
tions discussed below .are computed in subroutine LIMITS. The
inputs to subroutine LIMITS consist of the first data array number,
evaporation conductance and temperature required for the boiling
limit calculation, physical constants, and working fluid pressure vs time
array number. Several limitations are placed upon the use of MITAS
constants and arrays, primarily that The arrays are
input in a specific order in a block. This routine will be
generalized in the future to remove the current limitations.
a. Hvdrodvnamic Limit
The hydrodynamic or "wicking" limit is a result of the pres-
sure variations due to moving fluids within the heat pipe.
A circulation is established in the pipe fluids due to the
capillary pumping capability of the wick. When the,pres-
sure drops due to viscous and momentum effects become large
enough to overcome the capillary pumping pressure rise plus
the effects of body forces, the hydrodynamic limit has been
reached.. The liquid being vaporized cannot. be  replaced
G-83
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	 _.	
.^._.	 _.^...	 r.,.^M.. _^..._._.^
through capillary action at a high enough rate, resulting
in evaporator dryout (burnout) and a corresponding evapor-
ator temperature increase. Thus
^Pc 	-^- ^Pb 	OPT	 +	 ^Pv
Capillary + Body = Liquid + Vapor
Bead	 - Force	 Pressure	 Pressure	 (2-28)	 '
Head	 Drop	 Drop
Each of these contributions will be discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
The capillary pumping pressure rise is due to the difference
in meniscus radius of curvature in the evaporator and con-
denser wicks. Vaporization in the evaporator results in a
concave meniscus tending to recede into the wick. Conden-
sation in the condenser results in a nearly flat meniscus
at the wick surface. The surface tension forces attempt to
flatten the evat^orator meniscus, creating a pressure dif-
ference which pumps liquid toward the evaporator. The
maximum OP which can be generated due to capillary action
is






where Rpore is a minimum effective pore radius which cor-
responds to a minimum evaporator meniscus radius, and is
usually experimentally determined. ^ is the wetting angle





Figure 2-4 Definition of Wetting Angle ^
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.^
The body force contribution is a result of acceleration
fields in the pipe environment, such as gravity, thrust,
or rotation. These fields may either augment or diminish
the performance of the pipe, depending on its orientation
with respect to the field. The body force pressure drop
^ Pb can be expressed as
^ Pb = p^ g (+ Lcos R + Di sin ^) ,	 (2-30)
c	 p
where a is the body force acceleration. and R is the angle
between the body force vector and the pipe axis, as defined
in Figure 2-5.
Figure 2-5 Definition of Pipe Orientatio,2 Angle ^
Equation 2-30 indicates that the body force pressure drop
is made up of two components, that of the. pipe length paral-
1e1. to the body force vector, and that of the internal. pipe
diameter parallel to the body force vector. That is, the
capillary action must raise the fluid a height equivalent
to the diameter of the pipe if the pipe is horizontal in a
vertical acceleration field, the height of the pipe if it
is vertical (and the evaporator is at the top), or some
intermediate distance if the orientation is other than
horizontal or vertical. The (+) in equation 2-30 indicates
that the length component can be positive or negative de-
pending on whether the evaporator or the condenser is raised.
A positive length component indicates a pressure drop;








^.w	 ^...,. ^r .w. 
_ ^.0 .. _...
__	













The third contribution to the pressure balance is the pres-
sure drop due to liquid viscous flow losses, ^ PR . From
Navier-Stokes for steady, incompressible, fully-developed
laminar flow in a rectangular cross-section passage, the
axial pressure gradient dP^/dz is
r
dP^	 ^ 2 u^	 ^ 2 u^
dz - u^
	
2 + a 2	 ^	
(2-31)
^x	 y
or, in cylindrical coordinates,




These equations must be solved individually for each geo-
metry involved. The solutions for five cases — open grooves,
closed grooves, closed cylinders, full annuli, and. partial
annuli — have been derived for Che model. The solutions of
equations 2-31 and 2-32 are all of the following form:
µ^ m L
^ P^ = 	 	 (2-33)
(3600) 2 gc p^ K Axs
which, after substituting equation 2-8, becomes
µR LQ
^i P^ =	 2	 ^	 ( 2-34 )
(3600) gc p^ hfg K xs
where KAXS is the (permeability x cross-sectional area) product
obtained from the solution of Navier-Stokes
for the appropriate geometry, These ICAxs relations have
been programmed inbo subroutine PERMBL, which. computes
^xs for the input geometry. PERMBL is discussed in
Section 2-A-6.
The fourth contribution to the pressure balance in equation.
2-28 is the vapor pressure drop due to evaporation, con-
densation and flow losses detailed in the conductor deriva-
tions of Section 2- 4. The evaporation DP, and the con-
^'	 1
'1
densation DP at low suction rates, is given by equation
2-12 wzth 2-13 used to eliminate cf. The condensation
^ P at high suction rates is given by 2-20 with 2-21 used
to eliminate dP/dz. The vapor pressure drop due to flow
losses is given by equation 2-25.
These four contributions to the heat pipe pressure balance
are inserted into equation 2-28, which is then solved for
Qh, the maximum hydrodynamic latent heat transfer capability.
Since the suction or injection Reyno7.ds number, Rew, is
dependent upon Q (equation 2-15), an iterative solution
is the most convenient method of solving 2-28.,
b,	 Sonic Limit
The second limitation on heat transfer capability in a heat
pipe is the sonic limit. This Limit arises since constant-
area flow with suction and injection is analogous to con-
stant mass flow in a converging-diverging nozzle (Ref. 5),.
The end of the injection (evaporator) section of a heat pipe
is analogous to the throat of the nozzle, and consequently,
there is a flow velocity limit at the evaporator exit ana-
logous to choked flow (Mach 1) in the nozzle throat. As
the heat input is increased above the sonic limit, an
evaporator temperature increase results since no more axial
heat transfer can occur. The definition of the Mach number
gives
U	 U	 ^	 (2-35)
M=—=c
y Pv (3600) 2 gc
 (144)/ pv









and equation 2-8, and solving for Q, equation 2-35 becomes
Q	 pv hfg AxsM +^ Y Pv (3600) 2 go (144) / pV ,	 (2-37)
where the. cross-sectional vapor flow area A xs is equal to
^n^D, 2i






evaporator exit, occurs at M = 1. Therefore the maximum
sonic latent heat transfer capability Q s is
nD. 2
Qs = pv hfg	
4 
w	
Y Pv (3600) 2 gc (144) / p v	 ^ (2-38)
Entrainment Zimit
The third heat transfer limit is the entrainment limit and
results from a high velocity vapor stream entraining the
liquid in the wick, preventing it from returning to the
evaporator, resulting in evaporator ^1Z^yout and a temperature
increase. The capability of the vapor to entrain. liquid is
a function of the wick geometry, e.g,, open axial grooves
are far more subject to entrainment than. a tight mesh screen.
The force Fe required to tear a particle of liquid from the
wick is proportional to the product of the dynamic pressure
and. a characteristic length X (representing wick geometry)
squared•.
U2





The restoring force FR required to retain that particle is
proportional to the surface tension and the characteristic
length:	 '
FR ^c v X	 ( 2-40)
The ratio of these two forces is the Weber number
P U 2 X
Wb =	 v	 (2-41)
(3600) 2 gc ^
When the Webex number exceeds unity, entrainment will occur 	 a
and pipe performance degradation will begin, Although the
entrainment limit has not actually been reached at Wb 1,
the true limit is difficult to compute. Therefore, the con-
servative approach is to assume it has and to set Wb = 1 in 	 '
equation 2-41. Using 2-8 and 2-36 to eliminate U and

















piw 	 v pv (3600) 2 gc	 '
Qe = hfg 4
	 X	 (2-42)
d.	 Nucleation Limit
The fourth heat transfer limit is the nucleation or boiling
limit and is caused by superheating of the liquid. at the
pipe wall. Since the liquid and vapor are at equilibrium
at the wick surface, a temperature drop must exist across
the wick if any heat is to be transferred, and this d T
increases with increasing load, At some critical 0 T,
nucleation will occur near the point of highest superheat,
the pipe wall. This bubble inhibits replacement of the
evaporating liquid, causing dryout and a temperature increase,
For a bubble of radius Rn at equilibrium, the expansion
force must equal the restoring force, i,e.,
^r Rn2 (Pv - P^) = 2 ^ n Q ,	 (2-43)
where Pv is the saturation pressure at the wall temperature,
Pwall+ and P^ is the saturation pressure at the wicic surface
temperature,Pwick•




For small Pwall Pwick'
^wa11 ^ Pwicic ^ dP __ hfg P1^N, ^	 (2-45)
Twa1l - Twick	
dT	 Tv	 ~^
from equation 2-9. Substituting 2-45 into 2- 44,
2^T
^	 v	 )
Twall - Twick hfg pv RnH ^	 (2-46
If this critical ^T is reached the bubble will grow and
i
nucleation failure will result. The corresponding maximum



































tiubstituting equations 2-46, 2-48 and. 2-49 into 2-47.	 '
2 a Tv Q L (Di + Di ) k^^w
n	
H hfg pv Rn (Di - Di)
P	 w
^`	 These four limits are computed in LIMITS, and a message is
-	 printed if any one of the. limits is reached.
6.	 Auxiliary Subroutines
:F
Several auxiliary subroutines are used to supplement that above. 	 _
The liquid/wick conductivity k^/w is calculated in subroutine
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For homogenous wicks, Figure IV-6a, 	 ';i'





.Q/w	 -^ k^ + kw + (1 - ^)w) (k^ - kw)	 (2-51)
from Reference 1,
	 For open axial grooves, Figure 2-6b, kk/w
is computed assuming two parallel heat flow paths, one through
the liquid and one through the lands between grooves,
	
The lands




(	 )Q/^'	 wall + A.E
where
1
wall	 '^ (Do 	- d) - NgW I L,	 (2-53)C /w
or the total mean circumference less the total width of the	 '
grooves multiplied by the pipe length, and
Substituting equatic^^	 2-53 and 2-54 into 2-52,




,^/w	 n (Do	 - d)	 wall'	 (2-55) ""
w
Screen-covered axial .grooves are treated as a homogenous wick
(equation 2-51) and open. grooves (equation 2-55) in series,




The fourth. wick type is screen-covered axial. spacer wires as
shown in Figure 2-6d,	 This type is treated similarly to screen-
covered axial grooves,. except the path corresponding to the wall
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poor contacts between wire and pipe wall and between wire and
screen. The method chosen to simulate this poor contact is to
treat the wire as three materials in series: a layer of liquid,






Figure 2-7 Simulation of Spacer Wire Contact Conductance 	 Liquid
The liquid layer thicknesses are analytically determined as a
first approximation, but test data is probably necessary for an
accurate k Q^w . The assumption made in computing the liquid
layer thickness is that the volume of liquid under the spacer
wire to the left of line C-C is equal to that to the right of
C-C in Figure 2-8.
c
c RADIAL DISTANCE






This is analogous to assuming that the same amount of heat that
has a less difficult path through the .thin portions of the liquid
layer,. has a more difficult path through the thicker portions of
the liquid layer. .The liquid layer thickness is obtained in
Appendix B and is equal to .1738 Rspacer^ where Rspacer is the
spacer wire radius. The conductance through the spacer wire is
then
1__
Gspacer	 ,1738 5.8262)	 ,1738	 '





.1738 k	 + ° 8262 ic,Q
spacer
The conductance through the liquid between spacer wires ^_s
k^ °
G^
^ '^ (Do 	 -
 Dspacer ) 	(Nspacer Dspacer ) 	^ L° (2-58)D
spacer	 ` w
The conductance through the screen covering is
k ^ D.	 L	 2k	 ^ D.	 L
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2D
o i	 o	 i spacer
w_ w_ D	 w	 w
2 2	 spacer
where kscreen is the homogeneous wick effective thermal conduc-







Gspacer + G^ Gscreen
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w	 w ^ spacer	 k	 screen
The fifth wick type is the circumferential groove (or threaded
pipe) as shown in Figure 2-6e. This case is treated as one con-
tinuous groove and. equation 2-52 is used with the following
values for A.













- .NgW (k^ - kwall) 
+ k
^/w	 L	 wall	 ( 2-641
The inputs to subroutine EFFICWK are the type of wick, k^, kwall^
lcw , ^„ Doi, D^, n, Ng, Nspacer^ wa d, Dspacer^ and L. Its
use is restricted by the assumptions made above for each wick.
The second auxiliary subroutine is called PERMBL and is used to
compute the product of permeability and cross-sectional area for
liquid flow for the five. wick types in Figure 2-6. These K.Axs
values are obtained from Appendix A by comparing the specific
liquid pressure drop solutions contained there to the general
form of t:hepressure drop
dP2	
^^' QL	 (2-65)dz - KAXS p^ hfg
The KAXS values needed to satisfy equation 2-65 for each wick.




	 since the permeability of a homogeneous wick is generally known.
For open axial grooves (Figure 2-6b),
5W3 d3	
^ (.
(2-^7)KAxs = Ng 18 (W
2 + 4d2 )	 ^





2	 2	 °	 (2-68)72 (W + d )
a






	 KAxs	 18	 9	 (2-69)
i
°-,'	 for each annular space, where
^
4	 4	 3	 3	 2R	
- R.
	
- 2 (R	 R. - R	 R. ) 
1°a	 is	 °a	 is	 °a is	
`	
B = (4 8 2 + 5) (R 4 - R. 4) - 8 (g 3 + 5) (R 3 R. - R	 R. 3)
oa	 is	 oa is	 oa i^





o a	 l a	 R.
.	 1
a
Utility subroutine ANNSPC is used to compute B.
The values of the outer annulus radius R oa , the inner annulus
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R.	 = R	 -D ,;is	 oa	 spacer,
°-
and {2-71)
a(Roa + Ria) - 
Nspacer Dspacer ^?




The half angle between spacer wires 8 is derived from ^^(-arc length )/
L	 radius
number of space as expressed in equation 2
-71.	 The total KAxs
is then the number of annular. spaces Na multiplied by the KAxs
in equation 2-69.
'`
i	 Circumferential grooves are treated as one long open groove any
equation 2-67 applies with the number of grooves N gg = 1.	 How-
ever,. the pipe length L in equation 2-65 must now be replaced










such that KAxs is expressed as
SW3d3	 L_







^xs (2-73)9 (W2 + 4d 2)	 ^ (Do	 + Di ) Ng
W	 W
• = =ie inputs to subroutine PERMBL are the type of wick, DoW, Diw'
Ng , W, d, K, ^r, Dspacer and Nspacer•	 Its restrictions correspond
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Another utility routine was written to automate the evaluation
of specific properties which are mono-variant. Subroutine
LOOKUP provides a "DO" loop table lookup using the library
routine DIDEGI.
The calling sequence is
LOOKUP (N,T,A,P)
where
N = number of lookups in this call
T = independent variable
A _ Array of T, P values
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'	 B.	 GOVERNING EQUATIONS FCR FIXED-CONDUCTANCE ARTERIAL PIPES
An artery is inserted in the vapor flow passage of a heat pipe
to provide an auxiliary flow passage for the Yiquid returning to
the evaporator. By removing most of the liquid flow from the
pipe wall vicinity, large radial. conductances can be achieved,
minimizing the temperature drops across the wick, At the same	 ^
time, the artery can be da_signed for mi*_:itnum pressure drop,
maximizing the hydrodynamic limit. The result is a decoupling
of hydrodynamics. and heat transfer in the pipe, with correspond-
ing performance increases. Typical geometries are the pedestal
artery and its high. performance derivative, the spiral artery,
















Figure 2-9 Available Artery Geometries
1.	 Capacitance
Artery capacitance is computed in subroutine ARTERY and is added
- to the liquid/wick capacitance calculated in equation 2-2.
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Figure 2-9a has a capacitance equal to the sum of the screen







L ( 1 - dart ) part Cp (2-74)screen
art
D 2	 D2	 - D2
e ^
,^	 °art
	 L _ °art fart L ( 1 - ^	 )4 4 art
p^ Cp ( 2-75)
,^
The liquid volume is the total artery volume less the screen
volume.	 Summing equations 2-74 and 2-75, the total artery
capacitance dart is given by
^	 -	

















The second artery configuration is the spiral type, shown in
Figure 2-9b. Tts capacitance is the sum of the screen, spacer
wires, and liquid capacitances. The screen length is obtained
from an integration of the equation of a spiral over the total
angular displacement of the spiral,. see Appendix C. The screen
length is thus
Lscreen	 (2 ^r Nt + V) (v2 + (2 ^ Ntv + w) 2) a - ^ (v2 + w2)^




2t	 2 ^	 t	 ' (2-77)





v =	 4 ^ Nt
and
D.
T.^ - dart ^- r
( 2-78)
The screen capacitance cscreen is then the sum of the spiral screen
volume and the wrapping screen volume, all multiplied by th.e




^ Green	 ^ Lscreen tL (1	 dart) ^''^ 




The spacer wire capacitance is
D2
_ (N + 1) r spacer L p
	 C	 ,	 (2-80)
	
spacer	 a	 4	 spacer p
spacer
since there is one more spacer wire than there are annular spaces.
The liquid capacitance is
D 2 	 	 2-D	 2
	_ ,^
	 °art	 °art	 art
4	 L - Lscreen tL (1	 dart ) + ^ (	 4	 )
D2
L (1 - dart) - (Na + 1 ) 
^ s ^cer	 L p^ C ,	 (2-81)
p,2
since the liquid volume is the total artery volume less the screen
and spacer volumes. The total spiral artery capacitance dart is
then
	




The artery contributes to the total axial heat 'transfer capability
of the pipe. Its axial conductance is calculated in subroutine.
ARTERY and is added to the liquid/wick conductance from equation
2-4. The pedestal artery conductance is equal to the sum of the.





°art - Diart	 1	 ^^art
art	 4	 C 2
	
Lscreen	 L	 '	 (2-83)
l_







where the screen volume fraction (1 - dart) is halved since con-
tact resistance between axial and circumferential results in


















°art - Dlart 1 - ^art1 + k ^ .Dian
	= art	 _ 4	 2	 /	 Q	 4	 _
Gart	 L	 (2 85)
The spiral artery conductance is equal to the sum of the screen,
spacer wire, and liquid conductances. The screen conductance is
	
r	 D2	 - D2
G	
_kart IL	 t 1 - dart + ^ °art	 art\
screen	 L	 Lscreen	 2	 4	
^
1 - ^art1 0	 (2-86)
2
where the screen volume fraction (1 - dart) is again halved since





s ap cer	 spacer
Gspacer ^=	 L	 (Na + 1) r	 4	 (2-87)	 ^
and the liquid conductance is
2
G^ - L^ ^ Dort	 -
 Lscreen t - 
(Na + 1) ^ Dsp^cer	 (2.:.gg)
	
C	 C
The. total conductance is thus
Gart - Gscreen ^ Gspacet + G^ '	 (2-89)	 `
for the spiral artery configuration. These artery conductances

















the liquid/wick axial conductance, they are converted to a node
center-to-center conductance by
Cart	 1	 1	 1	 '	 (2-90)
G	 + G
art l	art2
.and then added to the liquid/wick axial conductance linearly.
Radial Conductance
The arterial radial conductance is not considered since no radial
heat transfer occurs across an artery.
Arterial Effects on Hydrodynamics
Since the purpose of an artery is to improve the hydrodynamic
limit of the heat pipe, the liquid pressure drop computation of
Section 2-A-5 must be -revised. The (permeability x cross-sectional.
area) KAxs must be computed for the artery and added to that of
the wick. This calculation is performed ^.n subroutine P^17MBL,
using KAxs relations derived in Appendix A and summarized here.
The pedestal artery contains simple Poiseuille flow and Li per-





The spa.ral artery is extremely complex and must be treated as
multiple annular spaces with varying internal and external radii
(Ria and ltoa) and differing angular widths (S). The basic re-
lations for the KAxs of an annular space are equations IV-69 and
IV-70. The values of Ro a , Ria, and S, however, require modi-
fication for use in a spiraling configuration. The method used
is a "DO" loop with initialized values of Roa , Ria , and S-cor-
responding to the innermost annular passage.. The radii are in-
cremented using the equation of a spiral to the values correspond-
ing to the next outward space, and S is adjusted if the wire










The general equation of a spiral in polar coordinates is
i
Referring to Figure 2-10, at B = 0, r =	 2rt + t, and at A = 2 rr Nt,
Dart
r = 2
/'^\ \^/ ^^ ^
/ ^ /^^^`^
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Figure 2-10 Detailed Spiral Artery Geometry
Therefore, the equation of the spiral artery is
	
Dart - D i	- 2t	 Di
r = _	 art








R.	 =	 are	 ^=i +	 arm + t {..
is 	4^rNt	 2	 2	 ' ,'±
h4




S _1=1	 DspacerS_ 2	 (R	 + R. )
o	 i
a	 a
The subtracted term in the S computation of equation 2-94
accounts for the angular contribution of the spacer wire.
The "DO" loop iterates on j from 2 to N a where Na is .the number
of annular spaces,	 The general relations for Ro , Ri , and Sa	 a ' 'in the."DO" loop .are
_ Dlart	
2t S1_1 + S1














'	 where Ri	 is the Ri	 from the previous iteration and 	 he additive
a	 a>
erm in the. Ri	 computation of equation 2-95 represents the
	 ^ Ri
r	 a
to convert R,	 to the new R,	 Utility. subroutine ANNSPC isi s	 is
called in each iteration of the loop, and the resulting KAXS
?y
.values for each _space. are Gummed into a total KA^s.
There is an additional passage. in the center of the spiral which
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KA	 -	 o	 (2-96)
xs	 8	 2
This contribution is added to the summed annular KAxs values for
a total spiral artery KAxs, which in turn is added to the wick
KAxs to compute the total liquid pressure drop. 	 The additional
inputs to PERMBL to account for arteries are artery type, Doart'
Dlart' twrapping, an array of S values, Na, Nt, Dspacer9 t, and L.
The second major effect of. the artery on the hydrodynamic Limit
is a reduction in the vapor flow cross-sectional area. 	 A re-
vised effective vapor flow passage diameter nveff is computed ^








^r	 -	 ^r4	 4 ,
°r t
veff	 1p	 °art ^'
and this value is used in place of Dv in the vapor pressure drop
` equations 2-12, 2-20 and 2-25 when an artery is present.	 ”




t, ^art^ '^^ Nt^ p ^Part" P^psacer' karts
kspacer^ k^, L, p^, Cpl
, and Dipedestal'
The third effect on heat pipe hydrodynamics concerns the fact.
.that the largest .pore in the. wick/artery system determines the
capillary pumping. capability.	 If the artery contains a pore
with a radius larger than Rpore in equation 2-29, the artery
Rpore must be substituted,	 A decrease in the . hydrodynamic .limit
results, ^'^
5, Artery Self-Priming Limit
A new pipe heat transfer limit arises when an artery is intro-
duced.	 Since an. artery can be depleted of liquid by forces r'
. arising. from acceleration fields, its design must allow repriming.-





largest gap in the artery' exceeds the body force head, under zero
load, The existence of a load, however, introduces the additional
head 'losses due, to flow which must be accounted for. .The maximum
load under whicl'z the artery will reprime can be computed using
equation 2-25, t'ahere ^Pc is calculated using the maximum artery
gap width (excluding the enc^ of the condenser since no liquid/
vapor pressure difference exists there) instead of the wick pore ^;	 r'
size Rpore in equation 2-29.	 This is accomplished by repeating
the hydrodynamic limit logic :in subroutine LIMITS witr^ the
artery .gap size replacing the wick pore size.
C.	 GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR VARIABLE-CONDUCTANCE PIPES
The variable-conductance heat pipe (VCHP) utilizes a charge of
non-condensible gas added to the wvorking fluid to achieve a
relatively constant heat pipe temperature regardless of heat load,
This gas is swept to the condenser end of the. heat pipe and forms
a plug. which blooks the flow of vapor.	 (Note the distinction
between non-condensible gas and working fluid vapor,). As the
piipe temperature dropa, the vapor pressure of the working fluid
drops, causing anexpansion of the non-condensible-gas plugp
•	 .This expanded plug effectively shuts oaFf a portion of the con-
';,
i\^
denser to vapor flow, decreasing the area available .for condenser ^
heat rejection.	 This, in turn, increases the pipe temperature.. -^
In a properly designed VCHP, the pipe temperature can thus be
.made nearly independent of heat load.	 A reservoir for the non-
condensible gas. at the condenser end of the:F;eat pipe provides
closer temperature control since a greare^r vapor/gas interface
movement can be achieved for a given temperature (and pressure) ^'
change.	 Temperature control of the reservoir through a heater
can be used to actively control pipe temperatures by a feedback
loop.	 A schematic of the variable-conductance heat pipe is given ,i
in Figure 2-11.
The simulation of non-condensible. gas control of th,^ operating
=,'3
temperature of a heat pipe regardless of load requires more 7
sophisticated modeling techniques,, 	 The location of t^^e vapor/gas
interface ("front") in avariable-conductance heat pipe must be •
computed based on ideal gas relations.. 	 Thepresence of ,3 gas
reservoir to provide improved control adds complexity to the
problem, as does-the popular use of a reservoir heater to ;;	 ;^
achieve even-more precise. control.
The basic assumption in the following analysis is that the .effect
:,
of the diffusion of vapor into the gas plug on the temperature ,j
gradient is negligible compared ^o the. effect of axial conduction ^'	 ^
in the pipe wall on the temperature gradient.	 This is generally '`
^=
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a good assumption for high theranal conductivity pipe walls.. The 	 i{






--has i ,	 (2-98)
•^ T	 --i	 gas
r
summed over the volume elements of the reservoir and inactive 	 •
condenser. There is no gas in the active section of the condenser,
the adiabatic section, or the evaporator due to the tendency of







since Pvact is the. total pipe pressure, and the sum of the vapor 	 ^'
a
and gas partial pressures in the reservoir must equal. the total 	 ''
pressure..
Equation 2-99 assumes a negligible pressure gradient in the
pipe. It also assumes the reservoir vapor temperature is equal
to the reservoir temperature, and that . the vapor partial pressu;.e
is that of saturated vapor a.t the reservoir temperature. In the












The assumptions for equation 2-99 are used i-► 2-100 also, sub-
sttuting the condenser wall temperature for the reservoir temp-










(Pv	 - Pv	 )E	




j =1	 R Twa11.
,^	 ^
'^	 Vcond - Vact
i	 J	 ^	 (2^-1.01)
^;,
where the volume of (he jth element of inactive condenser is the
total condenser volume: less the active condenser volume, divided
''	 by the number of inactive elements J. Dividing by Vcond using
`	 the fact that V	 V	 is equal to Lact/Lcond fora constant-ti;	 act/ cond
^^{	 diameter condenser, and solving for Lact/Lcond^
^`,
	






Lact = 1 -},	 R T res	 Vcond	 Vcond
	J 	 P.	 - P	 (2-102)





Multiple vapor-wall couplings are need^d to simulate a variable.-
conductance heat pipe. The couplings in the inactive region are
'',
	
	 zeroed according to the vapor/gas interface position determined
in equation 2-102, to simulate no heat pipe action in that
region,
This is accomplished by a call to subroutine AD,7G. Condenser nodes
which are. within the active length are left alone. while the con-
	 ^	 '^'
ductances are set^to zero for those nodes which are totally beyond
the active length. The conductance of the node in which the front-
ia located is adjusted based upon the proportion of active length
calculated.




NCG	 =number of moles of control gas for a VCHP,
0.0 for a fixed conduction pipe
NG	 =number of condenser nodes
LC	 = condenser nodal length
'	 LACT = active condenser length 	 '
GCOND	 firstdondenser wall-to-vapor coupling
C-los
-..-,.-s.	 _	 ._.....__.










w	 Warr'.:.	 .. W. _ .... ......:^^c	 -	 _ _	 -	 -
^.
Since Lact/Lcond is dependent on pipe temperatures and pressures
and since the temperatures and pressures are dependent on the front,
an iterative solution is necessary to achieve a satisfactory result.
In steady-state problems, the iterative solution is handled by multiple 	 -
calls to STDSTL from EXECTN since VARBLI is called each iteration of
the network solution. In transient problems, VARBLI is entered only
once for each time step; consequently, the BACKUP option is used in 	 ^ i
VARBL2 to force a recomputation of temperatures if the Lact/Lcond
based on the most recent network solution does not match the Lact/Lcond
from the previous solution. Lact/Lcond is computed in subrou- ti.rLe FLFRNT,
using Pv	 , Pv	 , R, T	 , V	 , V	 n, J, Pv	 , and-T	 as
act	 res	 res res cond,	 wall	 wall
inputs.
Subroutine FRONT controls ;end dampens the movement of the vapor/control
gas interface location resulting from subroutine FLFRNT. The results
of FLFRNT predict the new front location based upon temperatures. re-
suiting from the present . time step and the previous front location.
The maximum front movement allowed is one condenser node length.
Since the new front location will ,result in new temperatures, u.td
since FLFRNT will predict a new front location based on these new
temperatures,_an iterative process is required. This iterative
process i^ repeated until the front location change is redueed to
1% of the condenser node length or less. At that point the iteration
is completed and the time step is advanced. Additional logic is
required in the execution block for steady state runs and in the
variables 2 block for transient runs to support subroutine FRONT.
Refer to the program listing for the supporting logic..
The calling sequence is
FRONT
No argument list is included for the subroutine.
Computation of the last condenser node axial conductance to the
reservoir is obtained by calling subroutine RSCOND for a VCHP,
The same assumptions used in subroutine AXCOND also .apply. The
wicks used. in the condenser, feedtube and reservoir are assumed
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Each of the three parallel combinations are summed and are then
add by the series combination ruled
	 The artery is not considered
in this calculation since it does. not extend beyond the condenser,
^.._
The calling sequence is
^` RSCOND (NCG, PI, LWA, KWA, ODWA, IDWA, LFT, KFT, ODR, IDR, LR,
KR, ODFT, LWK, POROS, KWK, ODWK, IDWK, IDFTW, TDRW, GFTTOT) ;^;
NCG	 =	 FLAG FOR VCHP
' LWA	 CONDENSER .WALL NODAL LENGTH >+
KWA	 =	 CONDENSER WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ODWA,IDWA	 CONDENSER WALL OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS
LFT	 FEED TUBE NODAL LENGTH ^"
KFT
	 FEED TUBE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ODR,IDR	 =	 RESERVOIR OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS
LR	 =	 RESERVOIR LENGTH
RR	 =	 RESERVOIR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ODFT,IDFT	 =	 FEED TUBE OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS
LWK	 =	 CONDENSER WICK. NODAL. LENGTH
POROS	 =	 WICK POROSITY
KWK	 =	 WICK THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ODWK,IDWK =	 CONDENSER WICK OUTER AND INNER DIAMETERS J
IDFTW	 =	 FEED TUBE WICK INNER DIAMETER (ODFTW = IDFT)
TDRW	 =	 RESERVOIR WICK INNER DIAMETER (ODRW =IDR)































capacitance (mass x specific heat) [Btu/°F]
Cp specific heat [Btu/lbm-°F]
^j D diameter [f t]
a
' F force [lbf]
G conductance [Btu/hr-°F]
I H .mechanical equivalent of heat [ft-lbf/Btu] 	 ;'
r^
^ J number of inactive condenser sections .[dimensionless]
i.^
K wick permeability [ft 2^	 '
L pipe. length [ft] i
^{ M Mach number [dimensionless]






i q latent heat transfer rate [Btu/hr]
. R radius [ft]	 .
,':, R universal gas constant . [1545 ft-lbf/lbmole-°R]
t
Re Reynolds number .along tube [dimensionless]







U bulk average vapoz =.elocity ^ft/hr]	 j
;;
C-112
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	 L J
Wb Weber number [dimensionless]
g entrainment characteristic length Cft]
	 '
a body force acceleration [ft/sec 2]
•	 c sonic velocity [ft/hr]
cf skin friction coefficient [dimensionless]




conversion constant relating force and mass [32.2 lbm-
ft/1bf-sec2^
`^	 hfg heat of vaporization of working fluid	 Btu/lbm]
^`;	 k thermal conductivity [Btu/hr-ft-oF]
1 distance along fin length [f t]
m mass flow rate [1bm/hr]
	
t
n number of moles of non-condensible gas [l.bmole]
r,	 ® polar coordinates
t spiral artery screen thickness [f t]
r
•	 u local velocity [ft/hr]
v, w defined by equation IV-78 [f t]
x, y rectangular coordinates
z axial distancealong pipe [ft]	 •
R pipe orientation angle [degrees













surface tension Clbf/f t]
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As illustrated in Figure 3-1,='there are. essentially three types of gradients
	
=j	 which are possible in a space radiator. These. are:
a) The classical condition where the. adjacent fin root temperatures
are equal giving a symmetrical temperature distribution between
..nodes. The poinF where the temperature gradient, dT/dX, is equal 	 3
to zero exists at the midpoint. This condition could have been
analyzed by the fin effectiveness technique which is commonly used.
^-	 (Ref . 3-1)
^^
b) The condition where . .adjacent fin root temperatures are . not equal
giving a nonsymmetrical temperature distribution and the point where
	
.,	 the temperature gradient dT/dX is equal to zero .exists at some point
other than the midpoint.
	
i	 c) The condition where the difference between the adjacent rin root.
temperatures is so large that no point exists between nodes where
the temperature gradient dT/dX is equal to zero.
	
-	 ^	 {
The fin gradient technique used in the MMC radiator program has the cap a-





Referring to Figure D-2, the heat which is radiated from an element of the
fin surface is as follows:
i
	
'-^	 dq	 = E Q W dX (T4 - Te4 )	 •(1)
rad
and the heat which is transferred . in the fin by conduction is;
_	 dT
gcond -Ka dX	 (2)
Differentiating equation (2) with respect to X,
dgcond	 d	 (dT) ^	 (3)
dX	 -Ka dX dX
and since the heat lost by radiation represents the difference in heat
passing across the two internal faces of the element, then equations (1)
and (2) can be equated as follows:
^	 d	 = -dq	 ,q	 cond
RAD





-	 dZ2	 R	 e ,
-,^



















Figure 3-2 Fin/Tube Configuration - AM Radiator	 '"
^^
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Tr+1/Tr Ratio of adjacent fin root temperature to
, I the root temperature
-' A	 = T /T Ratio of equivalent temperature of surroundingr	 ^
e_,, e	 r
^- space to root temperature
F	
^^ cc	 A T4L ^n-	 nubsn
^
_	 _ ,- ,-	 _	 _ <_	 _	 ,








`^';^ dA/dZ = d(T/T )/d(X/L)r
^ii4
1, a Fin cross sectional area	 _
-
^
T =Fin Temperaturety `:
^	 " Q' =Stephan Boltzmann constant.	 '
.=j E =Radiator surface node emissivity
-^ t
",^ T Fin root temperature
r^ r
E







= Fin length to right side of fin
XL =Fin length on left side of fin	 ^r,
Li
K =Fin thermal conductivity
y = Fin thickness	
#-
L = Half .the distance between tubes
AR =Area of radiator surface node	 ^?
n
= Gray Body view factor from other external surface to^the radiator
skin node	 ^	 ,`
A
;;
=Area of other external surface	 i:r
n
Tn =Temperature of other external surface	 ^	 '`t'
4abs
-Absorbed flux from solar, albedo, and earth IR sources
W _Fin width
c—lz
^	 ^, ^_e _ ..:,	












^`	 ,	 A set of tables was available (Ref. D-2) which expressed the dimensionless 	 ,'
^	 temperature gradient d8/dZ as a function of the three variables Ng, A R, and 9e.
'^'s 	 These tables were expanded by MMC to also include the condition where the
equivalent temperature of surrounding space was hotter than the root temper-
ature (9e 1). This was required for the AM radiator since the segments of
the radiator which were exposed to the sun actually reheated the coolant as
it flowed through the radiator.	 L
	
``--	 _ fihe net heal loss -from the sl€in _node was_ determined in the -rad^,ztor mod?1_ 	 _	 -_ _. _-^
for each time step by a table look-up for the d9/dZ ^n the right side and the 	 ^
left side of the fin root. Then by multiplying these dimensionless gradients
'`	 ^	 by Tr/L, the temperature gradients dTR/dXR and dT L/dXL were then determined for
the right. and left side. The net heat loss from the . root . of the radiator fin
taken at the stringer was then determined by performing the following energy
balance on the fin root.
dTL	 dTR
gnet -Ka.dXL.- KA dX
R.
	^	 This technique was included in the subroutine RADFIN which calculated the
	
^	 total heat loss for each radiator skin node. The heat loss was first calculated
	
^	 on both sides of the tube by using the node temperature at the stringer attach ,
points as the root temperatures. The heat loss was then. calculated for both
	
^	 ends of the node by assuming that the temperature gradient at the edge was nearly
adiabatic Both AR ^= l.0 and the .root temperature was the .node temperature at
the stringer attach point. The subroutine also computed the environmental
temperature which was printed later for reference.
To determine the significance of the circumferential conduction,. a com-
parison was made between the. two cases, with and without circumferential con-
duction. As a result, neglecting circumferential conduction gave approximately
10% better performance than. the more accurate. method. Aside conclusion would
be that the radiator performance could be improved if the hot side of the radiator m,,:
were isolated from the cold side. Because of the nonlinear nature of radiant
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